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Foreword 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City is pleased to publish these proceed- 
ings of its symposium, "World Agricultural Trade: The Potential For Growth." 
The symposium took place on May 18-19, 1978, in Kansas City, Missouri. We 
believe that publication of these papers, speeches, and discussions will be of 
value to policymakers, students, and others interested in international agricultural 
trade. 

ROGER GUFFEY 
President 

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City 
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Introductory Remarks 

Roger Guffey* 

As president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, I have the pleasant 
assignment of welcoming you to our symposium on agricultural trade. We are 
gratified with the excellent attendance at this meeting, because it reflects wide 
interest in the issues that will be discussed here. We are particularly pleased to 
see the representatives of international organizations and foreign countries in 
attendance. A meaningful seminar on world agricultural trade would be difficult 
to achieve without this kind of international participation. 

The symposium on agricultural trade represents the first of what we hope will be- 
come an ongoing series of conferences on important economic issues. As we 
developed this program, our major objective was to consider an economic topic 
about which important public and private decisions will be made during the com- 
ing years. We also wanted the topic to be of significant concern not only to the 
Tenth Federal Reserve District served by this Bank, but also to the nation as a 
whole. A related objective was to bring together, in a suitable setting, a group of 
top-level decisonmakers from business, government, and academia-who have 
considerable expertise in the selected topic. In doing so, the symposium would 
serve as a vehicle for promoting public discussion and for exchanging ideas on 
the issue in question. We believe the program we have put together for this 
symposium satisfies these criteria. 

Agricultural trade is likely to be an important policy issue in the period ahead 
because the future prosperity of U. S. agriculture will depend largely on the main- 
tenance and expansion of agricultural export markets. Moreover, the United States 
and its trading partners are presently engaged in multilateral trade negotiations 
that will determine the new environment in which trade will occur during the 
next few decades. The American farmer has a major stake in these negotiations. 
Indeed, agricultural exports are important to all Americans -providing jobs in a 
wide range of occupations, stimulating economic growth, and earning much 
needed foreign exchange. 

The title for this symposium - World Agricultural Trade: The Potential for 
Growth - raises several economic policy questions. Will the struggle to feed a 
hungry world result in more exports for U.S. farmers, or less? What are the im- 
plications for U.S. trade if the developing countries have a comparative advan- 
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tage in agricultural production? Can the food shortage problem in many parts of 
the world be solved with greatly expanded food-aid programs? Is the issue of 
expanding agricultural trade an economic problem - or a political one as well? 
Other important questions could be asked. Our speakers have all made impressive 
contributions to the current store of knowledge about agricultural trade. Thus, 
their presentations - and the discussions during this symposium - hopefully 
will clarify some of these issues and lead, in turn, to a geater understanding of 
world agricultural trade policy alternatives and more informed policy judgments. 



Introductory Remarks 

Harold W. Andersen* 

Holding this symposium on world agricultural trade in Kansas City, in the great 
American heartland, is certainly appropriate. There are few other, if any, regions 
in the world that are so productive agriculturally. It follows that this area has a 
great deal to contribute to what we hope will be an improving and expanding 
level of world trade in agriculture. It also follows that the people in this region 
have something substantial to gain from an expansion in agricultural exports. 
Thus, it is fitting that the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City should sponsor 
this program. 

The people of America can take pride in the fact that we do have such a 
productive agriculture sector. It is true, of course, that American agriculture has 
been blessed by nature. But our farmers have taken that splendid potential and 
developed it through industry and intelligence - with the help of the research 
and extension activities of the land grant colleges - into the tremendously produc- 
tive agricultural system that we have today. We now contribute immensely to 
meeting that most basic of human needs, the need for food - and we are meet- 
ing that need not only in the United States but throughout the world. 

While exports have contributed importantly to the growth of agriculture in this 
region, the significance of agricultural trade goes well beyond the borders of our 
District. All of the nation's farmers have benefited from increased trade in one 
way or another. The national economy has profited from the expansion of 
agricultural trade as well, producing more job opportunities, a higher level of 
economic activity, and fewer balance of payments problems than we would have 
had otherwise. In addition, we should acknowledge the impact that U.S. exports 
have had on world economies. Living standards in many countries have been up- 
graded substantially as a result of our foreign shipments, although quite clearly 
much remains to be done before the food shortage problem is solved through- 
out the world. 

Agricultural exports have exceeded $20 billion in each of the last four fiscal 
years. Prior to 1972, the year of the famous Russian grain sale, our foreign 
sales seldom ran more than $6-7 billion per year. Obviously, export markets 
have become increasingly important as a source of economic well-being for 
farmers. Those of us who reside in the Tenth District recognize very readily the 
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value of agricultural exports to our regional economy. In fiscal 1975, for ex- 
ample, exports represented one-fourth of the District's total cash receipts from 
farm sales. Furthermore, almost 40 per cent of all U.S. wheat exports in 1975 
originated in our District, and substantial sales of feed grains, soybeans, and 
animal products were also made from District states. 

In recent years, foreign demand has increased over a broad range of farm prod- 
ucts. Increasing world population and per capita incomes can be expected to 
generate demand for even more farm products in the future. But the extent to 
which U.S. farmers will share in this increased trade will depend largely on our 
trade policies and those of our trading partners. The period ahead promises to be a 
very challenging one for policymakers and the agribusiness community. There- 
fore, I commend Roger Guffey and his staff for sponsoring this symposium. . 



Agricultural Exports 
in Perspective 

Clifford M. Hardin* 

As we open this Symposium on World Agricultural Trade, food is under the 
economic spotlight, as it has been few times in history. There are two underlying 
considerations: 

I 

1 .  The continuing problem of creating and maintaining economic prosperity 
among the farmers of the country. 

2. How to maximize exports of agricultural products in order to provide a still 
greater contribution to a worsening "balance of payments" deficit- or, if you 
please- how to expand dollar returns from exports to pay for growing imports of 
oil. 

There are those who look at the increase in the size of the typical American farm 
and the shrinking number of farmers, and who, therefore, conclude that agricul- 
ture has lost some of its political muscle. While there is truth in this observation, to 
stop at this point is to ignore other significant happenings. World population con- 
tinues to grow at a rapid rate as does individual affluence in more and more coun- 
tries, developing as well as developed, creating a continuously rising worldwide 
demand for food. 

The American farmer, with his high efficiency and total productivity, has made 
this country the breadbasket of the world. Agriculture is one economic area, and 
one of the few remaining, in which we can compete successfully with producers 
anywhere in the world. 

These forces have come together to create a growing public interest in the food , 

supply. Even as late as five years ago, it was hard to get a non-farm audience to sit 
still for a discussion on food. How times have changed! Concern for food, which at 
times has bordered on panic, is unprecedented in the history of this country. 

We hatched a whole new flock of "instant food experts" - many of whom had 
never studied food before - and some unbelievably naive things were said and 
written. But out of all of this, some positive things are occumng. What happens to 
the weather in Middle United States is noted with concern by peoples on all con- 
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tinents. This new interest in food, along with a new and unprecedented pre-oc- 
cupation with human nutritional requirements, seems destined to continue for 
seieral years into the future. The critical issues have been surfaced, and there is a 
desire to discuss them openly. 

In this paper, I am going to direct my comments primarily to three aspects of the 
world food picture which I hope will set the stage for the more specialized papers 
which are to follow. I will discuss first the commercial demand for U.S. farm prod- 
ucts - that which is represented by countries with access to foreign exchange who 
can enter competitive world markets and buy what they want or need. Second, I 
will discuss the pattern represented by countries with huge nutritional needs and 
exploding populations who do not produce enough to feed themselves adequately 
nor generate sufficient foreign exchange to buy what they need. 

Third, I will address the school of thought that advocates that we should do 
something deliberately to limit livestock production, and thereby, make grain 
available for the export market and for the hungry people of the world. This thesis 
is likely to be advanced with vigor the next time there is some kind of food crisis. 

Now let us focus our attention on commercial demand. The commercial world- 
wide demand for U.S. farm products has been rising generally over the period 
of the past two decades and will continue to rise into the decade,of the 1980's 
and beyond. When the peaks and valleys are averaged out, farm exports from 
the United States rose about 5 per cent per year over the 20-year period begin- 
ning in 1950. 

It seems to me that the potential exists for farm exports to experience annual in- 
creases during the next decade that might average as much as 6 or 7 per cent, cal- 
culated in constant dollars. 

Obviously one of the major forces lending strength to world demand is the 
growth in population. While most of the growth in number of people will be in the 
developing countries that are nearly always short of foreign exchange, there still 
will be some population growth in the developed world, perhaps as much as one 
per cent per year. 

The major force in the growing commercial demand for food is rising affluence. 
In many countries, incomes of at least a portion of the population are rising and 
causing an almost automatic and immediate demand for more and better foods for 
those who have the money - whether they live in developed or developing coun- 
tries, and whether they live in Europe, Africa, or Asia. 

As income levels increase, people start climbing what has been termed the 
"food ladder." People with the lowest incomes live typically on diets that are high 
in starch - rice, corn, root crops. Such people crave vegetable oil in their diets, 
and they buy it when they can afford it. Next, they want protein, including meats. 

And finally, they want some of the more luxury-type items - fruits and vegeta- 
bles out of season, and many of the refined types of foods that exist in the modern 
supermarkets of the Western World. 



This pattern of food preference seems to exist with peoples of all ethnic and 
geographic backgrounds and all levels of economic development. 

Take, for example, Japan - whose staple food historically was rice. As the 
Japanese economy has grown and Japan has become one of the industrial giants, 
individual incomes have increased, and the Japanese people are climbing the rungs 
of the food ladder in a predictable pattern. First, following World War I1 when they 
were surviving on rice, they greatly increased their consumption of vegetable oils, 
partly through massive imports. Then they increased their consumption of vege- 
table proteins and began to develop a broiler and livestock industry. In the past few 
years, in order to support the expanding livestock industry, they have become the 
world's largest importers of soybeans and feed grains. More recently the Japanese 
have become interested in the use of soy proteins to extend their supply of fish 
paste products, such as the kamabokos, at a time when fish supplies are reduced 
due to the imposition of the 200-mile fishing limits. 

We are seeing this same rising demand for animal protein in both Western and - Eastern Europe and in Russia, and this lies behind the growing import demand for 
soybeans and feed grains. It also lies behind the recent interest of the Eastern Bloc 
countries in the importation of isolated or refined soy proteins to extend their sau- 
sage supply even further. Less developed countries, likewise, are changing their 
food patterns as incomes rise, and they are adding their weight to total world 
demand. 

Further adding to the strengths of world markets is an apparent decision of Rus- 
sia and some other countries to depart from their traditional pattern in short crop 
years- that of tightening their belts and toughing it out. Their pattern now seems 
to be to enter world markets and buy, rather than cut back in consumption. 

The trade potential of the People's Republic of China remains an unknown. 
Their leaders have indicated that they expect China to be a "full participant" in the 
industrialized world by the year 2000. With that kind of objective vigorously 
pushed, China could also become a major importer of food. 

We need to add to this demand the continuing purchases that will be made by the 
PL 480, Food for Peace Program,.the purchases for food aid by other countries, 
and the purchases for relief feeding by various United Nations groups. 

I have emphasized the positive forces. There clearly are some negatives. Coun- 
tries with limited foreign exchange sometimes are forced to choose between food 
and oil. If oil prices should continue their steep climb, the total demand for food 
would be reduced. On the other hand, if the oil cartel should become less effective 
and oil prices were free to seek a competitive level, the demand for food would be 
further increased. 

So long as non-recourse loans are used as part of the mechanism for supporting 
grain and cotton prices, there is risk that the program can interfere with max- 
imizing exports:The level of price supports is the key. Whenever loan levels are 
above world prices for any extended period and ownership transfers to the Com- 



modity Credit Corporation, there can be interference with export flow. This situ- 
ation was a serious problem with cotton in the late 1960's. 

I am sure that other speakers will deal with the possibility of trade restrictions, 
the impact of greater production of grains and soybeans in Brazil and Argentina, 
and the ready availability of export credit sources. I am sure also that other 
speakers will deal with the question of whether our technical assistance programs 
may succeed so well as to develop export competitors for U.S. producers. I will 
say only that if this should occur, total demand on balance will be further 
enhanced. 

It is my judgment that the American farmer will be able during the 1980's to 
produce enough to satisfy at reasonable prices the rising worldwide commercial 
demand for the crops we grow for export- at least in most years. We must recog- 
nize, however, that because of the vagaries of weather, there will continue to be 
shortages of some crops in some years and surpluses in others. 

It is possible that by the end of the 19801s, we will be straining our production 
capabilities. Much will depend on our ability to continue to increase yields, on 
whether price and profit opportunities will cause additional but less productive 
land to be utilized, on costs of energy and other production inputs, and on the gen- 
eral availability of water for irrigation purposes. 

Now let us turn to the "Other World." 
Two-thirds of the world's people live in developing countries with burgeoning 

populations. Malnutrition is still rampant and the gap between the "haves" and 
the "haye-nots" is still large. 

The united States and other developed countries simply cannot begin to pro- 
duce enough to meet the real nutritional needs in the world. They could not pro- 
duce that much food even assuming some magic way could be found to finance it. 
If starvation and malnutrition are to be stemmed, the developing countries simply 
have to learn how to produce more on their own soil. There is no other way. 

But, wouldn't it help, really, if we in the United States were to reduce our con- 
sumption of meat and release grain for consumption in the developing world? The 
answer is, no! To the extent that we reduced the commercial demand for grain and 
lowered prices, we would be signaling to farmers to reduce output in future years. 

I recall vividly ih late 197 1, when we still had large surpluses of grains as we do 
today, of discussing whether any way could be found to get those surplus stocks to 
people who needed them- and, beyond the PL 480, Food for Peace Program, and 
some of the special church programs, there was no way. There still is no way 
unless food aid can be expanded, even though today we have large surpluses and 
prices are low. Hopefully, either through some of the United Nation's sponsored 
programs or directly, other developed countries and some of the Organization of Pe- 
troleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) will increase their financial participation in re- 
lief feeding programs to the end that, collectively, we can be more effective in re- 
sponding to famines and other catastrophes on an emergency basis. Hopefully, 



Chart 1 

U.S. EXPORTS OF FEED GRAINS AND WHEAT 
(Marketing Year - Millions of Tons) 

1970-71 71 -72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77 

also, we will be able to convince some of our importing customers to build storage 
facilities on their own shores, fill their bins in years like this one, and even out their 
own demands to the end that pressure on the market in short crop years will be less 
severe. 

It is technically correct to say that more people can be fed from crops grown on 
an acre of land when the crops are consumed directly than when the crops are fed to 
livestock. Even so, I am going to attempt to demonstrate that the existence of a 
strong livestock industry in 1974 actually helped to alleviate the world grain 
shortage in that period, and that in the future, the U.S. livestock feeding industry 
can itself be regarded appropriately as an effective part of a world grain reserve, 
and an aid to the maximizing of grain exports. 

But let us go back to 1974 and examine what happened. 
The first chart shows exports of feed grains and wheat between 1970 and the 

crop-marketing year that just ended. You will note that the increase in feed-grain 
exports has been dramatic - going from about 21 million tons in 1970-7 1 to 56 
million tons last year. The growth in exports of wheat are not dramatic, but they are 
still up on a trend basis by about 5 per cent a year. You will note also the modest 
drop in exports of both feed grains and wheat in the year following the short crop 
in 1974. 

Let us look now at Table 1. Total feed grain production in the United States in 
1974 was down 17per cent. Now let us examine how the U.S. livestock industry 
responded to this shortfall. Between December 1974 and November 1975, the pig 
crop was reduced by 15per cent from the previous year. By January 1, following 
the short harvest, the number of beef cattle on feed was reduced by 26 per cent 
from a year earlier and by April 1 ,  1975, further reduced by 31 per cent from the 
preceding year. Total feed grain use in this country from harvest to harvest was 
actually reduced by 24 per cent. Yet exports of feed grains were down by only 10 
per cent. Clearly our feeders did adjust quickly and effectively, and because they . 

did, the impact on the rest of the world was less severe than it otherwise would 
have been. Incidentally, wheat exports were cut more severely than feed grains, 



Table 1 

GRAIN & LIVESTOCK - PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS 
1974-75 as Per Cent Change from Year Earlier 

Feed Groin Production, 1974 
Pig Crop (Dec.-Nov., 1974-75) 
Cattle on Feed 

January 1, 1975 
April 1, 1975 

Feed Groins Fed in U.S.' 
Exports of Feed Grains' 
Exports of Wheat* 

'Morkst~ng Year, Tons 

perhaps partly because there was little wheat being fed to livestock and there was, 
therefore, no livestock buffer to draw on. 

"But," someone may say, "if you hadn't had all that livestock in the first 
place, we could have fed still less and helped the world more." Again the answer 
has to be, no! We expanded our grain producing base in this country in response to 
a growing consumer demand for meat and other animal products. In the absence of 
that kind of strong and continuous demand for grain to feed livestock, the acres de- 
voted to feed grain production would have been much smaller, we would have had 
the same weather, and fewer livestock to take grain away from. Ourcontribution to 
the world grain shortage would have been significantly less. 

Moreover, without our large livestock population, especially the ruminant ani- 
mals, we would not be able to convert the tremendous quantities of pasture, forage, 
and other coarse materials that are available in this country into human food. Also, 
ruminants can be shifted quickly to roughage feeds in times of grain shortages or 
high grain prices. In other words, they act as a "surge tank" in the food line. 

I t  works the same way in a developing country. Since Biblical times, animals 
have been used as a buffer against crop failure. Professor Donald Paarlbergl 

writing in 1968 on this subject states as follows: "A big adjuster is livestock- If 
the food supply is reduced, we eat the livestock and then eat the crops the livestock 
otherwise would have eaten. The potential of this adjuster is enormous. Not all 
countries have this shock-absorber in their food supply. The United States has it 
. . . some countries . . . have long been so near the margin of want that the live- 
stock population is very small and there is little cushion to avert disaster." 

There is evidence that more and more of the developing countries are adding 
some livestock to their economies. Over the period of the 1970's, feed grain use in 
the United States and the other developed exporter nations has actually dropped. 
(See Table 2.) In the same period, there have been significant increases in feed 
grain usage in Japan, Western Europe, and the Central Planned Countries. The lar- 



Table 2 
FEED USE OF GRAIN 

In Millions of Metric Tons 

I. Developed Countries 
United States 

Other Developed Exporters 

Western Europe 

Japan 

II. Central Planned Countries 
Eastern Europe 

U.S.S.R. 

People's Republic of China 

Ill. Developing Countries 
MexicolCentral America 

South America 
Argentina 

North AfricalMiddle East 

Other Developing Africa 

South Asia 
India 

Southeast Asia 
Thailand 

East Asia 

IV. Rest of World 

Total Above 

V. World Total 
(million metric tons) 



gest relative increases have occurred in the developing countries, especially in 
Mexico and Central America, South America, North Africa, and the Middle East. 

The ~ m e r i c a n  people are con~passionate and generous, and many among us 
would be willing to eat less meat themselves if it would mean more food for the 
needy of the world. But the system simply doesn't work that way unless someone 
is willing to buy the grain from our farms and pay the shipping costs. Until that 
happens, it continues to lie in our bins and granaries - as is happening today. 

What, then, is the answer? Is there really any solid hope for the developing 
countries? The answer is that there is indeed a basis for hope. Some of the devel- 
oping countries are indeed producing more food, and quite successfully. 

It is my conviction that there are sufficient food-producing resources and tech- 
nology in the world today to provide for the feeding of whatever number of people 
may live in the world in the year 2000 better than mankind has ever been fed. This 
is not a prediction, but rather a statement of potential that can be realized if the ma- 
jority of developing countries can do as well as a few have done already. It assumes 
that much, perhaps most, of the essential increase in food production will come 
from the soil of the developing countries themselves. It assumes that the technical 
assistance from the developed countries will be forthcoming in amounts and effec- 
tiveness greater than in any period of the past. And, finally, it assumes that local 
policies and programs will be adjusted sufficiently to assure the success of this 
technical assistance and sustained increase in food ~roduction and distribution. 

The Green Revolution, contrary to some reports, has been highly successful in 
every country where local leaders have given it a chance. But too often, country 
leaders "short term" it by giving in to urban pressures for cheap food. If this hap- 
pens, and farm incomes drop so farmers can no longer afford to buy fertilizer, 
seed, and water, food production may actually decline. 

I hope the United States will continue to stand ready to assist the peoples of any 
developing nations to help themselves to increase food production, and to plan 
more effectively their population growth - provided there exists a sincere desire 
for this help and a willingness to make the necessary local commitments. In other 
words, I do  not believe that we should write off automatically any nation as a 
"basket case." I hope, too, that we in the United States will always have the 
ability and the desire to respond to people everywhere who are in need because of 
famine or other catastrophes. 

It is evident, also, that the likelihood of success in feeding the world's increased 
population in the year 2000 will be enhanced by whatever progress the developing 
countries can make in reducing their rates of population growth. 

We are - or at least can be - in a position of strong leadership in food matters. 
We should not use food as a gun, as the OPEC nations have used oil. That isn't our 
style and it wouldn't work. Yet, this strong position in the food field has the poten- 
tial of becoming a significant part of the Nation's campaign of "waging peace" - 
if used carefully and intelligently. 



It is my belief that the high efficiency of our agriculture, our great productivity, 
and our body of technology have tremendous potential for improving the lot of 
mankind, and, properly positioned and intelligently used, for promoting peaceful 
relations among nations. All this is in addition to making a strong contribution to 
the U.S. Balance of Payments, providing a dependable supply of wholesome food 
for the American consumer, and hopefully, in a manner that will provide improved 
incomes for those who produce the food. Food can make the difference! 

l l ~ o n a i d  Paarlberg inovercorning WorldHunger, ed. by Cltfford M. Hardin (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc. 1969). 



World Trade and 

The Small Farmer: 

Can They Co-Exist? 

Senator Thomas F. Eagleton* 

Many's the speech that begins with the speaker telling his audience hoiv de- 
lighted and honored he is to be speaking before them: At the risk of sounding trite, 
however, I would like to repeat that opening today. As many of you know, I am a 
city boy from South St. Louis, and for most of my life my knowledge of agriculture 
has been little more extensive than knowing which end of the cow makes the moo 
and which ends makes the milk. A little more than a year ago, however, I had the 
opportunity to assume the chairmanship of the Senate Agriculture Appropriations 
Subcommittee. Since that time, I assure you that I have learned a great deal about 
American agriculture above and beyond my extensive knowledge of cows. How- 
ever, my year of study notwithstanding, I still consider myself quite a novice in 
this field, and so it is a great honor for me to appear before such a prestigious group 
of experts on world agricultural trade. 

The development of America's foreign agricultural trade in this century is, as 
you know ;a ringing tribute to the productivity and skill of the American farmer. 
Just 40 years ago - in 1938 - grain yields in this country were no higher than 
yields in the so-called "underdeveloped" nations. We all were producing about 
1.15 metric tons per hectare. The United States, at that time, was a minimal force 
in the world food market. Our grain exports totaled only 500,000 metric tons per 
year, compared to9 million tons being exported by the Latin American countries. 

How dramatically that situation changed in 1970, however! By the 1969-70 
crop year, American farmers were wringing 86 per cent more grain from each hec- 
tare, with an average yield of 2.14 metric tons. Our growth in exports was even 
more spectacular- up 80-fold, to 39.8 million metric tons a year. In the same pe- 
riod, the developing nations of the world had increased yields by only 22 per cent. 
Exports from Latin America, which had been 18 times the U.S. product in 1938, 
had dropped to 3.2 million metric tons- less than 10 per cent of our overseas sales. 

By 1977, the American farmer truly had arrived in the arena of world com- 
merce. Almost one of every three acres of U.S. production was going into the 

'U.S. Senator from M~ssowi, and Chauman. Subcommitteeon Agriculture of the Senate Appropriations Committee. 



world marketplace. Two-thirds of our rice, more than one-half of our wheat and 
soybeans, one-third of our cotton, and one-fourth of our feed grains were sold 
overseas. We supplied 64 per cent of the world's feed grain, one-half of the oil- 
seed, 40per cent of the wheat, and one quarter of the world's rice. The sale of agri- 
cultural goods grossed our country $23.7 billion in 1977. The world depended on 
us for a reliable source of food, and we depended on the world for a reliable market 
for our agricultural production. 

The American farmer's new-found prominence as master of world agricultural 
trade had not been won without some hard economic lessons, however. His 
schooling began in earnest in 1972, when worldwide crop failures threatened to 
bring on a global famine. As the law of supply and demand came thundering into 
play, export prices for American grain shot up and reserves dwindled. In 1973, the 
Russians engineered their now famous grain deal, buying up far more wheat than 
should have been allowed at prices subsidized by our Government. Stockpiles 
dwindled further, and by 1974 the domestic price of wheat was up from a previous 
low of $1.57 per bushel to a heady high of $4.48 per bushel. 

The response among farmers and Federal agriculture officials was euphoric. 
"Low prices are a thing of the past," Secretary Butz told the farmers. "Plant 
fencerow to fencerow," he urged. The farmers, hearing exactly what they wanted 
to hear, took Mr. Butz up on his disastrous advice, thereby sealing their own hard 
fate for the years ahead. 

For as we all remember, the boom was short lived. The Ford Administration, in 
a dizzying about-face, respopded to consumer pressures by slapping an export em- 
bargo on all of that new wheat the farmers had grown for Mr. Butz. Weather condi- 
tions around the world took a turn for the better, crops improved in other nations, 
and the unusual demand for American wheat disappeared. And, to top it all off, the 
Arabs came up with an embargo of their own, driving the cost of petroleum forever 
upward and contributing heavily to a-50 per cent increase in agricultural produc- 
tion costs. 

The predictable result - predictable, it seemed, to almost everyone except Mr. 
Ford and Mr. Butz - was that prices plummeted almost as swiftly as they had 
risen a couple of years before. $6 per bushel wheat suddenly was selling for as little 
as $1.80. Grain reserves nearly doubled. The farmer who had been paying $2.50 per 
bushel to grow $5 wheat now was paying $3.50 a bushel to grow $2.50 wheat. 
Farmers who had so enjoyed learning about the demand side of the economic curve 
a little earlier now were finding the supply side catastrophic. Especially hard-hit 
were the young and small farmers who had gone heavily into debt to buy land and 
equipment at inflated prices in hopes of cashing in on the boom, only to see their 
dreams vanish in a sea of red ink. 

How can congress-react to this predicament? What are we to say to the thou- 
sands of farmers who have come pounding on our doors demanding relief? 

This was the situation that brought thousands and thousands of farmers trac- 



torcading into Washington this past winter. They came to besiege their Govern- 
ment, and to demand relief from low prices. It was a rare sight in the nation's capi- 
tal, but not an unprecedented one. Once before, in 1930, America's farmers had 
moved en masse on Washington seeking price relief. The Government responded 
to their pleas in 1930 with the passage of the Smoot-Hawley Act, imposing heavy 
tariffs on a wide range of industrial and agricultural imports. 

Like the wheat price boom of the early '70's, the Smoot-Hawley Act brought 
temporary joy to American farmers. Soon, however, the price of protectionism 
had to be paid. By 1933, foreign industrial sales of U.S. goods had dropped 73 per 
cent from their previous four-year average, while agricultural exports dropped 67 
per cent. The promise of recovery had faded into more years of depression. 

I mention this bit of history because of what I sense as a disturbing trend in world 
trade today, and that is a trend toward a return to protectionism. A recent article 
published in Dun's Review illustrates how this applies to agriculture. The article 
describes the new vigor with which the French are mounting an assault against 
American soybean imports. They have proposed that the Common Market impose 
minimum prices and tariffs on all imported protein. In addition the French propose 
to offer new financial incentives to European farmers to boost home production of 
soybeans, linseed, and other protein crops. As all of you know, 'a substantial re- 
duction in soybean exports to the EEC would impact heavily on the U.S. soybean 
market and U.S. soybean producers. 

We also recently have witnessed the struggle Ambassador Strauss encountered 
with the Japanese in attempting to open that market to increased exports of U.S. 
beef and citrus products. The limited success he has had is evidence of the con- 
tinuing zeal with which the Japanese government will protect its agricultural pro- 
ducers even to the detriment of its consuming public. 

We all are likewise painfully familiar with the ability of the Australians and 
Canadians to enter the world wheat market at a price just lower than that attainable 
through the U.S. free markets assuring our farmers the position of residual 
supplier. 

Of course, the other nations of the world do not have the market on protec- 
tionism cornered. As anyone who has been around Washington during the past 
year can tell you, we are seeing in our own country a rising demand for protec- 
tionist tariffs and quotas on everything from nuts and bolts to color televisions. 

If we are to stay true to our commitment to a free market system, we cannot 
allow restrictive trade practices such as these to occur on a broad scale. It is the 
nature of our trading system that actions in the world marketplace reflect immedi- 
ately on our domestic market. Major protectionist initiatives abroad soon will be 
felt at home,.both by farmers and by consumers. 

On the other hand, we have seen that we neither can allow our farmers to remain 
completely at the mercy of the unstable world market with its boom and bust 
prices. To  do so would result in a further constriction of our base of farm produc- 



tion, which already is drastically shrunken. In 1960, for example, only 15 per cent 
of our farms accounted for 60 per cent of farm production. Today, that danger- 
ously lopsided ratiois even more perilously out of kilter, with only 6 per cent of our 
farms providing 60 per cent of production. If this shrinkage of the production base 
continues, if we continue to allow gyrations in world prices to drive small farmers 
out of business, it could spell the end of what remains of our free-market farm 
economy. 

The eventual middle ground, I think, is likely to be found in a greater Govern- 
ment effort to promote market stability. Already, we have taken action to develop 
a farmer-held grain reserve. We have legislation pending to create an international 
wheat reserve. We are continuing our search for the balance of Government par- 
ticipation which will best protect both producers and consumers. 

This task will become even more difficult as we expand further into the world 
market, which is something we must do to assure continued prosperity for the farm 
economy. The more we rely on foreign trade, however, the more closely our own 
domestic food market will become tied to demand and price fluctuations world- 
wide. If, in the meantime, we have not acted effectively to stabilize the market- 
place, we could again see the kind of clamor for massive Government involvement 
demonstrated by the American Agriculture Movement this past year. 

Farming by its very nature is a cyclical business. Some years are good, some 
years are bad, some are in between. The American farmer never will have a guar- 
anteed profit, and I really don't think that he wants one. What he does want, and 
what he deserves, is simply a measure of stability in prices and stability in markets. 
It is within our power as policymakers and as traders to give him that stability, and 
the sooner we achieve this goal the better off we all will be. 



World Food 
Production Potential and 

Constraints Upon it 

. Earl 0. Heady* 

It is useful that these deliberations on world food supplies and trade are held in a 
year when agricultural production and commodity stocks are large in the United 
States. We need to be concerned continuously with food supplies, and not just spo- 
radically when there are crop shortfalls in some world regions. Leaders in this 
nation and other countries seem to go through a frenzy cycle relative to world food 
problems. The peak of the frenzy cycle comes when crops are poor in some world 
regions, grain prices increase dramatically in world markets, and large groups of 
people suffer intensified malnutrition. The trough occurs when grain supplies are 
large and domestic prices are low. We then turn away from long problems of world 
food supplies and become more concerned with price supports and restrained pro- 
duction in the United States. Peaks of the frenzy cycle occurred during the early 
1950's with the fifth-plate concern, in 1966-67 with drouth on the Indian subcon- 
tinent, and following 1972 with large crop shortfalls in Russia and parts of Africa 
and Asia. By the late 1950's, national concern was on land bank and other means 
of reducing food supplies. Following Secretary Freeman's relaxing of supply con- 
trols in 1967, large U.S. production and depressed farm prices in 1968 probably fi- 
nalized the victory of Nixon over Humphrey by a slight margin in the Midwest. , 

And by the fall of 1977, Secretary Bergland was already proposing a reduction by 
20 per cent in wheat and 10 per cent in feed grain production in the United States. 

As long as our concerns follow this oscillating and transitory pattern, we are un- 
likely to develop sustained long-run solutions to the world's food problems. This 
cycle itself is one of the restraints on improved world food supplies. Hence, it is 
useful that institutions conduct conferences such as this to keep the dialogue alive 
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even during periods of large domestic production and temporarily relaxed world 
food problems. 

Potential Sources of Increased Production 
The assignment given this paper is an analysis of potentials in world food pro- 

duction and the effect of resource, market, and policy restraints upon them which 
hold world food supplies in check. For an orderly analysis it is useful to first inven- 
tory the potential sources of increased food production and then evaluate the re- 
straints. There is basis for optimism for meshing world food supplies and demand 
over the next 40 years if restraints on both institutions and market relationships are 
identified and eliminated through appropriate policies. The picture is still not 
unlike that disclosed in our basic study nearly a decade back [2]. However, appro- 
priate policies, particular1 y those relating to population growth, must be exercised 
soon and effectively if the world is not to become enmeshed in a pincer from which 
it has no ready escape. 

Some major means of increasing world food supplies include the following: (a) 
By increasing yields through improved technologies such as high yielding variet- 
ies, crop fertilization, pest control, improved water management, etc., by means 
of research, technology transfer, and education: As explained later, opportunities 
for thus increasing yields are generally highest in the developing countries where 
yields currently are low compared to developed countries. (b) By more intensive 
use of currently cultivated land, through multiple cropping, intercropping, and re- 
lated means that more efficiently use available rainfall and solar energy: There is 
considerable opportunity here, especially with potential development of water 
supplies and changes in water management, laws, and pricing. The possible gains 
from this source have been well-illustrated in Taiwan, the Indonesia intercropping 
system, and research at the International Rice Research Institute. Generally, the 
less developed countries have climates with'long or year-around growing seasons, 
conforming with multiple cropping possibilities and flexibility in cropping sea- 
sons. (c) By bringing uncultivated land into production: There still are sizable 
areas evidently that are not under crops and a considerable area devoted to shifting 
cultivation. Uncultivated land prevails in considerable quantities in the savannahs 
of South America, the Amazon Basin, large parts of the bush in Africa, and outer 
islands of Indonesia and Malaysia. It has been estimated [7, 101 that of potentially 
arable land, only 22 per cent of that in Africa, 11 per cent of that in South America, 
and about 45 per cent worldwide is now under cultivation. The Wageningen group 
[6] estimates that whereas 1,406 million hectares currently are in cultivation, some 
3,419 million hectares potentially are arable. They estimate that irrigated land 
could be increased from 200 million to 470 million hectares. Another estimate puts 
the world's potentially arable land at 9,000 million hectares [S]. While these fig- 
ures are too optimistic, and use of some fragile lands could cause environmental 
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deterioration, land is not a scarce resource in all parts of the world or there would 
be less shifting cultivation. Even the United States has a considerable amount of 
land that could be brought into grain cropping under sufficient capital investment 
and under sustained high commodity prices. Estimates suggest that there may be as 
many as 265 million acres which could be converted to the equivalent of capability 
Class 1-111 land, with 150 million acres having good potential for conversion [9]. 
Capital requirements are, of course, heavy for leveling tropical jungles, control- 
ling second growth, and maintaining soil fertility. Other problems of forest soils, 
processing facilities, and markets also prevail in some of these locations. FA0 es- 
timates [3] that an additional 53 million hectares of new land could be cropped in 
10 years at a cost of $26 billion at monetary values of the early 1970's. Another 46 
million hectares could be renovated and improved for $21 billion and irrigation 
schemes couId be developed on 23 million hectares for $38 billion in 10 years. 
These costs would be $8 billion annually over a 10-~ear period (under monetary 
values of early 1970's). While these figures suggest feasible expansion in the arable 
land base over the future, greatest potential for increased food production is in im- 
proved technology and intensification of production on lands already cropped. (d) 
By saving a greater proportion of crops that are produced: Estimates indicate high 
losses, especially in less developed countries, to rodents and birds and through 
spoilage in'inadequate silos and granaries. (e) By diverting a greater proportion of 
grains from livestock consumption to human consumption: This is, of course, a 
complex and debatable alternative [241. In general, it implies shifting a greater 
proportion of the world's grain consumption, from the rich countries where per 
capita consumption of meat is high, to the poorer countries where per capita direct 
consumption of grain is high and grain consumed through livestock is low. Since 
this is a controversial source of increased food availability for the world, policies 
to implement it are not likely to be initiated soon. It could, of course, be imple- 
mented through two extremely different mechanisms. One would be a set of "out- 
right rules" that prevented.grain feeding of livestock, except in cases where the 
procedure allowed a greaterconversion of waste forages or other materials into 
food. Use of this approach is unlikely. The second would be through economic and 
market institutions. If per capita incomes over the world suddenly could be raised 
to the level of England, for example, consumers in Asia, Africa, and South Ameri- 
ca would bid the price of grain to be used as food so high that grain feeding of live- 
stock would take a drastic decline. World grain supplies then would be spread 
more evenly among consumers worldwide, greater food availability from existing 
resources would prevail, and population could advance a few more steps - until it 
finally struck the restraints of a world of grain consumers and vegetarians. 

As mentioned previously, the most promising manner for increasing food pro- 
duction likely is through land already in cultivation. The opportunities here are still 
considerable: The developed market economies produce 60 per cent of the world's 
grain production on 36 per cent of the world's grain area; the developing countries 



produce only 40 per cent of the world's grain supply on the other 64 per cent of the . 
area l.211. The capability of the world to produce more food also is apparent from 
comparison of yield trends in developed and developing countries. In the period 
1934-38, grain yields averaged 1.15 tons per hectare in developed countries and 
1.14 tons in developing countries-practically the same yield. In the period 1973- 
75, yields in the developed countries averaged 3.0 tons while the developing 
countries had 1.4 tons [16]. Of the industrialized countries, only Japan had signifi- 
cant increases in grain yields in the 19th century. In the last 25 years of that century 
Japanese grain yields increased from 1.3 tons to 1.9 tons per hectare. Otherwise, 
most of the yield increase in industrialized countries has occurred in the last 40 
years. Before 1940, grain yields in the United States averaged less than 1.5 tons 
per hectare, but in recent years have been 3.5 tons. There is little reason why devel- 
oping countries cannot do as well or better than developed countries, particularly 
since the former are largely in tropical climates with opportunities of multiple 
cropping while the latter are mostly in temperate climates. 

The 1930's was a period in which only a small amount of chemical technology 
was being used in the agricultures of both developing and developed countries. Im- 
provement in varieties and use of hybrids was modest everywhere, as compared to 
developments since then. An important reason for these differences in yield trends 
has been investment in agricultural research and education. This was the basis for 
the early Japanese gain in land productivity [13], and especially for the United 
States in the last four decades. 

With yields in the developing countries less than half those in developed nations 
on an equal cereal acreage, the physical potential for increasing world food sup- 
plies is quite obvious. Water resources now used for irrigation over much of the de- 
veloping world are deployed inefficiently. Improving the physical, legal, and eco- 
nomic conditions surrounding water use could add a considerable'increment to 
food supplies. Further development of water resources also could add to food sup- 
plies. Land reclamation, to bring a greater area under cultivation, could proceed a 
long ways in increasing food supplies. How far it should proceed depends on the 
supply price which the world's consumers are willing to pay for food and the trade- 
offs implied in producing more food for more people relative to other investment 
alternatives on behalf of humanity. Certainly much more food could be produced 
on land not now cropped if humanity were able to make the needed investments 
and to drive the supply price of food high enough. It will probably do so if per 
capita incomes and population in the developing countries increase sufficiently 
and simultaneously. Under certain conditions of growth, however, developing 
countries are going to have to face more directly the trade-offs among major com- 
peting alternatives such as (a) continued rapid population growth, investment in 
land reclamation, and high marginal supply prices for food, or (b) reduced popu- 
lation growth, greater investment in education, other human capital, housing, 
health facilities, etc. 



Aggregate Production Possibilities 

A number of studies have projected world food production into the future. The 
Wageningen group [6] is highly optimistic for the long run and estimate the abso- 
lute maximum potential food production to be almost 40 times greater than that of 
current production. Our own projections [2] while less optimistic also provide fa- 
vorable possibilities for the next 30 years, a period in which the developing coun- 
tries could begin to "get their house in order" for reducing population growth 
rates. These data, estimated separately on a country-by-country basis then aggre- 
gated, cover the world except for China, North Vietnam, and minor areas. (In a set 
of estimates including China and both its supply and demand potentials, the possi- 
bilities under the several combinations of alternatives are qualitatively the same - 
deficits being accentuated under high demand variants and balances remaining rel- 
atively favorable under high land bounds and restrained population growth.) We 
present data for cereals only since outcomes for other products are similar under 
each set of alternative futures. Estimates allow food consumption cereals to grow 
with income and population either directly through human consumption or indi- 
rectly through livestock consumption. 

Table 1 

ESTIMATED WORLD FOOD DEFICIT (-1 OR SURPLUS OF PRODUC: 
TlON (+) OVER DEMAND OR REQUIREMENTS, UNDER ALTERNA- 
TIVES I N  FOOD DEMAND AND SUPPLY VARIABLES FOR YEAR 2000 
(1 000 METRIC TONS)* 

Population Constant Per Historical Rate of Growth 
Level Capita Incomes in Per Capita Incomes 

law 
Medium 
High 

Low 
Medium 
High 

Low Land Bounds 

High Land Bounds 

'Derived from tables 10.09-10.20 of Leroy 1. Blaksdae, Earl 0 Heady, and Chorla F. Fromilgharn. World Food Production, D a  
mand and Trade, Iowa Shlts Unnvwsnty Press, Am-, 1973. 

Under the most unfavorable circumstances of high population and income 
growth and low land bounds, world cereal production would fall short of con- 



sumption requirements or demand possibilities by 132.8 million metric tons in the 
year 2000.' With low population and income growth and high land bounds, our 
projections even suggest that a world surplus of food commodities could prevail. 
With only medium population growth, a controversial upward trend in per capita 
food consumption and agricultural productivity and cropping of favorable avail- 
able land, projected world food requirements could approximate (only slightly ex- 
ceed) world production possibilities. The recent estimates by Rojkoet al. conform 
generally with these projections [21]. 

Not all estimates of future supply-demand balances are so optimistic. The Club 
of Rome [ 191 presents a dark outlook under any scenario. The IFPRI [ 151 estimates 
for developing market economy countries alone indicate a 10 per cent gap,between 
production and "needed food consumption" within these countries in 1990 if per 
capita consumption levels remain at 1975 levels. The gap within these countries 
between production and demand in 1990, with income growth at high levels, is es- 
timated at 21 per cent. This gap would arise under trend increases in production 
and does not suppose any step-up in converting land not currently cropped to 
arable conditions, accentuating the rate of developing or improving irrigation, in 
multiple cropping, or technological improvements. The deficits stated refer to 
those within the developing market economy countries. They represent projec- 
tions of what may happen under ongoing production and population trends. They 
are not a prediction of what will happen. The projected deficits also could, for ex- 
ample, be offset partly or entirely by imports by surplus-producing developed 
countries. 

Restraints in Attaining Production Potential 

To be optimistic with respect tohow much food can be produced is not being op- 
timistic with respect to how much will be produced. How much will be produced 
from available arable land and water resources depends on the implementation of 
appropriate policies that impinge on food production in the developing countries. 
To a large extent, augmentation of food supplies in them does not involve new or 
mysterious processes. It requires processes which are already known in executing 
agricultural research, in investing in land and improved water development, in 
keeping agricultural production profitable, in augmenting input supplies and re- 
lated steps. But administrators and politicians in developing countries must be 
serious in applying appropriate policies so that these processes are executed. 

The task of selecting and implementing appropriate policies should be easier in 
the future than in the past. And some important progress was made in recent de- 
cades. Over the period 1960-75, cereal production in the developing countries in- 
creased at the rate of 3 per cent per year, considerably above the population rate of 
2.5 per cent. In the period 1960-66 some 56 per cent of the increase came from ex- 
pansion of land area; during 1967-75 nearly 70 per cent came from yield increases. 



With the potentials summarized earlier, it would seem that as much or more could 
be accomplished in the next two decades. Developing countries are better supplied 
with trained and experienced manpower and administrators than they were in the 
1960's when most were only a few years detached from colonial administration. 
Of course, fluctuating political conditions and remaining restraints in the number 
of trained planners and administrators can serve as an important barrier in many. 

To  be optimistic on the ability of the world to produce enough food to keep up 
with population increases and eliminate a good share of the existing malnutrition 
o.ver the next 30 years does not solve the longer run problem of high birth rates and 
population growth over the next 100 years. But the world does have a period of 30- 
40 years in which to gear up programs which reduce birth rates. The variables in- 
volved are complex and they must be tackled with greater vigor immediately if 
population and food demand are to be reasonably restrained against food supplies 
in the long run. They include not only the conventional educational and technical 
means for reducing birth rates but-also they involve increased per capita income, 
improving the worth of women's time, and developing social security or old-age 
pension programs. An improvement in the value of woman's time through edu- 
cation, employment opportunities, and economic and social participation is a nec- 
essary step in reducing birth rate. The opportunity cost of a woman's time must 
become so great that she cannot afford to produce so  many children. Similarly, 
social security programs must be developed in all countries in order that parents 
do not have to raise so many children to support them in old age. 

During the 30-40 years which developing countries have to attain these condi- 
tions on the side of population and demand, physical restraints are not likely to 
serve as the ultimate limits on food supplies. More nearly, the binding restraints 
are those of economic policies which prevent available physical resources from 
being sufficiently developed, which depress incentives to use more purchased in- 
puts, and interfere with trade which would better exploit international comparative 
advantage in food production. 

INVESTMENTS IN RESEARCH, COMMUNICATION, AND 
PERSONNEL 

The earlier Japanese advances and the yield gains of the United States over 
recent decades resulted from investments in research whose results were then com- 
municated effectively to farmers. At earlier times, this investment in research was 
made mainly by the public. In recent times, as agriculture has become more capi- 
talized, the private sector has been equally important in researching and commu- 
nicating new production possibilities to farmers. In developing countries, how- 
ever, this investment remains largely a function of government enterprise. Its 
importance was reflected in the "green revolution" composed of improved wheat 
varieties, fert'ilizers, pesticides, and irrigation which rapidly increased wheat pro- 



duction in regions such as the Punjab in India and parts of Pakistan but which has 
not yet swept the world. 

An increase in expenditures on agricultural research is necessary if the produc- 
tion potential on presently cultivated lands is to be attained. The gap cannot be 
completely filled by the international research institutes funded by donor nations 
since much adaptive research is site specific. The low income countries invest only 
25-40 per cent as much on research, relative to the value of production, as do the 
developed high income countries [4]. The international institutes can contribute 
greatly in more basic work such as developing genetic materials. While they pro- 
vide a foundation for further improvement, developments such as these do not sub- 
stitute for the adaptive research and the development of practices which are com- 
plementary with the local environment. Also, there is the possibility that existence 
of the international centers may lead developing countries to rely too heavily on 
them and neglect their national research programs. 

Restraints in research stem not alone from the magnitude of investments. Re- 
lated problems are those of the organization of research, the supply of trained per- 
sonnel, and salary levels. While a few developing countries have a fairly large 
number of persons trained to the Ph.D. level, lack of trained manpower is the dom- 
inating restraint in a greater number. It is, of course, a restraint which can be over- 
come in the next decade if developing and donor countries are willing to make the 
investment. One estimate [19] indicates that 30,000 new university graduates per 
year are required for a sufficient agricultural research and extension system to pro- 
mote agricultural development at reasonable rates. But even if the investment is 
made, research institutes must be able to hold newly trained personnel. Salary 
levels in research institutes and universities in the majority of developing countries 
are too low to hold young scientists and they soon move into administrative, pri- 
vate sector, or international employment. Other problems of research organization 
also exist including seniority and bureaucratic systems which discourage newly 
trained personnel, the concentration of research on one or two major cereals, and 
industrial crops with little emphasis on root, protein, and similar foods. 

Hopefully, the supply of manpower, as compared to two decades back, is now 
large enough that a good number of developing countries can begin pursue ag- 
gressive agricultural research programs. An event which should have spurred them 
to do so  was the relative shortages and high prices of food during the mid- 1970's. 
There is little evidence, however, that any quantum leaps have been made either in 
the magnitude of investment in or organization of agricultural research. 

PRICING POLICIES 

National pricing policies also have served as a restraint on cultivator in- 
vestments and greater food supplies. Frequently, pricing policies have a main ori- 
entation to consumers. By keeping the real price of staple foods at a low level, they 



bring gain to consumers in the short run. But in doing so they may disfavor the con- 
sumer in the long run as they make farming and innovation less profitable and dis- 
courage greater food production. A number of countries have used domestic 
pricing policies causing agricultural commodities to be undervalued. It has been 
estimated that Indian government policies since 1963 have caused rice to be under- 
priced, relative to world markets, around 50 per cent [22 ,  261. Thailand has used 
an export tax on rice (termed a rice premium locally) which also has the effect of 
drawing down the price to farmers. With a more elastic export demand for Thai 
rice, the tax dampens exports and dumps a greater supply in the domestic market 
where demand is less elastic. Again, urban consumers gain at the expense of 
farmers and incentives to innovate, use more capital, and improve yields is less- 
ened. In some countries of the Middle East and in Peru, import subsidies on food 
have similar effects. While consumers gain in lower food prices, this impact 
dampens farmers' incentives to produce. With farmers required to deliver quotas 
of wheat, corn, rice, and cotton to government at low controlled prices, Egyptian 
farmers have shifted more resources to fruits, vegetables, and livestock which do 
not have price controls. Food availability to the total population thus is less than it 
otherwise would be and balance of payments is worsened (as export earnings from 
cotton decline and greater wheat imports are required). 

Urban consumers generally are more vocal and have much greater political 
clout than do the unorganized cultivators in developing countries. They are, of 
course, important to government administrators and politicians who wish to main- 
tain political stability. Still, means do exist whereby staple food commodities can 
be priced favorably for consumers without creating disincentives for farmers. A 
food stamp system which allows consumption to be subsidized through govern- 
ment redemption of coupons is one [251. 

Modernization of agriculture and improvement of yields on currently cultivated 
land is accomplished with biological inputs such as improved seed varieties, ferti- 
lizer, and pesticides. Profitability of farming and incentive to innovate also can be 
affected by policies which cause these inputs to be highly priced relative to com- 
modities. Historically, fertilizer prices have been much higher in developing 
countries than in developed countries. Even now they are high in countries such as 
Thailand, Philippines, and Indonesia. 

Much has been learned about the responsiveness of cultivators in developing 
countries to price over the last two decades 1271. That even small farms with illit- 
erate operators respond positively to favorable commodity/input price ratios is 
well quantified. Hopefully, policy makers and administrators will heed this infor- 
mation and refrain from programs which cause farm commodities to be under- 
valued and inputs to be overpriced in the future. 

There is some indication that a number of countries which underpriced agricul- 
tural commodities in the past have moved or are moving towards more useful 
pricing policies. Hopefully, economic evidence of the past and better trained and 



experienced policy administrators can be combined to provide pricing regimes 
which will spur agricultural improvement in the developing countries. Minimally, 
domestic prices need to be allowed to rise to world levels, with minimum levels 
guaranteed so  that risk and uncertainty do not restrain farmers' decisions. While in 
the past they have had a record mainly of bringing gain tolargerfarmers, input sub- 
sidies can be used to provide an initial push in adoption of new technologies by 
both large and small farmers. Means mentioned previously can handle welfare 
problems of low income urban consumers. 

INTERNATIONAL POLICIES AND TRADE 

International programs with a similar effect are an extension of domestic poli- 
cies which cause farm commodities to be underpriced. One program in this cate- 
gory is the limitation of exports until domestic consumption needs are met. The 
result is lower prices which serve as a disincentive for farm production. Programs 
which cause a country's currency to be overvalued can serve similarly in choking 
down on exports and domestic commodity prices. Lopez [18] estimated that export 
restrictions and overvalued exchange rates in Brazil lowered agricultural prices by 
10 per cent, agricultural employment by 18 per cent, and use of capital by 27 per 
cent. 

In previous times the United States participated in depressing prices in devel- 
oping countries through its massive P.L. 480 food aid program whose dominant 
purpose was to improve domestic prices by moving surplus supplies out of U.S. 
markets. Hertfordet al. [14] show that between 1953 and 1973, during a period of 
large imports and P.L. 480 grain from the United States, wheat acreage in Colom- 
bia fell sharply and investment in wheat research was cut in half. Parallel obser- 
vations have been made for other countries and times [23, 25, 291. While pro- 
ducers in developing countries have had respite from U.S. surplus disposal 
programs in recent years, the current complaint over commodity surpluses and the 
press for parity could again cause U.S. farm commodities to be overpriced, the ac- 
cumulation of large stocks, and the implementation of an international food aid 
program to relieve domestic markets. Ongoing developments closely parallel 
those of the 1950's and 1960's which gave rise to mammoth U.S. exports under 
public assistance. 

Just as developing countries have tended to undervalue agriculture through low 
commodity prices favoring consumers, other major developed countries have 
overvalued agricultural commodities by pushing prices far above world market 
levels. In addition to the United States prior to 1973, and perhaps starting again in 
1977, Japan has done so with rice and the Common Market countries (especially 
France) with other grains. Levies applied in the latter countries have restrained im- 
ports and given high internal grain prices. van Stolk and Johnson estimate that as 
little as 20 per cent of world grain production moves in markets geared to world 



prices [17,28]. The remaining 80 per cent is marketed within boundaries of coun- 
tries and world regions which prevent it from responding to international price sig- 
nals. With international prices held too high in developed countries and too low in 
developing countries, surpluses are the result in the former and a slow trans- 
formation of agriculture is the result in the latter. Also, internal price stability is at- 
tained by creating great world market instability. 

Indirectly, too, all policies which dampen trade of developed countries with de- 
veloping countries restrain development of the latter. An important limitation in 
most developing countries is foreign exchange. Whether lack of foreign exchange 
directly limits capital goods imports for industrial or agricultural uses, the effect is 
generally the same in restraining development. Some improvements for agricul- 
ture depend directly on imported capital goods and technology (e.g., chemical 
plants, fertilizers, etc.). In other cases, if foreign exchange is not available for in- 
dustrial goods, more of the domestic budget may be shifted from agriculture to the 
industrial sector. 

CAPITAL AND MANPOWER RESTRAINTS 

While perhaps not dominant, limited capital also is a restraint to the further de- 
- velopment of world food supplies. Combined with decision making under uncer- 

tainty, it especially serves as a restraint in adoption of improved technology by 
small-scale cultivators. It need not do so in the long run, however, if credit policies 
are adapted to serve this strata of farmers as well as they do larger farmers in devel- 
oping countries. If the sole criterion were one of food production, it may not have 
been unfortunate that the larger farmers of developing countries who produce 
mainly for the market have been the main beneficiaries of institutional credit sys- 
tems, subsidized inputs, and publicly supplied technologies in the past [5]. Still, 
the vast majority of farmers in developing countries are small and their existence is 
important both in terms of their welfare equity goals and food production. (They 
dominate the populations of most poor countries.) 

Capital is a major restraint in the clearing and leveling of land, in improving 
water distribution, and developing large new inigation systems. In large areas 
which might be reclaimed for crops, sizable investment in roads and in- 
frastructure would be necessary. Lack of these public investments restricts private 
investment in land reclamation in many cases. Lack of profitability or price in- 
stability may be a major restraint in reclaiming the remaining land area which 
could be converted to crops. A large amount of this land will be brought into culti- 
vation when per capita incomes and food demand drive prices to sufficiently high 
levels for a sustained period of time. U.S. farmers had 12 per cent more land in 
crop production in 1977 than in 1972. Had soybeans remained at $12 and corn and 
wheat at $5 fora decade, farmers would have plowed up andcropped many more of 
the 150-265 million acres of potential Class 1-11 cropland. Hence, the constraint on 



this conversion might be considered to be price level, with equal application to 
other countries. With grains at their 1973-75 real levels for 30 years, great quan- 
tities of soybeans would be flushed out of Brazil from land not now in crops. Sim- 
ilar developments would take place in cereal and palm oil production elsewhere 

' 

over the world. Part of this would come from private investment. The large private 
holders of capital in developing countries reside in cities and are alert investors. 
Many own land cultivated by tenants or relatives and will invest further in agricul- 
tureswhenever profitability becomes apparent. Governments evidently tend to ini- 
tiate irrigation projects especially in periods when food prices are high [13]. 
Hence, while the FAO's estimate [3] that 122 million hectares could be cleared and , 

improved for $75 billion over 10 years may seem large, it will seem less so should 
grain and food prices rise to high levels over sustained periods of time. To the 
extent that these conversions are feasible, restraint to their implementation rests 
importantly on prices and profitability. 

It is possible that capital availability has been less a restraint on agricultural pro- 
ductivity than the allocative patterns used for its investment. Only 10 per cent of 
international aid funds have gone into agriculture. A disproportionate amount has 
gone into industry and perhaps even some aspects of education. Even of capital al- 

.located to agriculture, some claim that it has been misallocated, especially for land 
infrastructure development [I]. Supposedly, the personnel who plan major public 
projects have engineering biases which directs investment into capital intensive 
systems which prove to be inefficient in labor surplus countries and frequently 
"never get off the ground." Political and management considerations also may 
bend capital investment towards industrialization and urban purposes. The great 
majority of highly educated persons in developing countries are seldom associated 
with agriculture and are prone to discount the importance of the sector. While em- 
phasis on agriculture fluctuates with crop shortfalls, and high food prices, few 
countries man a sustained national priority for agricultural development. 

Although it is not readily quantified, management is posed as a more binding 
constraint than capital in limiting the rate and extent of agricultural development 
experienced in the past. The lack of sufficiently able and experienced management 
personnel causes inappropriate allocations of capital investments, and inefficient 
execution of projects once they are initiated. Examples commonly cited include 
large-scale public irrigation investments which lack efficient tertiary canals and 
distribution systems for water. This restraint need not, of course, prevail in the 
long run. Most developing countries have more trained personnel than in the 
1940's. And further investments in human capital for these purposes can and 
should be made. However, the problem currently is crucial in some countries. 

EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS 

During most of the last 35 years, larger farmers in developing countries have 
been the major beneficiaries of government supplied credit, subsidized inputs, and 



new technology. Developmental programs have been geared more to them than to 
small farmers. While small farms (under five hectares) occupy only 20 per cent of 
the land area, they represent 80 per cent of the land holdings in developing coun- 
tries. In addition to large farm operators, the urban population also has been a major 
beneficiary in the sense that more food was available or that it was available at a 
lower real price. The smaller subsistence or semi-subsistent farmers who did not 
swing rapidly into advanced technology generally gained little through the market 
or in reduced real prices for grain. 

If agricultural development had a single goal of producing only more food, with 
, a zero weight on all other goals of development; it would be entirely appropriate to 

emphasize large farmers and neglect small farmers. Improvements can be made 
quicker and more readily with fewer extension and distribution personnel under 
this emphasis. However, urban people who are the focus of this emphasis are not 
the only poor and hungry groups in developing countries. Generally, the small 
farm population is the dominate proportion of the national populatidn and has right 
to claims in equity. 

Increasingly, development policies have come to recognize this need in multi- 
goal programs. The rate at which food production can increase may be less in the 
short run as sufficient weight is given to equity and the gearing of programs to its 
attainment. 

While greater food production can be restrained partially by equity consid: 
erations in the short run, this need not be a major restraint over the long run. For ex- 
ample, a policy which allows grain prices to move to world levels while con- 
sumption by the poor is subsidized through a food stamp (coupon) plan (or "fair 
price" food stores for the poor) need not provide gain to the urban poor at the ex- 
pense of farmers [251. 

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTRAINTS 

Reference has been made to the world's potential arable land. Much of it is not 
now cropped because of unfavorable environmental conditions, including limited 
moisture and soil deficiencies. Before the very large area projected by Clark [8] 
and Buringh et al. [6] could be fully converted to cropland, land would need to 
come from pasture, forests, and jungle uses. Some of these lands are surrounded 
by fragile circumstances. Beneet al. [19] indicate that a large amount of the humid 
tropical forest might be transformed into unproductive wetland in the next 25 years 
and the savannas increasingly into African desert. Overgrazing and misuse of 
semi-arid lands has caused the creation of deserts and erased populations in pre- 
vious centuries. 

Environmental conditions will restrain cultivation and intensive grazing of 
lands until conditions and technologies are found which can remove the negative 
environmental impacts. These conditions may require the international manage- 



ment and allocation of water and grazing, particularly the diversion and control of 
water at the headwaters of rivers. 

WATER MANAGEMENT 

While the F A 0  estimates indicate another 23 million hectares of land could fea- 
sibly be irrigated by 1985, perhaps equally important in food potential is improved 
water management systems for land already under irrigation. Historic rights, cus- 
toms, politics, and cultural conditions are barriers to allocations based on the mar- 
ginal value productivity of water in all countries. Even in the United States, greater 
production could be forthcoming from given surface supplies if water allocation 
was broken from its pattern of historic rights and was allowed to move where its 
marginal productivity is greatest. Existing conditions surrounding water use cause 
investments in distribution systems to be minimized. Farmers at the head of the 
main canal receive too much and those at the end have too little water. Supplies are 
certain for some and undependable for others. Even international development 
agencies invest in systems with sufficient primary and secondary canals but with 
inefficient tertiary canals and onfarm distribution systems. 

Ultimate Restraint 

The restraints on world food production, I have been discussing, are not insur- 
mountable. Prospects are that we can push forward sufficiently on the food supply 
front to take care of population and demand growth over the next 30-50 years. The 
world is not necessarily faced with calamity in the short run, but this is only true if 
the politicians and administrators of selected developing countries enact agricultural, 
development, and trade policies which hurry and guarantee adequate food sup- 
plies. Over the longer run, however, praises or blame for these same politicians 
and administrators will rest on their actions in initiating and implementing appro- 
priate population policies. In the "pain and joy" of humans, I doubt that a dictator 
who lines healthy people against a wall is less kind and humanitarian than country 
politicians and administrators who allow high birth rates to prevail so that many 
millions are born into poverty and malnutrition and a life of suffering, tension, and 
frustration which is perhaps more cruel and miserable than death. The lack of ade- 
quate birth control technologies is not a sufficient excuse for nonattainment. Hun- 
gary and other countries have near zero population growth with present tech- 

- niques. Needed immediately and on a much more intensive basis are larger and 
more effective communication programs to bring sufficient awareness of birth 
control alternatives to all of the population; larger public investments to provide 
the staffs, personnel, and administrative facilities to accomplish the task; effective 
economic incentives either in the cost of the techniques or in the return for their ap- 
plication; and actual sincerity and concern for future generations, to stir the present 
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Discussion 

Belai Abbai* 

Professor Heady's interesting paper on the potential of and constraints to food 
production brings together all the salient elements that bear upon the food problem 
of developing countries. Even though these important issues have been exten- 
sively discussed in the literature, particularly since the World Food Crisis of 1972- 
74, Professor Heady's discussion gives a clearer perspective of these issues than 
has been done before. And the result is a clearer perception of the world food 
problem. 

If I have rightly understood the, thesis of his paper, it would be true to say that 
Professor Heady has lent the weight of his authority to what has now become the in- 
creasingly accepted view which is that the world's physical agricultural resources 
are adequate but serious economic policy restraints may prevent food production 
from increasing at a rate sufficient to feed the increasing population in the devel- 
oping countries. In my view, Professor Heady correctly identifies the sources of 
growth which are principally: (a) increasing current yields, (b) intensifying pro- 
duction, (c) bringing new areas into cultivation, and (d) reducing post harvest 
losses. 

Professor Heady believes that given the right policies, developing countries can 
increase average yields on existing farms from around 1.2 tonslha to 3.0 tonslha 
possibly within the next 30-40 years. But the transition will not be easy; it will 
depend on whether developing countries are willing and able to adopt hard policies 
including domestic price and trade policies that would elicit the required food sup- 
plies. In the main, I concur with what Professor Heady has to say on these issues. 
However, Professor Heady goes on to say that the introduction of production poli- 
cies is necessary but not sufficienl- action must be taken on the population front 
as well. Professor Heady acknowledges that a sure way of bringing down birth 
rates is in his own words "to increase the opportunity cost of women's time" 
which is essentially a function of economic development. 

However, he seems skeptical that significant income growth can be achieved by 
many low income countries in the next 30-40 years. Accordingly, he concludes 
that if low income developing countries are to escape the Mathusian trap, they 
have to rely on the explicit introduction of family planning so as to bring down 
birth rates. 

'Senlor Food Advlsor, the World Bank 



While I am in substantial agreement with Professor Heady's paper, I would 
prefer to. see more emphasis on the following issues: 

Production Constraints. Low-cost technological packages have yet to be made 
available for many small farmers. The genetic potentials of several important food 
crops have to yet be [realized] including the millets, root crops, and pulses. Exis- 
ting high yielding varieties of rice are limited to normal irrigation conditions. For 
instance, we do not yet have suitable packages for rainfed rice growing areas or 
semi-arid coarse grain areas, and where they do exist, high yielding varieties still 
present great risks to small farmers. For lower risks we need varieties which are 
drought and disease resistant even though yields may be lower. Also, delivery sys- 
tems for rainfed areas are high-cost because farmers are scattered and adoption 
rates vary greatly among farmers. In all this access to land or security of tenure is 
essential for adoption of innovation. Similarly, low-cost technological packages 
need to be worked out for the tropical areas that are within the means of small farm- 
ers. Existing technological packages may bring additional lands into cultivation 
but the supply price at which these lands can be converted is beyond the means of 
the average small farmer. In many areas of the world, the ecological consequences 
of bringing land into cultivation do not appear to be fully understood. In other 
words, the constraints to food production are not technical but rather economic, in- 
stitutional, and ecological. 

The Role of Developed Countries. Professor Heady puts all responsibility for in- 
creasing food production on the developing countries. No reference is made to the 
role of the developed countries. While I agree that developing countries must make 
the hard domestic policy decisions, I am convinced that the developed countries 
also have an important role to play. The World Food Council in discussing year 
after year: (a) financial and food aid, and (b) access to the markets of developed 
countries, is evidence of the need for developed countries to play a role in the solu- 
tion to the food problem. The paper stresses the importance of international com- 
parative advantage, but fails to mention that OECD external tariffs prevent the de- 
veloping countries from taking advantage of factor endowments. The pressure [of 
narrow economic interests in developed countries] against the use of multilateral 
assistance to finance the production of citrus fruits, palm oil, and sugar works 
against the comparative advantage of developing countries. 

Trade, Self-sufficiency, and Aid. Professor Heady states that develo~jing coun- 
tries' agricultural prices are too low to provide adequate incentives to farmers. I 
could not agree more, but I do feel there is some danger in this generalization. The 
taxonomy work done by IFPRI and the work currently being done in the World 
Bank leads us to believe that it is useful to break the developing countries into 
broad groups or typologies. First, we have a minority group which includes the 
OPEC and the semi-industrialized countries with ample foreign exchange. They 
are probably better off importing grains since the world price is lower than the do- 
mestic price. Second, we have grain exporting countries like Thailand and Argen- 



tina where the domestic prices are lower than international prices. Third, we have a 
group of countries with foreign exchange constraints but with good prospects for 
increasing domestic food production. Most low income Asian countries fall into 
this category. These countries should allow prices to rise and thereby pursue a 
policy of self-sufficiency. Professor Heady's conclusions would apply to this cate- 
gory. Finally we have a group of countries where not only the foreign exchange 
constraint is binding but also per capita production has been steadily declining. In 
this case, a policy of self-sufficiency or near self-sufficiency would drive prices so 
high as to increase the degree of malnutrition to unacceptably high levels. For the 
time being, these countries should be regarded as the target group for financial and 
food aid. 

Budgetary Constraint. Professor Heady quite rightly states that the price in- 
crease necessary to elicit supply would have to be supplemented by direct food dis- 
tribution such as a "food stamp" program. I would like to add one caveat to this 
which is that in countries where the supply response is not high enough because 
low-cost technological packages are not readily available for most farmers, the re- 
quired price is bound to be high. And the budgetary burden required to mitigate the 
resulting malnutrition would be excessive. This is so because large sections of the 
population are already either on the edge or below the precipice of mal- 
nourishment. Given the known budgetary constraints of developing countries, 
there is a limit to which prices would be allowed to rise. This is apart from the well- 
known fact that a price rise would entail urban political pressure on the 
government. 

Family Planning. If I have understood him correctly, Professor Heady's posi- 
tion is this: it would be a long time before per capita incomes could rise to levels 
sufficient to bring birth rates down. Therefore, politicians and administrators must 
introduce explicit family planning programs without waiting for per capita in- 
comes to rise significantly. If birth rates do not decline within the next 30-40 years, 
Professor Heady would be prepared to make the value judgement - which I per- 
sonally find to be rather unfortunate - that politicians and administrators ought to 
be held morally responsible for the misery and suffering of millions yet to be born. 
The problem I have with this judgement is that it seems to be based on an unreal- 
istic view of the scope of political action [in shaping the destiny of nations.] It 
would seem to me that Professor Heady ascribes to politicians and administrators 
more power than they actually possess to manipulate social phenomena. For one 
thing, as Myrdal, Huntington, and others have pointed out, the majority of Third 
World countries are in fact "soft" states. Governments are weak where states do 
not have a strong central political party or parties for mobilizing public opinion. 
This condition is satisfied in only a few developing countries. The Pretorian State 
typical of Latin America and lately of Africa is a classic example of the naked con- 
frontation of social forces in society. Where conflicts do not get resolved, a gov- 
ernment is weak to act. I therefore do not believe birth control measures alone 



could bring down birth rates on a massive scale; an increase in per capita income is 
also necessary. I believe that both economic development and explicit family plan- 
ning have to be promoted side by side if birth rates are to decline on a significant 
scale. 



Third World Development 
And the Demand For 

Agricultural Exports - The 
Role of the United States 

John W. Mellor* 

Accelerated economic growth in Third.World countries holds potential for im- 
mense growth in their agricultural imports. Perhaps surprisingly, policies which 
stimulate development of the domestic agricultural sectors of these countries are 
likely to provide the most rapid growth in their agricultural imports. This re- 
sults from the close interrelation of employment growth; demand for food, and 
the supply of agricultural commodities. How quickly and to what extent their 
import potential develops will be substantially influenced by international 
policies with respect to trade, general development assistance, food aid, and food 
security. 

The United States has a major effect on the environment within which Third 
World countries select development strategy. This country accounts for 43 per 
cent of the gross national product (GNP) of the OECD nations (roughly North 
America, Western Europe, Japan, and Oceania); 13 per cent of world trade; and 
32 per cent of OECD nations foreign assistance (even though the proportion of 
GNP devoted to foreign assistance is among the smallest). As the largest exporter 
of agricultural commodities, the United States has a particular interest in Third 
World decisions which affect agricultural trade. In 1974 the value of U.S. agricul- 
tural exports was $22 billion, 19 per cent of the world total. This exceeded the 
total for the next three largest exporters, France, the Netherlands, and Australia, 
and was four and a half times that of Brazil, the fifth largest exporter. 

. The Dynamics of Demand for Agricultural Commodities 

The demand and supply of agricultural commodities have grown roughly apace 
in the early stages of economic development that have characterized the bulk of 
Third World countries since World War 11. However, substantial weather-induced, 

*Duector, International Food Policy Research Instlhlte, Wash~ngton, D C. 



year-to-year fluctuations in production have caused large variations in the priva- 
tion of the poor, in prices, and in imports. 

Over the next few decades, the bulk of humanity is likely to move into the 
middle stage of economic development in which rapidly accelerating growth in 
demand for agricultural commodities is likely to outpace supply, with consequent 
upward pressure on prices and burgeoning import demand. 

This contrasts with the mature, late stages of economic development charac- 
teristic of North America and Europe in which growth in supply of agricultural 
commodities significantly outpaces growth in demand, resulting in downward 
pressure on prices, building of surpluses, and attempts to restrain production. 

In very low income countries, half or more of the population receive inade- 
quate calories, as well as lacking sufficient protein and other nutrients to support 
a healthy, active life. The International Food Policy Research Institute recently 
estimated that in the developing market economy countries the deficit between 
actual consumption and that required to meet gross dietary energy requirements is 
equivalent to 64 million tons of grain.' (See Table 1 .) 

During the early stage of development, the population growth is apt to be 
modest while per capita income is growing little or not at all. Per capita income 
is particularly likely to be stagnant among the lower income people who have the 
largest potential demand for food. Even more important, the demand for food is 
affected by the supply. Since the bulk of the population depends on agriculture 
for its income, slow growth in agricultural production impedes growth in per capi- 
ta income, the principal determinant of effective demand for food. In addition, 
when per capita income is growing slowly or declining, death rates will be higher 
than otherwise, thereby restraining population growth. On the other hand, rapid 
growth of population in low income countries is not likely to be accompanied by 
an increase in demand for food. Although the increase in the supply of rural 
labor will be reflected in more intensive agriculture, growth in output probably 
will lag behind the increase in popu la t i~n .~  Thus, a contemporary low income 
country is likely to have characteristics of demand for agricultural products as 
shown in the top row of Table 2. Even the slow growth in productivity of tradi- 
tional agriculture is likely to keep pace with growth in demand. Further, if agri- 
culture and gross national product in a largely rural country are growing slowly, 
little foreign exchange is likely to be available to finance food imports; and the 
governments will be reclutant to allocate scarce resources for such imports. 

As a nation commences economic growth, demand for agricultural commodities 
tends to accelerate. Per capita incomes begin to grow more rapidly. The income 
elasticity of demand may decline somewhat, but will remain high. Population 
growth accelerates with rising incomes and improved organization of health and 
other services. But the interaction between supply and demand for agricultural 
commodities will continue to be close as long as a high proportion of population 
and gross national product are generated in agriculture. Poor performance will be 



Table 1 

STAPLE CROP REQUIREMENTS TO MEET THE DIETARY ENERGY GAP IN 
DEVELOPING MARKET ECONOMIES, BY IFPRl CATEGORY AND REGION, 1975 

(Million Metric Tons, Cereal Equivalent) 

IFPRl Amount Required Gross Dietary 
Category to Meet 1 10 Per Cent Energy Gopt 

Dietary Energy 
Requirement' 

Food Deficit 439.4 61.4 - - 
Low income 
Middle income 
High income 

Grain Exporters 

Total DMES 

Region 

Asia 
North AfricolMiddle East 
Sub-Sahara Africa 
Latin America 

Total DMEt 476.3 63.9 

SOURCE: Food Nwds of Developing Cwntria.: Projodions d Production and bnsumption to 1990, p 63 

'Dietary emrgy standards are based on 110 per cent of ths dietary energy requirement for each counhy ~n order to allow for ineqwlnty of 

income dstribution. 

tTo1.l for all countries with dietary energy targets above respectwe conrumpt~on levels; duelory energy gcrp for 1975 was calculated from 

canrmption trend est~mater. 

Sheloping market econmnn 

matched by slow growth in per capita income, s.queezing per capita demand and 
possibly even population growth. (Row 2 of Table 2 depicts such a situation.) 

During the low income phases of growth, weather-induced fluctuation in pro- 
duction may induce widespread privation which domestic and foreign govern- 
ments may attempt to mitigate through imports. Because of balance of payments 
constraints, relief will also be needed in the form of concessional credits and 
grants for food imports. Supplies available for such relief are much smaller than 
in the early 1960's. 

As a country moves to middle income status, three major changes occur that 
may cause demand for agricultural commodities to substantially outrun supply. 
First, the rate of per capita income growth accelerates sharply. Even though the 
income elasticity of demand will decline, it will remain high. Second, population 



Table 2 

COMPARISON OF GROWTH OF DEMAND FOR AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES, 
AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT, HYPOTHETICAL CASES 

Level of Per Cent of Rate of Rate of Income Total 
Development Population Population Capita Elasticity Growth 

in Growth Income of in 
Agriculture Growth Demand Demand 

Very low income 'O . 2.0 .5 1 .O 2.5 
Low income 60 3.0 1 .O .9 3.9 
Medium income 50 3.0 3.0 .6 4.8 . 
High income 35 1 . 5  5.0 .5 4.0 
Very high income 20 1 .O 3.0 1 1.3 

SOURCE: John W Mellor, The Econornia of Agricultural Development (Ithoco, N . Y  ; Cornell Udvorrih/, IPM), p. 78. 

growth rates tend to rise, or at least remain at a high level, due to reduced death 
rates from improved public health measures, higher per capita income, and a lag 
in the decline in birth rates. Third, and most important, demand for agricultural 
commodities becomes increasingly determined by events in the nonagricultural 
sector and hence is independent of agricultural production. As depicted in row 3 
of Table 2, demand may grow about 5 per cent in this phase. This is likely to 
exceed growth in agricultural production which has rarely sustained such a growth 
rate over large areas and substantial periods of time. 

Accompanying these developments, the accelerated growth of manufacturing 
provides potential for foreign exchange earnings to finance agricultural imports. 
From this stage on, demand for and supply of agricultural commodities become 
less and less determined by each other. As per capita income growth continues to 
accelerate, even with continued decline in income elasticity of demand, income 
becomes a more dominant determinant of demand. Population growth rates begin 
to decline sharply. Overall, demand for agricultural commodities continues to 
grow rapidly, though its rate of increase begins to turn down. 

The gradual separation of the forces which determine the demand and the sup- 
ply for agricultural commodities is of such great importance to long run trade 
relations that it deserves discussion at greater length. The contrast between high 
and low income countries in the interrelation of supply and demand is illustrated 
in Table 3 .  

The top part of the table shows the interaction of supply and demand for a 
typical low income country. Assumptions concerning the rate of growth of popu- 
lation, the income elasticity of demand for agricultural commodities, the propor- 
tions of the population in the agricultural sector, and the rate of growth of per capita 
income in the nonagricultural sector are held constant throughout. The table in- 



Table 3 

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT RATES OF INCREASE IN AGRICULTURAL - -  - 

PRODUCTION UPON THE DEMAND FOR AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 
AND AGRICULTURAL PRICES, WITH VARIOUS HYPOTHETICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

Proportion Income RDA of Price Rak of 
Per C ~ p i t 0  Per Capta.  of Rate of Growth d Elart~c~ly of l Growth in Elart!city of Growth of 

Food P o p l o t ~ m  Agricultural Nonogri- Poplahon mar-all Average D-d b r  Demod for Demand for Agr~culturol 
Production Income culhrol in Incane P a  Copt. Agr~cultural Agricultural Agr~cultural Prncsr 

Income Agriculture Roducb Prodwtr Produch ---- --- 

0.0 3.0 -3.0 4.0 70 -0.90 0.8 2.3 - 0 .9  2.6 
1.5 3.0 -1.5 4.0 70 +0.15 0.8 3.1 4 . 9  1.8 
2.0 3.0 -1.0 4.0 70 +0.50 0.8 3.4 - 0 .9  1.6 
3.0 3.0 0.0 4.0 70 +1.20 0.8 4.0 - 0.9  1.1 
4.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 70 +1.90 0.8 4.5 - 0.9  0.6 
6.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 70 +3.30 0.8 5.6 - 0.9 4 . 4  

Case Il-Relatively High-Income Country 
2.0 3.0 -1.0 6.0 33 3.7 0.5 4.9 - 0 .6  4.8 
3.0 3.0 0.0 6.0 33 4.0 0.5 5.0 - 0 .6  3.3 
4.0 3.0 1.0 6.0 33 4.4 0.5 5.2 - 0.6 2.0 
6.0 3.0 3.0 6.0 33 5.0 0.5 5.5 - 0.6 4 . 9  

NOTE. The ~nter~ct~onbrtorwouldbaroundcd out~n nearly all theabovecalculot~onrond, in keepngwth normal practice, Ir thereforeignored 

dicates the effect on the rate of growth in the demand for agricultural commodities 
of various rates of increase in agricultural production. A further assumption con- 
cerning the price elasticity of demand for agricultural, commodities is made to 
show the effect of various rates of growth of supply and demand on agricultural 
prices. This is a fair proxy for the pressures to import. It is implicitly assumed 

, that in the agricultural sector per capita income is directly proportional to produc- 
tion. This is a reasonable approximation in most low income countries where 
production costs other than family labor are very low. A further simplifying as- 
sumption is made that income elasticities are the same in urban and rural areas. 
A more precise assumption on that point would further narrow the spread between 
rates of growth in demand and supply. 

Under the unlikely assumption that agricultural production does not increase at 
all while nonagricultural incomes and total population increase as stipulated, we 
could expect agricultural prices to rise by about 2.6 per cent per year. If we make 
the more logical assumption that the marginal productivity of the rural labor force 
is three quarters of the average product, we could then logically further assume 



that a 2 per cent rate of population growth would be reflected in a 1.5 per cent 
rate of growth in agricultural production. In that case, with the given assump- 
tions, agricultural prices would be expected to increase by only 1.8 per bent per 
year. This would be a'noticeable increase, but is probably containable in most 
political systems and hence would not be a strong inducement to import. 

With the given assumptions, a constant relationship of prices would require a 
rate of growth of agricultural production of about 5 per cent per year. A rate 
of increase of 6 per cent per year would result in only a 0.4 per cent per year 
rate of decline in agricultural prices. 

There is a further interaction of variables which is not accounted for in the above 
discussion. With a given level of production, a rise in agricultural prices would 
raise agricultural incomes and thereby raise demand somewhat, thus, causing a 
somewhat greater increase in prices than that shown in these calculations. This 
influence would be small, however, since only about 30 per cent of agricultural 
production is marketed and higher prices would cause some substitution of other 
goods in both the rural and urban sectors. 

These points are emphasized by the high income case in Table 3. The 3 per cent 
population growth assumption is carried over from the top of the table. The rate of 
growth demand is greater at all levels of agricultural output growth except at 
6 per cent. This is due to the greater rate of growth of nonagricultural income. 
But most important, an increase in growth of agricultural production from 2 to 6 
per cent is accompanied by an increase in demand of only 0.6 per cent from 4.9 
to 5.5 per cent. In the very low income case, such an increase in output was 
accompanied by an increase of demand from 3.4 to 5.6 per cent. The difference 
is due to the smaller proportion of the population in agriculture and the lower 
income elasticity of demand in the high income case. The effect on prices, how- 
ever, is greater in the more developed country. Thus, while in the low income 
case, an increase in production growth from 2 per cent to 6 per cent was accom- 
panied by price increases of 1.6 per cent to 0.4 per cent, in the relatively high 
income country, the price increase ranged from 4.8 per cent to -0.9 per cent. 

The table indicates that as a country progresses toward high income status 
the demand related pressures to import become substantial. When England entered 
the dynamic stages of its industrial revolution, it became highly dependent on im- 
ported food. The debates about the Corn Laws in the early 19th century marked 
that transition. Japan became a major importer of food at a similar stage. Taiwan 
is the notable present day example of a country passing through the period of 
rapid growth in demand for food. A net exporter of grain in the early 1950's, 
Taiwan was importing nearly one-half of all the grain consumed by 1975.3 Al- 
though Taiwan is a notable success story in agricultural modernization, demand 
grew even more rapidly than supply because of rapid income g r ~ w t h . ~  Increased 
expofts, particularly of manufactured goods, facilitated commercial purchase of 
rapidly growing quantities of agricultural commodities. The ready availability of 



agricultural commodities on world markets at stable prices favored continued 
growth in demand. 

Soutti Korea has often been considered a failure in agricultural development 
because of the rapid growth in imports. In fact, however, South Korea achieved 
a quite respectable 2.9  per cent rate of growth of agricultural production over 
1965-73.5 The rapid growth in demand and the ability to buy in world commer- 
cial markets gave the appearance of production failure. 

Countries with a high proportion of the world's population are on the threshold 
of the middle income stage of economic development. During this lengthy, but ' 

nevertheless finite period, demand is likely to grow more rapidly than supply. 
Eventually, with continued economic growth and rising incomes, population in- 
creases will slow and income elasticities will drop to a low level. This will 
result in a gradual slowing in the growth in demand for agricultural commodities. 

' By that time, demand and supply factors will be largely disassociated. However, 
under the stimulus of past rapid growth in demand, agricultural production growth 

. will have become institutionalized at relatively high rates and surpluses will 
accumulate. 

Alternative Development Strategies 

The preceding discussion dealt with central tendencies in the relationships 
between economic development and the supply and demand for agricultural 
commodities. There is, of course, immense potential for variation in these rela- 
tionships. This depends primarily on the extent to which those in the lower in- 
come groups share in the increased income resulting from economic growth. 

Upper income people spend relatively little of their additions to income on 
agricultural commodities. Thus, if only the upper income classes receive in- 
creased income, growth in demand for agricultural commodities will be relatively 
small. Of the income groups in India, for example, the lowest 20 per cent spends 
60 per cent of increments to income on grain and some 85 per cent on agricul- 
tural commodities generally . 6  In contrast, the top 10 per cent spends less than 5 
per cent of increments to income on grain and about 35 per cent on all agricul- 
tural commodities. As long as growth in income is restricted to relatively higher 
income families, it will have relatively little impact on growth in the demand for 
agricultural commodities. Conversely, rapid growth in income of low income 
people results in explosive growth in demand for food. 

In developing countries, the distribution of additional income is strongly in- 
fluenced by development strategy. To simplify, we may distinguish two quite 
separate strategies of economic growth - high employment and capital intensive. 
The high employment strategy is characterized by rapid development of the rural 
sector, rapid growth of the agricultural sector, and rapid growth in foreign trade. 
The capital intensive approach has opposite characteristics. 



With the exception of a few city states such as Singapore and Hong Kong, 
a low income country has 60 to 80 per cent of its population in rural areas. 
If development is to include the bulk of the population, it must be based upon 
modernizing the agricultural sector, thereby raising its productivity and increasing 
the rate of growth of agricultural production and rural incomes. Both small and 
large farmers must participate. 

Because many in rural areas are landless or nearly so, accelerated growth in 
agricultural production alone will not allow broad participation of low income 
people in the development process. Population growth and the rise in agricultural 
productivity will reinforce the need for rapid growth in nonagricultural em- 
ployment. Development of agriculture will require a substantial portion of the 
limited stock of capital and the remaining capital for the nonagricultural sector 
must be spread very thinly. Thus, must take ilace in labor-intensive in- 
dustries with high potential for generating employment. 

Maintaining a relatively low degree of capital intensity will be easier if there 
is a potential for foreign trade. In this case excess production of low capital 
intensive commodities may be traded for needed high capital intensive goods. 
Thus, the potential for foreign trade may play a crucial role.in the choice of a low 
capital intensive, high employment strategy of growth.7 

The low employment strategy of growth gives relatively little emphasis to the 
agricultural sector. It emphasizes the growth of capital intensive, large scale, 
heavy industries, and a high degree of self-sufficiency. Although there may be 
substantial imports of capital goods in the early stages of development, this 
strategy seeks to develop the capacity to produce domestically the goods and 
services needed for further growth. Since growth in employment is relatively 
slow, there is relatively little pressure on agricultural supplies and therefore little 
economic incentive to emphasize that sector. Foreign trade also is relatively 
unimportant under this strategy. 

The low employment strategy is likely to be most appropriate to a country 
which has poor prospects for foreign trade, particularly in exports of labor in- 
tensive commodities, and for developing its domestic agriculture. The implica- 
tions for the agricultural sector are clear. It will grow slowly, as will the demand 
for agricultural commodities because of the slow growth in employment. There 
also will be very little capacity to generate exports in order to pay for imports 
of agricultural commodities. 

There will come a time, of course, when the capital stock will have grown 
enough that it will be possible to raise consumer incomes, particularly of poorer 
people. This will create a rapid growth in demand for agricultural commodities. 
Whether that demand can be sustained will depend primarily on the potentials for 
developing agriculture and increasing exports to pay for imports of agricultural 
commodities. 

Thus, we may say that the difference between the two strategies is really one 



of timing. In the high employment strategy, the increase in demand for agricul- 
tural commodities comes considerably sooner than in the low employment 
strategy. Thus, Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea became major importers of ag- 
ricultural commodities much sooner than the Soviet Union in terms of their 
relative per capita incomes and their stages in economic growth. The Soviet 
Union, of course, is the epitome of the low employment, capital intensive 
strategy of growth. Even though its agricultural production has lagged consider- 
ably, the Soviet Union became a major importer of agricultural commodities only 
very recently. In contrast, Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea became major im- 
porters at much lower levels of per capita income, despite much greater success 
in their agriculture. 

Potential Influence of the United States on 
Choice of Development Strategy 

The choice of development strategy depends, of course, on the perceptions of 
national leadership as to the costs and benefits of alternative strategies to national 
development and the political stability which maintains their power. These per- 
ceptions are also substantially influenced by the international environment. 

Since growth in the agricultural sector is crucial to the high employment 
strategy, the influence of external powers on those perceptions is important. 
If the prospects for accelerated growth in agriculture appear very poor, a coun- 
try may be reluctant to choose a strategy which depends so much on success in 
increasing agricultural production. In judging the potentials in agriculture, em- 
phasis will be placed on the long run potentials and the ease and rapidity with 
which external assistance will be available to help realize them, or the risks and 
uncertainties which may result from short term fluctuations in weather. 

The decision as to which strategy to adopt also will be affected by the nature 
of the country's political system. The more the government relies upon support 
from a small, high income elite, the less willing it will be to emphasize develop- 
ment of the agricultural sector. Narrowly based political systems are more prone 
to choose a capital intensive development route. Support for such systems does 
not come principally from the mass of the people who would benefit most from 
increased employment and rising incomes. Instead, it comes from those who 
benefit substantially in income and consumption from growth in large scale indus- 
try, and from government officials whose power will be increased by the planning 
processes associated with such an approach. 

The characteristics of the two alternative strategies of development, and the 
conditions for each, indicate clearly the role which the United States and the 
other rich, industrial countries may play in influencing the choice of strategy. 

One effective form of assistance is protection against the risks from unfavor- 
able weather which may dissuade political leaders of developing countries from 



opting for a rural employment oriented strategy of growth. Success in the agri- 
cultural sector involves accelerating growth rates from around 2% to 3 per cent, 
to 3% to 4 per cent, however, weather fluctuations may reduce agricultural 
production as much as 10 to 20 per cent in one year. Thus, several years of 
accelerated growth could easily be wiped out by one bad weather year. For a 
conservative politician, that is a powerful argument against emphasizing agri- 
culture as the key to development strategy. Such risks can be greatly reduced 
by a well-organized food security system. IFPRI has estimated the costs for such 
a system which essentially operates on an insurance basis and could perhaps most 
effectively be carried out by the International Monetary Fund. A variant would 
use large quantities of grain from P.L. 480 Food for Peace programs to back up 
the insurance system. Such insistence would reduce the cost and thus increase the 
incentives for low income countries to emphasize the agricultural sector. 

Food aid also could play an important role in helping maintain supplies in 
the period between the development and initiation of programs for increasing 
agricultural production and the actual increase in output. Food aid can be brought 
immediately to the scene in order to back up a high employment program while 
the efforts to develop indigenous agriculture are being pursued vigorously. Thus, 
food aid may perform a dual role by insuring against both the effects of poor 
weather and the difficult-to-predict lags associated with the development process. 

More general economic assistance programs may facilitate a high employment, 
agriculture oriented strategy in two ways. First, foreign assistance funds ear- 
marked specifically for the agricultural sector may load the incentives in that 
direction. Perhaps more important, foreign assistance may facilitate expendi- 
ture patterns which satisfy old political support systems while the new support 
systems are being built. This may permit the building of a broader political 
base with a much larger and relatively lower income constituency. 

Finally, trade policies of the major industrial nations play an important role in 
choice of development strategy. Although food aid and general economic as- 
sistance may be very important in the short run in determining the choice of 
strategy, in the long run, trade relationships may well be much more important. 
Trade plays a critical role in two respects. First, it facilitates the high employ- 
ment strategy directly by offering enlarged markets for relatively labor intensive 
goods. Second, it provides the foreign exchange for purchasing agricultural 
commodities as a backup to domestic production. 

Timing, Potentials, and Extent of Growth 
in Agricultural Exports to Developing Countries 

The extent to which aggregate demand for agricultural exports from low in- 
come developing countries increases will depend particularly .on events in Third 
World countries with very large populations, in particular, China, India, Indo- 



nesia, and Nigeria. These four countries alone have nearly half the world's 
population. 

When we project past agricultural production growth rates, expected future 
population growth rates, and per capita income growth rates of the recent past, 
we see large gaps opening between supply and demand of agricultural com- 
modities in those countries. IFPKI projections indicate that by 1990 India will 
have a 4.3 million ton deficit in production of major staples if there is no change 
in per capita income, a 17.6 million ton deficit with low income growth, and a 
21.9 million ton deficit with high income growth. For Indonesia the deficits are, 
respectively, none, 6 .0  million tons, and 7.7 million tons; for Nigeria they are 
9.3 million tons, 17.1 million tons, and 20.5 million tons.8 Similar deficits 
are shown for many Third World countries. They may respond to this situation 
by not accelerating their agricultural production growth rates and containing 
their domestic demand more fully. They could do so, as indicated above, by 
following relatively capital intensive processes of economic growth. If, however, 
they attempt to accelerate their agricultural production growth rates in order to 
meet that increase in demand, they are very likely to further accelerate their 
growth in per capita income and thereby push demand up more rapidly than in 
the past. 

At present, Indonesia and Nigeria are experiencing rapid growth in imports of 
food as increased income from oil revenues has allowed significant expansion 
in domestic employment and consumption of agricultural commodities. It is not 
yet clear whether these countries will use their oil revenues to accelerate rural 
development and provide a base for continued rapid growth in per capita incomes 
and demand for food, or whether they will emphasize capital intensive types of 
development that will slow growth in demand for food. 

The People's Republic of China has chosen a generally capital intensive 
strategy of development that has provided relatively little increase in incomes of 
the mass of people since recovery from the privations of civil war in the early 
and middle 1950's. Prior to the war, per capita food consumpti& of the mass 
of rural people had been raised substantially, primarily through a radical redis- 
tribution of assets, income, and food supplies. Average consumption did not 
rise much. In the future, industrial development might become relatively more 
labor intensive and wage rates may be allowed to rise. This would result in rapidly 
rising incomes for the mass of people and hence rapidly rising demand for food. 
That may result in increased imports. That, however, would require an im- 
provement in exports which would depend on change in policies in both China 
and in the nations to which exports might go. 

In India, the initial development strategy from the late 1950's into the 1960's 
was based on the assumption that increasing trade would be very difficult for 
India. India's chief trade partner at that time was the United Kingdom, which 
had a low growth potential. In addition a high proportion of India's exports were 



agricultural commodities such as tea and jute for which the demand was assumed 
to be highly inelastic. It was also assumed that very little of the scarce develop- 
ment resources would go to agriculture. Thus, it was expected that growth in 
agriculture would be at best modest. 

In the late 1960's and the early 1970's there was some indication of a change 
in strategy towards greater emphasis on the agricultural sector and on increasing 
employment. The present government of India seems to have strong predilec- 
tions in that direction. The critical questions are whether government would be 
able to obtain sufficient food during the period agriculture is being developed 
and protect against the possibility of two or three bad crop years in a row. 

Using India as an example, one may argue that with the old capital intensive 
strategy of growth, imports would be likely to run in the 4 to 6 million ton range. 
This would be sufficient to take care of a significant portion of urban food needs 
with imported foods under government control. An alternative high employment 
strategy might give another percentage point per year in the rate of growth in 
agricultural production. It might also provide the confidence in the domestic 
production and in the trade regime which might make imports of 10 or more. 
million tons of grain acceptable. That might then encourage further acceleration 
in employment growth and hence in demand for agricultural commodities. 

If a substantial number of large population Third World countries were to 
undertake a labor intensive rural oriented strategy of growth, pressure on world 
food supplies would be immense. Of course, some Third World countries, for 
example, Brazil and Thailand, might improve agricultural production enough to 
greatly increase their agricultural exports. The United States could presum- 
ably expand its rate of growth of agricultural production significantly. It is con- 
ceivable, however, that the pressure on the food supplies would be consider- 
ably greater than the capacity to meet those pressures. One may then raise the 
question as to what extent the terms of trade might then turn sharply in favor of 
the agricultural sector. One cannot give an unequivocal answer to that question. 
However, one may speculate that a significant portion of the rapid increase in 
demand would be traceable, as in the case of Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea, 
to accelerated growth in the demand for livestock products with the consequent 
growth in derived demand for grain. The demand for livestock products is rela- 
tively elastic. Thus, it may well be that a choice of a development strategy that 
emphasizes agriculture and employment in the Third World would provide rapidly 
rising demand for agricultural commodities as long as that demand could be 
met at relatively constant real prices - but; an equilibrating mechanism would 
come into effect as rapidly rising prices reduced growth in livestock consumption. 

Conclusion 

Major agricultural exporters have an incentive to foster growth strategies in 
developing countries which emphasize rapid employment growth. Such strategies 



must give major emphasis to accelerated growth in agricultural output. However, 
if employment growth is rapid, demand is likely to grow even faster than sup- 
ply, opening a gap to be filled by imports which are small as a per cent of pro- 
duction but very large in absolute terms. 

Rich nations may foster such a development strategy by assisting growth in 
agricultural productivity, providing food aid to encourage accelerated growth 
in employment, providing food security, and fostering trade. 

If demand growth for agricultural commodities substantially exceeds supply 
growth, prices of grain will rise and check growth of demand in the low income 
countries in which it is elastic. That may to some extent shift consumption 
away from agricultural commodities. It will not take large price increases to 
cause this shift because of the highly elastic demand, especially for livestock 
products. Alternately, developing countries will turn to a less employment 
oriented strategy. 

World agricultural development goals are compatible with the interests of the 
United States in increasing its agricultural exports. The United States can foster 
such development with programs of food security, food aid, capital assistance, 
and trade. Agricultural development will -permit some developing countries to 
increase their exports. However, an attempt by the United States to prevent 
growth in output of particular commodities, or to prevent all exports, would 
be likely to prejudice development and demand stimulation goals as well as 
humanitarian objectives. 
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Discussion 

Arthur Mead* 

It should come as no surprise that I find John Mellor's paper a well developed, 
sophisticated presentation on the processes of development in the Third World. 
This is John Mellor's business and experience which I have been able to follow on 
occasion; and I am pleased to say that his business and that of the Food and Agri- 
culture Organization have similar orientation. 

We are concerned, as he is, with the food problem of developing countries; the 
disturbing longer term trends of agricultural production in these countries and their 
implications; and the shorter term problems of hunger and malnutrition which are 
prevalent in the world today but which are masked by generally good crop condi- 
tions on a global basis. John Mellor's research has these areas of concern in mind 
as we do. 

I do not intend to take major issue with the broad concepts laid out in the paper. 
It describes for policy makers the relationship of the demand and supply of agricul- 
tural commodities as they operate in developing countries with different income 
levels and poses alternative de.irelopment strategies. But I will take the opportunity 
to comment on the main elements described and to offer other specific elements for 
consideration and discussion. In the process, it also will permit me to register some 
of the concerns of our Organization. 

Obviously, the United States as the major exporter of agricultural commodities 
has a key role in the food problems of developing countries. At the outset, the 
paper obliquely, possibly apologetically, refers to the small proportion of the GNP 
devoted to foreign assistance by the United States. Let's be more specific; the 
United States in 1977 devoted .240h of its GNP to Official Development Assis- 
tance, 12th in the list of 18 major industrial nations. We are hopeful that this rating 
will improve, and it may very well do so, as we note recent U.S. announcements 
on such assistance in the years ahead, including its dominant role in food aid. Ob- 
viously, too, the United States has a major role in the manner it relates its assis- 
tance to Third World Development. 

There is an interesting relationship between the growth of developing countries 
and their commercial imports of U.S. agricultural commodities. I am generally fa- 
miliar with the U.S. Department of Agriculture work on this relationship in which 
it reveals that as developing countries progress economically their purchases of ag- 

*Senior Economist, North Arner~can Llaison Office, Food and Agriculture Organization of the Un~ted Nations, 
Washington, D.C , 



ricultural commodities from the United States on a commercial basis increase. 
Their analysts have plotted this relationship; Mellor's presentation on supply and 
demand very nicely indicates the basic reasons for this occurrence. 

Thus, assistance to the developing countries is not only "right" in my view, it 
also redounds to the benefit of the U.S. farm sector. I would also add that while 
some of us in international organizations focus primarily on the needs and aspi- 
rations of the Third World, we support measures to maintain a healthy U.S. farm 
sector, for such a condition is important if not essential to the fulfillment of these 
needs and aspirations. 

So we are agreed. At least I say we are agreed. As a general proposition what is 
good for the developing countries is good for U.S. agriculture. 

I would like to suggest and highlight a basic concept or strategy for developing 
countries that is overriding in my view. It is imperative that it be an integral part of 
the process in countries largely rural in character and where the producer is small 
and isolated. We must help him, the producer, grow more food- first things first. 

Why? At the time of the World Food Conference in 1974, FA0 estimated the 
under- and mal-nourished at about 400 million people. Because of the relatively 
good harvests experienced globally since that time, there is far less publicity on the 
hunger problem. Nonetheless, increases in population since 1974, unaccompanied 
by substantial expansion of productive employment, suggest that the number of 
under- or mal-nourished probably is larger today, possibly as high as 700 million. 

Of special importance, it seems to me, is who benefits from increased produc- 
tion. More than half of the poorest people in the world are small farmers. Their 
families will eat better only to the extent they are assisted in producing more food 
for themselves and, hopefully, a bit for the market. Therefore, I would argue that a 
strategy with that objective would be important for the major countries cited in the 
Mellor paper, for example, India. I was pleased to hear Dr. Heady stress this point 
earlier this morning. 

It seems to me also that a country like India should, as I believe it does, give sub- 
stantial emphasis to the export of light manufactured products. Mellor's paper 
touches on this point and it merits some emphasis. 

There is a place in many developing countries to export labor intensive agricul- 
tural and manufactured products since they are endowed with a supply of labor. 
Even within present trade relationships, which are not particularly favorable to the 
developing countries, there has been a steady increase in such exports which can 
pay for needed food and other imports. As I indicated, India is an exam~ile of the 
use of such export promotion as a strategy which should not be overlooked. This 
morning Mellor mentioned that India's currency reserves had reached $5 billion. 
This kind of export promotion could be enhanced if special treatment for the needs 
of the developing countries is afforded in the current multilateral trade nego- 
tiations. We should be hearing about these prospects during another part of the 
symposium. 



It may be risky on my part in light of Mellor's involvement in India's problems 
over the years, but let's continue to discuss that country's agricultural situation. It 
is the country so often referred to in world hunger discussions. At the moment be- 
cause of good weather there, it is not an important cereal market for the United 
States. In fact, amidst its acknowledged undernourished, it has accumulated gov- 
ernment cereals stocks at an unprecedented level. I'm not sure what that level is 
today but it should be about 20 million tons, give or take 5 per cent:Moreover, it is 
supplying wheat to Vietnam and ~f~hanis ta 'a l thou~h in relatively modest quan- 
tities. Complete information is not known in Washington, but the transactions 
appear to be loans in kind, interest free, with a rapid repayment schedule in wheat 
after a short period, which you could call a grace period. This would appear to be a 
paradox- an apparent concessional exporter with large numbers of its population 
suffering from malnutrition. I hope there is time for Mellor to explain what appears 
to be a monumental inconsistency, because I have heard him give a rational expla- 
nation of the situation. 

Yes, we are describing a country often referred to as the "bottomless pit" for 
food aid. As a practical matter, it cannot be a bottomless pit in terms of cereal im- 
ports because of logistical limitations. When the paper discusses Indian deficits in 
1990 under certain growth assumptions, these deficits cannot be considered as po- 
tential exports. The figures posed are 17.6 million tons under low income growth 
and 21.9 million tons with high income growth. India's massive cereal imports 
during the two successive drought years in the mid-1960's were in the general 
magnitude of 12- 13 million tons a year and they reached that level because extraor- 
dinary measures were taken, particularly by the United States, to help coordinate, 
expedite, and streamline port and distribution operations there. During the early 
1970's when India resumed substantial imports of cereals that capacity was esti- 
mated at less than 10 million tons. 

The last part of the title of the Mellor paper is "The Role of the United States." 
In this respect, since I find the paper somewhat brief on the role of the United 
States in relation to the discussion of concepts and strategy, I will put some spe- 
cifics on the table. One crucial area that his organization and mine are involved in 
is that of food security. A discussion of food security seems appropriate in relation 
to strategy options because the attainment of global food security would allow for 
more adequate planning by "chronic" food deficit countries. 

There should be no need to trace the long and frustrating history of attempts to 
establish World Food Banks, World Food Boards, Insurance Schemes, and related 
endeavors to achieve world food security. With good timing, and, in my view, 
with great skill, the FAOin 1973 proposed the International Undertaking on World 
Food Security, which envisaged an undertaking based on national policies and na- 
tional control of production and stocks with some degree of international coordi- 
nation. The Undertaking was subscribed to in principle by most of the World Com- 
munity, but again we have witnessed little in concrete results. We are hopeful that 



the continuing negotiations to replace the International Wheat Agreement will be 
more fruitful; and it is my understanding that we can be a little more optimistic now 
in light of progress made in the May 1-5 Interim Committee session in Geneva. I 
know this is a mission high on the U.S. agenda, a role we can applaud and a mis- 
sion that can be beneficial to grain exporters and the developing world, particularly 
if special regard to the needs of the developing countries is considered. Our main 
interest is in the reserves aspect of the negotiations to serve as an underpinning to 
world food security. 

World Food Security briefly described means a stable supply of basic food- 
stuffs, primarily cereals, available to the world at reasonable prices as well as 
available to sustain certain levels of food aid. The developing countries need food 
security in the literal sense so that they can proceed with their development strate- 
gies without fear that their populations will be undercut. Importantly, too, they 
look to some international coordination, broadly conceived and subscribed to, as 
crucial to World Food Security. 

In these grain negotiations, the U.S. role has been significant in the progress 
made to develop a new Food Aid Convention that would be part of an overall wheat 
agreement. For some time the United States has proposed a new 10 million ton 
food aid commitment level per annum with a U. S. component of 4.47 million tons. 
While this component is less than current U.S. food aid shipment levels, it is a very 
substantial increase in its minimum commitment. Canada and Australia also have 
indicated that they will increase their contributions. 

And the U.S. proposal to the Congress for a 6 million ton international emer- 
gency reserve, if approved, would be a welcome initiative. I believe the proposal is 
responsive to the needs of developing countries since it would assure that the U.S. 
food aid program would be sustained under conditions similar to 1973-74 when 
concessional assistance was greatly reduced. 

The Mellor paper refers to food aid from time to time and uniformly assigns to it 
a significant and positive role in overall economic growth. I would agree. One of 
the targets emerging from the 1974 World Food Conference was an annual food 
aid target of 10 million tons of cereals. This target, unfortunately, has not yet been 
achieved; a new Food Aid Convention as I just discussed would constitute a sig- 
nificant breakthrough in achieving the goal. On the other hand, the United States, 
in its 1979 budget presentation proposed no increase in food aid over 1978, pre- 
sumably until it could be demonstrated that additional food aid could be used effec- 
tively. Is food aid being used effectively? Is it an incentive to elicit agricultural de- 
velopment in developing countries? Or is it a disincentive? Many hold the view 
that the latter is true. These are questions rather than answers; but with food aid 
such a substantial component of foreign assistance these questions are pertinent to 
any discussion of development strategies. 

The United States has been leader in terms of magnitude of food aid and its ap- 
plication to development. There are ways to expand this leadership. It can do so by 



focusing its talents and more of its resources on food aid; it could do so in greater 
magnitude on a multilateral basis. The World Food Programme is the modality of 
multilateral fobd aid. It has not yet reached its target for the current 1977-78 bien- 
nium and looks toward the 1979-80 pledge period with a target 25 per cent greater 
than the current biennium. It is a program based on food-for-work-project aid 
which converts food into development. 

In my brief comments today, I have tried to identify a specific element or two 
that might be used in filling out some of the spaces left open by Mellor's broad ap- 
proaches. I believe his concepts are on the mark as a general guide to tour the com- 
plex field of development. His paper offers a solid basis for interested persons here 
today wishing to probe this important subject. Also, I have tried to identify some 
areas where the role of the United States is crucial and to editorialize somewhat on 
these areas. If I have raised some doubts and some questions, it is because my ex- 
perience with the Third World, mainly in the Washington context, leads me to be 
suspect of formulas and strategies. 

While I have not done so in this opening statement because of time constraints, I 
hope there will be opportunity in the course of the discussion to comment on those 
parts of the Mellor paper dealing with the stage at which particular countries 
became agricultural commodity purchasers. One general statement will suffice for 
purposes of my opening statement. Dr. Hardin referred to it this morning in his 
keynote address. My experience leads me to believe that the purchase of food to 
maintain reasonable consumption levels of populations is a top priority for most 
countries; developed, less developed, or centrally planned. If not assured of such 
supply through food aid or other means, most countries will use foreign exchange, 
even though it is extremely scarce, to import food. This may result in damage to 
some other activity or program, but it will be done. That kind of an attitude and that 
kind of policy should be built into your thinking. 

Most countries can fashion a system to procure the food and get it to the con- 
sumer, be it through price subsidies, ration shops, free distribution, or other 
means. Therefore, I would argue, for example, that the U.S.S.R. entry into world 
food markets results in great part from a political decision to take account of the 
consumer, and the implicatibns of his interests. In the early 1960's, the political 
decision was not to do so. With respect to Indonesia, I agree that it is a good bet for 
increased agricultural trade. However, I give little credit to its oil resources for the 
trade developments in that country. Certainly, these resources will support trade 
and help Indonesia's currency reserves. But its political leaders for some years 
have decided to "protect" the consumer and become a substantial customer in ce- 
reals and other commodities. They have done so with a prudent eye on conces- 
sionally financed imports, but they have not hesitated to buy commercially when 
there was doubt as to the availability of concessional arrangements. I repeat that 
my experience, mostly with developing countries, tells me that political mo- 
tivation to purchase essential food outranks any kind of formula or strategy. 



Finally, I would submit that the most important ingredient in the development 
process, or in the implementation of development strategy, is the degree of dedica- 
tion involved on the part of both the donor country and the recipient country. The 
process is so complex and so susceptible to pitfalls, that it needs the sustained 
nourishment of political will. In terms of a TV commercial, no strategy should 
leave home without it. 

Thank you. 



Agricultural Trade in the 

21st Century 
The Role of the MTN Today 

Ambassador Alan Wm. Wolff* 

It is a pleasure to be here in the heartland of our nation. One cannot fly into this 
city without noticing the signs of America's agricultural abundance- the grain el- 
evator, feed yards, and vast expanse of growing crops. These are signs of agricul- 
tural success, signs that we live in a nation that has succeeded in breaking through 
the historical bamers to abundant food production. 

This breakthrough has significantly enhanced the standard of living in the 
United States and, through its impact on international trade, has enhanced the 
world's standard of living. other nations have come to depend on us as reliable 
suppliers of agricultural products. Japan, for example, has come to rely on the 
United States to supply a major proportion of its total oilseed consumption, an im- 
portant element in the Japanese diet. In fact, there is more land under cultivation in 
the United States for the feeding of the Japanese people than there is in Japan itself. 

The European Community (EC) looks to the United States to supply a large part 
of the feed used to support its domestic livestock sector. Without U.S. feed, Euro- 
pean consumers would eat considerably less livestock products. Likewise, in the 
less developed world, where the availability of foodstuffs means the difference be- 
tween life and death, we ship 50 per cent of all imported food grains. 

Despite our willingness to share our food abundance, no other nation can claim 
a standard of food consumption equal to our own. U.S. consumers use only 20 per 
cent of their spendable income to purchase food, a level significantly less than Eu- 
rope and Japan's figure of 30 per cent. Per capita beef consumption in the United 
States equals more than 123 pounds compared to 9 pounds in Japan and 57 pounds 
in the European Community. Even Switzerland, a nation which boasts a per capita 
GNP of $9,300, or 20 per cent above the U.S. per capita GNP, only has a per 
capita beef consumption of about 53 pounds. 

The question then is: If the United States is willing to share its abundance, why 
is the rest of the world so far behind us in increasing its standard of food con- 
sumption and, thereby, enhancing its standard of living? Part of the answer to this 
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question lies in the fact that U.S. abundance obviously is not large enough to feed 
the world in the manner to which Americans have grown accustomed. The other 
part lies in the fact that other nations, especially developed nations, impose bar- 
riers to imported food - barriers that increase the price of imported food to un- 
affordable levels, prices that discourage consumption. 

An example is Japan, where beef imports are controlled through restrictive quo- 
tas, the average price of boneless sirloin beef is around $15 per pound, compared to 
the United States, where the same cuts can sell for less than $2 per pound. Another 
example is the European Common Market, where a bushel of corn is priced at 
$6.00 despite the fact that U.S. exporters are willing to land corn in Europe for 
$3.25. The list of trade barriers that raise the prices of food to consumers goes on 
and on. Even the United States has restrictions that keep food prices unnecessarily 
high. 

This brings me to the main focus of my remarks - the Tokyo Round of trade 
negotiations. Some 100 nations are participating in this round of trade nego- 
tiations, the seventh round since World War 11. Each round has had as its major ob- 
jective the reduction of trade barriers and the expansion of international trade. 

One of the key challenges in the Geneva talks is how to integrate agriculture 
into the multilateral trade negotiations so that the world achieves an improved stan- 
dard of food consumption, and efficient production will not go to waste or land lie 
'unnecessarily idle. At an earlier date, this question could be regarded as academic, 
theoretical, and remote. Today it is a central issue to be resolved. 

Given our interest as the principal agricultural trading nation of the world, the 
United States has taken a leadership role. This was not done lightly or easily. No 
nation is enthusiastic about reducing its agricultural trade barriers despite the fact 
that it is in their overall long term national interest to do so. Progress can be made 
only through the exchange of reciprocal trade concessions with others. To en- 
courage others to make their concessions, the United States put a substantial offer 
on the table. In January of this year, we stated to the other 97 countries in this nego- 
tiation that we would reduce our tariff and nontariff barriers on nearly $3 billion of 
U.S. agricultural imports, as well as $45 billion of nonagricultural imports. 

Frankly, to this time, the response to our offer has been disappointing particu- 
larly in agriculture. Ambassador Strauss and I are very concerned, not only be- 
cause of the implications this has for a successful Tokyo Round, but for the impli- 
cations it could have for the future of the world trading system. 

But as you know, the reduction of trade barriers is a long, hard process. In 
modern times, it began in 1934. Since World War 11, the nations of the world have 
completed six rounds of multilateral trade negotiations, chipping away at trade 
barriers that impede the growth of world trade. 

Unfortunately, agriculture has not played a major role in the previous nego- 
tiations. This is significant when we consider that expanded agricultural trade is in 
the common interest of all countries and integration of agriculture into the General 



Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the GATT) could lead to expanded trade in agri- 
cultural products. 

The last attempt to integrate agriculture into the trading system occurred during 
the Kennedy Round. It has the reputation in our agricultural community of a fail- 
ure, although our exports have nevertheless grown markedly during this last de- 
cade. The reason for this view is that the major trading countries failed to come to 
grips with providing for even the most rudimentary international cooperation in 
agricultural trade. The U.S. farm community has insisted on a larger role in this 
Tokyo ~ o u n d  of trade talks, and Bob Strauss and I, and your elected representa- 
tives, are fully committed to that goal. If this round fails to reduce agricultural 
trade barriers, if it fails to provide Some understanding of what conduct is fair and 
equitable, these goals might not be achieved for many decades. 

If this were to occur, we would lose the opportunity to bring agriculture into the 
trading system, and most of all, the world would lose the chance to move toward 
achieving a more rational, economically efficient world food system. Importing 
countries would not have the opportunity to achieve a higher standard of living 
through the reduction of agricultural trade barriers. And exporting nations would 
continue to face the problems of overabundant food production while hunger re- 
mains in other parts of the world. 

This is not to say that we do not recognize the social and political need of 
countries to support their agricultural capability. We believe, however, that the 
time has come for nations to begin the adjustment toward a more rational agricul- 
tural system - a system in which the world's limited food resources can be uti- 
lized most efficiently; a system where consumers can have the opportunity to enjoy 
a higher standard of consumption with regard to basic food commodities, regard- 
less of the geographic region where such commodities may be produced. 

We believe it is time to begin the process of working toward this rationalization 
of our agricultural systems. We believe it is time to do this through a reduction in 
trade bamers. Moreover, in our inflation-plagued world, it makes good sense to 
reduce bamers that maintain high food prices. We do not expect nations to elimi- 
nate their bamers immediately. But it is reasonable to ask them to begin the pro- 
cess of reducing those barriers. 

We are insisting that the world agricultural trading system be designed to en- 
courage rather than inhibit the development of more trade. We are insisting that 
this should lead to a rationalization of world agricultural production, utilizing the 
comparative advantages of each nation. We believe this would lead to long term 
benefits for consumers of all nations, much as the growth in trade in non- 
agricultural production since World War I1 has improved living conditions and in- 
creased employment both here and abroad. 

The facts speak for themselves. In the decades after the end of the second World 
War, there was unprecedented world economic growth and prosperity. Expand- 
ing trade was one of the principal engines of $at growth. It was no mere coin- 



cidence that the period was marked by a progressive dismantling of trade barriers 
under the GATT. Year after year, increases in international trade exceeded in- 
creases in world production. No one can argue with any credibility that our nation, 
and the world as a whole, has not benefitted very substantially from this 
development. 

This was particularly true for U.S. agriculture. We became the world's largest 
exporter of agricultural products - over $24 billion worth in 1977. We became one 
of the world's largest importers of food products, over $13.4 billion in 1977. In 
terms of individual commodities, we are extremely large exporters. For example, 
exports of oilseed and oilseed products amounted to over $6 billion in 1977. We ac- 
count for43 per cent of the world's exports of wheat and 63 per cent of the world's 
exports of coarse grains. While much has been made of imports of oilseed products 
like palm oil, imports of all oilseeds and their products totaled only $650 million or 
only about one-tenth of our exports in 1977. 

As a result of trade balances like these, we have stressed strongly the benefits of 
freeing up world agricultural trade even though such freedom can increase market 
risks. The benefits from freer trade are similar to the benefits from freer domestic 
markets toward which the U.S. farm industry has been moving slowly over the 
past several decades. Exposure to greater market risks has caused individual pro- 
ducers to protest, but it has kept our agricultural industry highly competitive in 
world markets. 

In those world markets, the existence of GATT disciplines could reduce risks of 
agricultural trade, much as our domestic farm programs tend to lessen risks of do- 
mestic farm production. Our focus in the Geneva trade talks has been toexpand op- 
portunities for agricultural trade through a strengthening of the world trading 
framework. We believe this should be a common goal of these negotiations. 

The question then is how can we proceed in the Tokyo Round to bring agricul- 
ture into the GATT trading system. I believe this can be done by means of a two- 
track approach. First, we should achieve tangible results in the Tokyo Round by 
reducing tariff and nontariff baniers, as well as by achieving additional disciplines 
on the use of specific export subsidies. Tangible results can take the form of re- 
duced tariffs, expanded quotas, liberalized licensing systems, and the removal of 
standards designed as bamers to trade, to name a few concrete examples. 

The question of export subsidies must also be adequately dealt with. Export 
subsidies, in particular, have been a long-standing problem in the trade of primary 
products. The successful negotiation of a code which would discipline the use of 
export subsidies for agricultural commodities would provide, in my view, a nec- 
essary element for a successful Tokyo Round package. 

I do not underestimate the value of the specific concessions that could be ex- 
changed. But this is not enough. 

It is time that we took a second step to establish a world forum within GATT for 
resolving conflicts between internal farm and food policies and policies related to 



international trade in agricultural products. In other words, nations would for the 
first time be accountable to the international community for the impact of their in- 
dividual agricultural policies on world trade. What is surprising about inter- 
national trade in agriculture is that although we are so highly dependent on foreign 
markets as outlets for our production, and foreign countries are so dependent on 
this nation as a source of supply, we do not have serious and regular consultations 
in the GATT on overall national agricultural policies, nor effective guidelines to 
avoid behavior that seriously interferes with trade. 

I believe that there is a possibility for establishing a forum of this kind within 
GATT during this negotiation, a forum that would work toward resolving trade 
questions related to agriculture. Such a forum might carry out several specific 
tasks that would relate to freeing up trade in agricultural and food products. 

1. For example, such a forum might conduct an annual review of national poli- 
cies and international commodity arrangements. This review would include an ex- 
amination of how responsive national prices have been to changes in world sup- 
plies and trends in consumption patterns. 

2. Such a forum might also review changes in historical patterns of agricultural 
trade and changes in market shares of individual exporting countries. This review 
could examine the degree to which countries use unfair trade practices to increase 
market shares. Such practices include the use of export subsidies and the dumping 
of surplus agricultural products on world markets. 

3 .  Such a forum might also review progress toward the general objective of ra- 
tionalizing world agricultural production along lines of comparative advantage, 
taking into account national food and agricultural programs and the operation of 
international arrangements for individual commodities, including the international 
grains agreement and international arrangements for meat and dairy products. 

Finally, such a forum could watch over the world food systems for the purpose 
of achieving what many scholars of agricultural economics have called, including 
a speaker here today, Dr. D. Gale Johnson, equity and fairness. Dr. Johnson has 
often pointed out that nations that stabilize their domestic agricultural sectors 
through trade barriers, transfer the instability of their farm sectors to other nations. 
In essence, stability for one nation comes at the cost of instability for others. We 
would maintain that those costs should, in fairness, be shared through an open in- 
ternational trading system. 

I am convinced that some type of forum like this could assist nations in expand- 
ing world trade in agricultrual products over the next century. On the other hand, 
I am equally convinced that if no progress is made in this round of negotiations 
toward resolving the serious potential conflicts facing trade in agricultuqal prod- 
ucts, the next few years will likely witness further efforts to restrict the flow of 
farm products. The result would be a continuation of unduly large food costs for 
some nations, disruptive price increases for others during international droughts, 
and a repetition of many of the other unfortunate occurrences of the recent past. 



Let me turn to other aspects of;he MTN. A brief review of other key areas under 
negotiation should give you a better idea of (1) what is at stake overall in the MTN, 
(2) what we have been seeking for agricultural interests, and (3) how these partic- 
ular interests might be accommodated. 

Tariffs. In January, this year, the United States and other major developed 
countries tabled comprehensive offers for tariff bamer reductions on both indus- 
trial and agriculture products. This set the basis for a significant reduction of tariffs 
which, in my view, were an essential corrective on the distortions that are still 
causing high tariff protection. A substantial tariff cut is still seen as the clearest 
possible declaration of the determination to continue postwar efforts to reduce 
trade barriers and resist a drift toward protectionism. 

Given developed country interest in expanding international trade, one might 
assume full support fora significant reduction of tariff bamers. It would seem to be 
a common goal of all countries to remove the trade distorting effects of tariffs. In 
fact, support for tariff cuts has been limited, especially for agricultural products. 
There has been widespread exaggerated concern that tariff reductions will harm 
food producers. This has been true of some in this country as well, despite the ob- 
vious gains from expanded agricultural trade of the past few years. 

Subsidies and Countervailing Duties. No subject in the trade negotiations 
causes quite the same amount of emotion as this one. Government export aids are 
often used by most nations despite their effect on the trade interests of others. The 
application of offsetting or countervailing duties on the subsidized trade is often re- 
garded not as a trade neutral measure, but as a direct political and economic attack 
on the sovereign policies of the subsidizing country. 

To avoid a large number of very serious conflicts in the future, international 
agreement must be reached on what trade conduct is acceptable, both in terms of 
the granting of subsidies, and other countries' reactions to these aids. The inter- 
national community will have to face squarely the acceptability of subsidization of 
primary products, such as grains and oilseeds. We continue to feel that such ac- 
tions are disruptive and unwarranted. Our basic position is that the trading systems 
should lead to the removal of trade subsidies and countervailing duties. Our belief 
is that firm and lasting trade relations are based on a mutuality of interest in more 
efficient patterns of production and trade. This is particularly true in agriculture 
where gains to consumers would be so significant. 

Finally, let me close with a few general words on the agricultural component of 
these trade negotiations. They deserve special mention for several reasons. For 
one, agriculture is of interest to all the nations - all are food consumers. For an- 
other, the issues in agricultural trade are of fundamental economic and social con- 
cern, which means that they also have a particularly great political importance. 
Third, food issues touch on national security sensitivities which add to the protec- 
tionistic tendencies of nations. For these reasons, agricultural trade problems are 
both important and enormously difficult to solve. 



The U.S. view in this round has been that, despite their intractability, the prob- 
lems of agricultural trade must be addressed and the efforts of solutions made an 
essential part of the broader trading system. This belief is built on several basic 
concepts. 

We believe that international cooperation in agricultural trade can enhance the 
ability of individual countries to improve the welfare of their farmers and 
consumets; 

We further believe that international cooperation can lead to a continued expan- 
sion of international trade in agriculture; 

Finally, we believe that international cooperation can lead to national policies 
and programs that promote improved patterns of agricultural production and a 
more equitable sharing of the burden of adjustment during periods of oversupply or 
scarcity. 

These basic concepts underlie our negotiating efforts in Geneva for agricultural 
trade. We recognize that there is considerable linkage between these negotiations 
and the domestic policies and programs of participating countries. This is, of 
course, inevitable. It also explains why agriculture has traditionally been excluded 
from trade negotiations. Regulation has grown up over the decades as govern- 
ments attempted to solve social problems of rural migration, rural under- 
employment and low farm incomes, as well as political problems of social unrest 
and voter dissatisfaction in rural areas. . 

We believe that the time has now amved to begin the process of counting 
among the costs of national farm programs the adverse impact on trade in farm 
products. It is this objective that we have stressed in the negotiations and which we 
believe holds much promise for expanding the trade in agricultural products in 
coming decades. Such an expansion could lead to improved standards of food con- 
sumption for other nations and thereby to higher standards of living. This after all 
is the objective of the multilateral trade negotiations. 

I am optimistic that the MTN can produce a comprehensive set of new agree- 
ments which, in the process of reducing trade barriers and strengthening the GATT 
framework, will encourage fuller integration of world agriculture into the trading 
system. But there is quite a bit of work to be done and active participation of all 
countries and all groups here at home will be necessary for getting the job done. 



Foreign Demand and 
Export Potential 

For U.S. Farm Products 

Howard W. Hjort* 

A general improvement in world economic conditions, coupled to efforts by 
many nations to improve their people's diets, has resulted in a rapid expansion 
in world demand for agricultural products. This has translated into a growing 
demand for American-produced farm products and a rapid expansion in exports. 

U.S. agricultural exports have increased faster than domestic consumptiorr-- 
increasing the proportion of total domestic production shipped overseas. While 
the world turns even more to the United States for its food supplies - the U.S. 
farmer has become more dependent upon foreign markets as a source of income. 

In a world made more interdependent by rapid economic growth, the welfare 
of the U.S. farm economy has been irreversibly linked to events in foreign mar- 
kets, including production variability, economic growth, and trade policies. Wide 
fluctuations in world food supplies and prices during the 1970's have focused 
attention on a number of longer term issues that relate to future growth and 
stability of U.S. exports: , 

Will the developing world continue to rely on the developed countries for 
food imports? 
What will the future relationship be between grain used for food versus grain 
used for feed? 
Do the major exporters have the long term capacity to meet growing world 
demand? 
What institutional factors will help or hinder export expansion? 

For background purposes let's look first at where the United States is and who 
the principal actors are in the growth in U.S. exports. 
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World Economic Growth and Composition of 
U.S. and World Agricultural Trade 

The changing nature of world import demand for agricultural products has 
greatly altered the commodity composition of world agricultural trade and the 
market potential for some products. 

The most significant change in the commodity composition of world agricul- 
tural imports over time has been the relative increase in importance of food and 
feed imports at the expense of raw agricultural materials. The value of world 
imports of food products (primarily animal products and foodgrains) increased $54 
billion from 1965 to 1976, while the import value of agricultural raw materials 
increased only about $8.5 billion (Table 1). 

The structural changes in U.S.  agricultural exports paralleled these shifts in 
demand. During 1960-64 cotton and tobacco accounted for 21 per cent of U.S. 
agricultural exports; today they account for only 11 per cent. Food exports have 
remained at about 50 per cent of the total value of U.S.  agricultural exports. 
The principal factors underlying the change in commodity composition of U.S.  
exports have been (1) the rapid rise in feedgrains - from 13 per cent of total 
agricultural exports in 1960-64 to over 20 per cent currently - and (2) the rapid 
rise in soybean expo& - from 8 per cent of total exports in 1960-64 to 17 
per cent currently. Growth in these two commodities has accounted for 46 per 
cent of the $17.6 billion growthin value of U.S. exports since 1960-64 (Table 2). 

Currently, sales to developed countries account for about 60 per cent of all 
U.S. agricultural exports, while the developing countries account for about 30 per 
cent. The Centrally Planned Countries account for the remaining 10 per cent 
(Table 3). Developed and Centrally Planned countries primarily import feedgrains 
and oilseeds, while the developing countries emphasize foodgrain imports. 

Let's take a moment to examine the top markets for U.S. agricultural exports 
(Figure 1). Japan, with nearly $4 billion worth of U.S. farm products imports 
annually, is by far the 'largest single country market for U.S. farm exports. 
Agricultural exports to Japan have increased at an annual rate of about 15 per cent 
in the past 15 years. This country is our top market for soybeans, feedgrains, 
hides, and skins. It is also a very important market for our wheat, cotton, fruits, 
nuts, and vegetables and many other products (Table 4). 

West Germany follows as the second best market for U.S.  farm products; it 
is only about half as large as the Japanese market. West Germany, as you know, is 
a member of the European Community (EC). The EC protects its agriculture by 
the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which has hampered the demand for our 
grains and other products, but has improved our position for soybeans and some 
feedstuffs not covered by CAP. Other members of the EC - especially the 
Netherlands, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Italy, and France, are also impor- 
tant markets. 



Table 1 

ORIGIN OF GROWTH IN WORLD AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS, 1965-76 

*Includes SITC 421, 091 4, and 112 of 221.4. 
tlncluder all of SlTC 221 except far 112 of 221.4 
$Includes all of SlTC 422 
Dlncluder comrnodiher not separately lhrkd ordlor whose l d t v ~ d l ~ l l  volw is lass tho" $5 million ... 

Import Commodity 
Group 

Food Pmducts 
Animal ........................ 
Food grains .................. 
Fruits ond nuts ............... 
Vegetables ................... 
Sugor and honey ............ 
Beverages and spices ....... 
Vegetable oils* .............. 
Wine and beer .............. 

Feed Products 
Feeding stuff ................. 

.................. Feed grains 
Oilseedst .................... 

Agricultuml Raw Material 
Tobacco .................. .:.. 
Rubber ....................... 
Fibers ......................... 
Vegetable oils$ .............. 

Total of above commodities 

Residuals ........................ 

World cgricultuml trade 

SOURCE: F A 0  Trode Yearbook, 1971-76 

Increase in World 
Imports 
1965-76 

Billions of Dollars 

54.09 
15.77 
10.44 

, 3.06 
2.30 
7.29 
9.17 
3.69 
2.37 

19.72 
3.02 
9.46 
7.24 

8.41 
1.87 
1.18 
4.11 
1.25 

82.22 

15.20 

97.42 

Total 

. - - - - - 
61.00 
75.7 
25.4 
69.3 
76.5 
41.8 
83.2 
59.6 
68.4 

65.9 
69.2 
54.9 
79.0 

63.4 
76.5 
79.7 
50.1 
72.0 

62.4 

73.4 

64.1 

Importing Regions 
Less Developed 

Total 

----Per Cent - - - 
25.5 
20.7 
55.8 
17.6 
16.5 
25.1 
7.2 

28.7 
10.1 

8.8 
7.3 

11.6 
5.7 

16.8 
12.8 ' 

- 
22.6 
19.2 

20.6 

21.3 

20.7 

Developed 
U.S. 

- - - - - - 
8.3 
6.9 
- 
4.3 
2.6 
9.7 

23.2 
0.8 

15.6 

0.6 
-0.7 
-1.9 

4.3 

9.8 
14.4 
.30.5 
-2.9 
24.8 

6.6 

8.7 

6.9 

Centrally Planned 
Totol 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 
13.5 
3.6 

18.8 
13.1 
7.0 

33.1 
10.0 
11.7 
22.0 

25.3 
23.5 
33.5 
15.3 

19.9 
10.7 
20.3 
27.3 
8.8 

17.0 

5.6 

15.2. 



Table 2 

COMMODITY COMPOSITION OF U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, 1925-77 

*one-half of soybernsisrecorded as b e a m a d  me-half or recorded as oml for focdconrumptnon 

SOURCE. U 5. Depczrtment of Commerce. "U.S. Exports a d  lrnpatr Clars~hed by OBE Ed-use commcdlty categories 1923.1968. OBE-SUP 70-01; U S Deportment of Agrtrulture F u e ~ g n  Agricultural Trade of the Unnted Stater, 
Stotllhcal Repats. Annuals 1969-77 

Commodity 

Food - 
Wheat and flour 
Rice 
Other food grains and preps. 

N.E.C. 
Meat and animals 
Dairy and eggs 
Lard 
Fruits, nuts, vegetables and 

Prep. 
Other food and beverages 
Food oils and oilseeds* 

Feed and Farm Input 
Feed grains 
Feeds and fodder 
Soybeans* 
Seeds and breed animals 

Raw Materials 
Cotton 
Tobacco 
Tallow 
Hides and skins 
Ess. oils, starch 
Vegetable products 

Total exports 

Food 
Feed 
Raw materials 

1940-44 

1,003 
46 
25 

38 
325 
295 
8 1 

130 
39 

4 

33 
16 
3 
1 

13 
271 
139 
92 

1 
2 

15 
22 

1,307 

76 
3 

2 1 

1925-32 

577 
190 

9 

33 
72 
17 
87 

124 
27 
18 

71 
40 
23 
0 

8 
864 
695 
132 

0 
8 
8 

21 

1,512 

38 
5 

57 

1933-40 

216 
42 

6 

7 
28 
8 

19 

87 
13 
6 

4 1 
26 
9 
2 
4 

454 
322 
11 1 

0 
5 
5 

11 

71 1 

30. 
6 

64 

1945-49 

2,147 
926 
74 

76 
179 
339 
86 

278 
126 
63 

247 
188 
18 
12 
29 

895 
525 
265 
11 
14 
22 
58 

3,289 

65 
8 

27 

1950-54 1955-59 

Millions of Dollars 

1960-64 

6,187 
2,479 

470 

153 
340 
133 
3 1 

723 
379 

1,479 

4,367 
2,353 

838 
1,036 

140 
2,251 

753 
657 
267 
261 
77 

236 

12,805 

48 
34 
18 

1965-69 1970-74 

3,114 
1,172 

297 

80 
182 
143 
3 1 

476 
162 
571 

1,868 
1,059 

343 
382 

84 
1,352 

43 1 
485 
145 
132 
4 1 

118 

6,334 

11,108 
5,293 

858 

21 1 
584 
153 
24 

1,469 
423 

2,093 

7,852 
5,246 

987 
1,433 

186 
2,924 
1,001 

877 
299 
29 1 
101 
355 

21,884 

5 1 
36 
13 

2,819 
1,266 

160 

67 
157 
172 
54 

420 
92 

43 1 

1,100 
693 
138 
213 
56 

1,448 
737 
392 
113 
83 
22 

101 

5,367 
Composition 

1,549 
689 
120 

37 
54 

111 
84 

224 
92 

138 

366 
275 
24 
46 
2 1 

1,337 
87 1 
294 
58 
27 
15 
72 

3,252 

1975 

2,010 
736 
114 

51 
95 

229 
68 

358 
72 

287 

623 
41 2 
63 

106 
42 

1,304 
675 
350 
101 
61 
18 
99 

3,937 
Per Cent 

48 
11 
4 1 

10,318 
4,040 

629 

21 2 
878 
150 
35 

1,685 
378 

2,311 

9,222 
5,993 
1,361 
1,658 

210 
3,457 
1,057 

940 
377 
51 8 
131 
434 

22,997 

45 
40 
15 

10,434 
2,883 

73 1 

233 
847 
203 
39 

1,875 
469 

3,155 

8,866 
4,874 
1.565 
2,197 

230 
4,371 
1,538 
1,109 

504 
577 
132 
51 1 

23,671 

44 
37 
19 

1976 1977 

49 
30 
2 1 

5 1 
16 
33 

53 
20 
27 



Table 3 

DESTINATION OF U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, 1975-77 

SOURCE. Arthur 0. Macbe, "World Economnc Growth and Demand for U S Farm Products," WEC-12. ERS, USDA. 
August 1977 

Commodity and Year 

All agricultural products 
1975 
1976 
1977 

All cereals 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Wheat and products 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Rice 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Feedgmins 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Soybeons 
1975 
1976 
1977 

The Centrally Planned countries have become increasingly important outlets for 
our grains and oilseeds. This year the Soviet Union will buy about $1.8 billion 
worth of our food and fiber products; Eastern Europe, $1.2 billion; and the Peo- 
ple's Republic of China, over $300 million. In the past these countries have ac- 
counted for much of the variability in U.S. exports, with sales ranging from 
over $3 billion in FY 1977178, compared with slightly over $400 million in 1972. 

The other important component of our top fifteen markets is the developing 
countries. With the exception of Egypt, these markets are nearly all cash com- 
mercial markets - not P.L. 480 recipients. South Korea and Taiwan are our 
fastest growing export-oriented markets in East Asia. These markets were devel- 
oped from concessional P.L. 480 markets to major commercial markets in the 
last two decades. 

Developed 
Countries 

57 
60 
62 

46 
48 
50 

26 
25 
25 

17 
29 
22 

78 
65 
70 

90 
86 
84 

Developing 
Countries 

Centrally 
, Planned World 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

Per Cent 

35 
30 
3 1 

42 
35 
37 

60 
64 
58 

82 
68 
74 

17 
11 
18 

9 
9 

11 

8 
11 
7 

13 
18 
13 

14 
10 
17 

2 
3 
4 

13 
25 
12 

1 
6 
5 



Figure 1 

FIFTEEN TOP MARKETS FOR 
U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, 1977 
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The large petroleum exports of Iran and, to a limited degree Mexico, have 
provided the means for the expansion in our exports to these countries and to other 
OPEC members. Our exports to OPEC increased to $1.7 billion in 1977 from 
$440 million in 1972. 

IMPORTANCE OF U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS 

U.S. agricultural exports have increased 600 per cent during the past 20 years 
($3.3 billion in 1951-55 to $23.33 billion in 1976-77), and almost half of the 
increase has been since 1966-70 (Table 5). 



Table 4 

GROWTH OF U.S. COMMODITY EXPORTS BY DESTINATION, 
FISCAL YEARS 1972 TO 1977* 

*Bared on annwl October-September U.S. og~culhrrol exparf rtotirhcr ar rmmorized from U S Bureau of Cenrw &to. 

Destination 

Europe .................. 
EC-9 ................. 
Other Western 

Europe ............ 
U.S.S.R. ............. 
Other Eastern 

Europe ............ 

Asia ..................... 
Japan ................ 
People's Republic 

of China .......... 
Other ................ 

Lotin America .......... 
Mexico ............... 
Other ................ 

Africa ................... 

Oceania ................ 

North America 
(Canado) ............ 

................... Other 

World ................... 

Tobacco 

38 
25 

11 
- 

2 

38 
2 1 

- 
17 

5 
- 

5 

15 

4 

- 

- 

100 

Oilseeds 
ond 

Products 

,--------------- 

57 
42 

8 
5 

2 

1 26 
15 

- 
11 

8 
4 
4 

2 

1 

4 

2 

100 

Wheat 
and 

Products 
. 

----- ------- 
28 
1 

2 
2 1 

4 

37 
12 

- 
25 

13 
- 
13 

19 

- 

1 

2 

100 

Feed- 
groins 

----- 
56 
38 

10 
3 

5 

30 
21 

- 
9 

9 
5 
3 

3 

- 

- 

3 

100 

Animal 
and 

Animal 
Products 

Per Cent 

32 
24 

5 
- 

3 

35 
18 

- 
17 

12 
3 
9 

7 

1 

13 

- 

100 

Cotton 

13 
5 

8 

- 

80 
2 1 

- 
59 

- 
- 
- 

5 

2 

- 

100 

Fruits 
and 

Vegetables 

30 
24 

5 
- 

1 

26 
14 

- 
12 

10 
1 
9 

3 

1 

30 

- 

100 



Table 5 

U.S. MARKET SHARE OF WORLD TOTAL AND AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS 
BY FIVE YEAR AVERAGES, 1951 -77 

*World ogr~cultual exparts lrrluda SITC bct~onr  0, 1. 2, and 4, but erclwle Dvns~om 03, 24, 25, 27, a d  28 

SOURCE Arthur B Mockie. Foreign Econmlc Growth and Demond for U S Farm Products, WEC-12. August 1977, pp. 23-34 

Year 

Share Agricultural of Total Trade in 

1951-55 

1956-60 

1961-65 

1966-70 

1971-75 

1976 Prel. 

1977 Est. 

World 

Total Exports 

U.S. 

Agricultural* 

World 

Billion U.S. Dollars Per Cent Billion U.S. Dollars -----------------Per Cent ------------- 

U.S. 
Shore 

World U.S. 

84.82 

113.32 

157.52 

248.00 

610.09 

991.07 

1100.00 

U.S. U.S. 
Share 

21.7 

22.3 

23.7 

18.7 

21.5 

20.3 

20.1 

3.30 

4.26 

5.64 

6.54 

15.73 

22.99 

23.67 

15.20 

19.06 

23.76 

35.05 

73.22 

113.13 

117.90 

12.3 

13.4 

14.6 

13.7 

16.4 

16.7 

16.2 

17.9 

16.8 

15.1 

14.1 

12.0 

11.4 

10.7 

31.6 

27.9 

24.5 

19.2 

15.9 

13.9 

13.3 

26.80 

31.62 

38.67 

47.60 

96.1 1 

138.00 

146.00 



Table 6 

U.S. CROP ACREAGE HARVESTED, TOTAL AND FOR EXPORT 

*Incldes feed required to poduce llvertock ,roductr expmcd. 

t h e .  m 59 p-incipal crop harvested as repated by USDA'r Stot~rtical Reportnng Sewre plus acreages ~n fruntr, hse nuts. and h r m  gardens 

Year 

1951-55 

1956-60 

1961 -65 

1966-70 

1971 -75 

1975 

1976 

1977 Prel. 

f lotal  diverted or wt  aside under varnous programs, Agricultural Stob~l~rat~on and Consmation Sewoce, ~ncluding lhrn~ted acreage devoted to rubat~tute crops 

Total 
Hawestedt 

5 

324 

298 

297 

317 

336 

338 

342 

The U.S. share of world agricultural exports has increased from' 12.3 per cent 
in the early 1950's to 16.5 per cent in 1976-77. Consequently, during this period 
U.S. agricultural exports increased faster than world agricultural exports - in- 
creasing about 9.0 per cent per year, while world agricultural trade grew at about 
7.0 per cent per year. 

U.S. domestic consumption increased at about 4.5 per cent per year during 
the same period. As a result, an increasingly important share of many farm com- 
modities is exported. 

During the 1972-76 period over half of U.S. wheat production (59 per cent), 
soybean production (51 per cent), and rice production (5 1 per cent) was exported. 
More than a third of U.S. cotton and tobacco production (36 per cent each) 
was exported in 1972-76. More than a fifth of U.S. corn (21 per cent) and grain 
sorghum production (25 per cent) was exported in 1972-76 - primarily for use 
as animal feeds in developed countries. 

Since 1975, production from about 100 million acres (almost one of each 
three acres harvested) was exported, compared to one in four in 1961-65 (Table 
6). Last year about 40 per cent of the 104 million acres harvested for exports 
were wheat and rice, while feedgrains (primarily corn) accounted for 26 per 
cent and oilseeds (primarily soybeans) for 30 per cent. 

Acreage 
Diverted* 

- 
24 

57 

54 

24 

0 

0 

0 

Food 
.Gmins 

19 

23 

3 1 

25 

35 

39 

32 

39 . 

Feed- 
Grains' 

9 

13 

21 

14 

20 

26 

26 

26 

For 
Oil 

Crops 

4 

9 

13 

18 

26 

26 

31 

30 

export 

Cotton 
Other ' 
Crops Total 

42 

55 

72 

65 

90 

100 

102 

104 

Million acres 

6 

7 

4 

4 

5 

4 

5 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

8 

5 



Table 7 

U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE, AGRICULTURAL AND NONAGRICULTURAL, 
BY FIVE YEAR AVERAGES, FY 195 1-77 

'Yew ending June 30  for doto 1951-70, y e a  e d n g  September 30 for &to 1971-77 

SOURCE U S Forekgn Agricultural Trade Stohrticol Report, fiwal year 1977. FDCD, ESCS, USDA 

Fiscal Year* 

195 1-55 

1956-60 

196 1-65 

1966-70 

1971-75 

1976 

1977 

Farm product exports have benefited both farm and nonfarm sectors by gen- 
erating additional employment and income. With additional income earned from 
exports, U.S. farmers can purchase needed goods and services. For example, 
farmers' purchases of fuel, fertilizer, and other inputs to produce commodities 
for export require additional economic activity by U. S . manufacturing, trade, 
and transportation sectors. As a result, the purchasing power is spread through- 
out the total economy. It is estimated that for each dollar of agricultural exports 
about two dollars of domestic economic activity is generated. 

Agriculture's contribution to our balance of trade has increased substantially . 
in recent years. Net exports of U.S. farm products increased from about $2 
billion in the 5-year 1966-70 period to about $12 billion in 1976 and $1 1 billion 
in FY 1977 (Table 7). 

Currently net exports of agricultural commodities have been large enough to 
offset a large portion of deficits in nonfarm items. In 1976, for example, agri- 
cultural exports offset all but $3.23 billion of our trade deficit. This is a reversal 
from the early 1950's when agricultural trade was in a deficit position and non- 
agricultural trade brought about a positive trade balance. In those years, non- 
agricultural items posted a $5 billion positive trade balance while agriculture was 
running a deficit of about $1 billion. Over the years steady increases in agricultural 
exports, along with growth of nonfarm imports, have turned that situation around. 

Exports Imports 

Total 

14.68 

18.52 

22.90 

33.62 

69.19 

111.28 

118.23 

Total 

Trade balances 
Agri- 

, cultural 

3.26 

4.10 

5.46 

6.50 

14.93 

22.76 

24.01 

Agri- 
cultural 

Nonagri- 
cultural 

5.26 

5.02 

4.58 

1.66 

-8.59 

-15.48 

-35.87 

Total 

4.10 

5.12 

6.16 

3.28 

-1.53 

-3.23 

-25.24 

Nonogri- 
cultural 

11.42 

14.42 

17.44 

27.12 

54.26 

88.52 

94.22 

Nonagri- 
cultuml 

Agri- 
cultural 

-1.16 

0.10 

1.58 

1.62 

7.06 

12.25 

10.63 

Billions of Dollars 

10.58 

13.40 

16.74 

30.34 

70.72 

114.51 

143.47 

4.42 

4.00 

3.88 

4.88 

7.87- 

10.51 

13.38 

6.16 

9.40 

12.86 

25.46 

62.85 

104.00 

130.09 



There is no doubt that the American farmer and our total domestic economy 
will benefit from expanded agricultural export sales. Let us now consider the 
potential for expansion and factors that will influence world trade in the future. 

Export Potential 

Besides year to year variation due to weather, future levels of U.S. agricultural 
exports will depend upon a number of factors. These are the rate of economic 
growth in both the developed and less-developed countries, the production and 
trade policies of other nations, and the national and international trade policies 
affecting production, imports, and trade between countries. 

ECONOMIC GROWTH 

The expansion of U.S . exports to developed countries may be relatively modest 
in the years ahead. Any increases will be due primarily to increased demand 
resulting from shifts in consumer demand to higher quality foods, such as meats 
and meat products. Most of the expected growth in food demand will occur in 
less developed countries. In these countries the income elasticity of demand is 
still high and greatly accelerates the growth in total demand for food when per 
capita income rises. 

The ability of countries to meet their growth in demand through increased 
agricultural production varies greatly from country to country, depending upon the 
supply of agricultural land resources and capital. For example, Japan, with a 
limited supply of agricultural land available for production of feedgrains and 
feeds, has relied heavily upon imports to meed its demands. This dependence on 
imports has increased Japanese imports nearly in direct proportion to increases 
in total demand for feeds. 

Conversely, in Western Europe available land resources for feeds and feed- 
grain production are comparatively more abundant, enabling these countries to 
have a greater reliance on domestic production for a larger proportion of their 
total feed consumption. 

The Soviet Union has an abundant land base. However, their production is 
subject to major yield variability. This translates into a highly variable import 
demand. The Soviet import demand for grains has ranged from a low of less 
than 6 million tons in 1974-75 to a high of over 26 million tons in 1975-76. 
During the past two years grain imports have averaged 15 million tons. 

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND TRADE POLICIES 

Policies of major agricultural exporting and importing countries can have as 
much impact on future production and consumption patterns of food as the in- 



teractions of economic variables. Almost all of the major grain producing and 
exporting countries have agricultural policies that support internal prices above 
the levels prevailing on the world market. For these policies to succeed it has been 
necessary' for most countries to establish import barriers of some type - quotas, 
state trading, or variable levies. In addition, many countries use domestic 
production subsidies and high price supports, rather than import controls, to en- 
courage domestic production. 

In the grains area, the major trade policy affecting U.S. exports is the Euro- 
pean Community's variable levy system, which prevents U.S. grains from enter- 
ing Western European nations at competitive prices. And, because of high price 
supports, surplus grains are exported to other countries with the help of indirect 
and direct export subsidies. While the EC does not impose any levies or direct 
restrictions on imports of soybeans and soybean meal, there is a growing body 
of indirect restrictions having market impacts. 

It is assumed that the EC will continue to use variable levies and export sub- 
sidies to control the flow of imports and exports. Price policies of non-EC coun- 
tries in Western Europe will continue to be influenced by the price level of the 
community. 

Japan does not have specific import levies, however, its internal price and mar- 
keting structure are such that the effect is the same. Japan controls its food grain 
trade to protect its rice industry. It pays producers high support prices on wheat 
and rice. It directly administers the wholesale price of rice and wheat flour to 
discourage increased wheat consumption. This in turn limits the growth of wheat 
imports. U.S. feed and soybean exports to Japan are free of direct import restric- 
tions, although domestic food prices are influenced by government policies. Sev- 
eral U.S. products are affected directly by Japanese tariffs and quotas. Beef ex- 
ports to Japan are restricted by an import quota system. Poultry and swine are 
subject to import duties. It is expected that the current import policies will be 
continued into the 1980's with every effort being made to manage the import 
growth of agricultural products. 

Other major world traders such as Argentina, Australia, Canada, and the 
U.S.S.R. either use marketing boards or state trading agencies to market their 
commodities. As a consequence, the exports of these countries are often sold at 
prices below the competitive prices in the world market and, thereby, directly 
affect U.S. grain exports to countries without import bamers or trading restric- 
tions. 

Soviet foreign trade policy has generally emphasized self-sufficiency. Foreign 
trade policy in the U.S.S.R. is controlled by the Soviet leadership through cen- 
tralized economic planning and regulatory organizations under the direction of 
the Council of Ministers. While the U.S.S.R. generally prefers bilateral trade 
within the eastern trading bloc, the Soviet Union has stepped up its imports of 
capital goods, technology, and agricultural products, especially grains, from the 



developed market economies. 
Soviet grain purchases in the early 1970's jolted the U.S. and world markets 

and led to a 5-year U.S.-U.S.S.R. Grains Purchase Agreement to help smooth 
out their sporadic import demand. 

Future U.S.S .R. imports of grains are likely to increase, yet continue to be 
variable. The policy decision in the U.S.S.R. made in the early 1970's to make 
up crop shortfalls with imports to maintain livestock production and meat con- 
sumption levels is likely to continue and affect the actual level of U.S. exports 
in coming years. 

The world's soybean market is dominated by a limited number of producer/ 
exporter countries, primarily the United States and Brazil. Brazil's agricultural 
policy has been to expand soybean production and its export position in world 
markets since 1970. Soybean production increased from about one million metric 
tons in 1970 to about 12 million tons in 1977. Despite this year's poor crop, 
Brazilian soybean production will probably continue to expand so  that it will 
increase another 50 per cent primarily by bringing more land into cultivation 
and substituting soybeans for wheat on existing acres. The substitution of soy- 
beans for wheat production in Brazil has been under way since 1970 but was 
greatly accelerated in 1973 when the world price for soybeans reached $392 per 
metric ton. Favorable price ratios for soybeans are expected to continue and add 
to increased export availabilities in Brazil and to some extent in Argentina. 

Projections under different income growth and import demand alternatives for 
the world by 1985 indicate that the United States is likely to play an increasingly 
important role in the world's grain-oilseed-livestock economy. The United States 
is projected to continue to produce at least one-fifth of the world's grain, over 
one-third of the world's commercial output of meat, and approximately half of 
the world's commercial output of oil meal (FAER 146). It is projected that the 
U.S. share of the world grain and oil meal exports will be 50 to 60 per cent. 

U.S. FARM POLICY IN TRANSITION 

There has been a marked change in the food and agricultural policies of this 
nation since January 1977. In part, the policy changes are the consequence of 
events and circumstances; they are also due to our perception of the role and 
responsibility of our Government with respect to the United States and world 
food and agriculture system. 

World weather patterns of 1972-75 were adverse to crop production in three 
of the four years. World and U.S. grain stocks, previously characterized as 
massive surpluses, were soon depleted. By the summer of 1974 it became evi- 
dent that for the first time in modern history world consumption could not be main- 
tained at the previous year's level. 



The consequences of these years were: 

Food aid was reduced just when it was needed the most; and the poorer nations 
of the world could not afford to buy enough even to maintain inadequate diets; 
At home, food price inflation led the inflationary spiral; 
Crop producers enjoyed record prices and incomes, but livestock producers, 
faced with high feed costs, were forced into liquidation that, for cattle produc- 
ers is only now beginning to slow. Grain fed to livestock declined sharply 
and today remains well below the level reached in the early 1970's; and 
Exports of agricultural products were controlled and for the first time our 
reputation as a reliable supplier of food in world markets was placed in 
jeopardy. 

U . S .  Export Policy - Expansion of U.S. export markets is an essential ele- 
ment of this administration's food and agriculture policies. At the same time we 
must be concerned about export stability. Sustained growth in farm income for 
U.S. producers has become increasingly difficult to achieve without continued 
expansion and lessening the instability in export markets. 

World supply and price instability during recent years for a number of major 
agricultural commodities have pointed up the need to reassess U.S. export policies 
and promotion programs. Our export promotion programs are aimed at stimulat- 
ing foreign demand, and a credit thrust designed to strengthen buying power in 
foreign countries with limited financial resources. 

The success of any export promotion program depends to a large degree on a 
favorable policy environment here and abroad. The major components of the over- 
all U. S. export strategy to provide this favorable environment include efforts to 
( I )  improve the international trade climate, (2) meet foreign food assistance needs, 
and (3) develop foreign country information systems. Actions in these broader 
policy areas serve as the general guidelines for the design and operation of spe- 
cific export promotion programs such as market development credit arrangements. 

The United States continues to have strong interests in establishing a more 
liberal world trading environment that would permit our efficient agricultural 
producers to expand exports at reasonable prices, to give U.S. consumers ac- 
cess to a broader range of commodities at reasonable prices, and contribute to 
the growth of the developing countries. 

Improve Trade Climate - In the Multilateral Trade Negotiations the United 
States has sought to secure greater access in foreign markets for agricultural 
exports through various measures, including tariff reduction or elimination and 
codes to govern the use of export subsidies and product safeguards. Progress is 

, slow on these proposals because of differences between the United States and trad- 
ing partners over agricultural negotiation objectives and procedures. 

We remain modestly optimistic that there will be meaningful results for agri- 
cultural trade. It is our hope that the way will be cleared for participating coun- 



tries to negotiate trade concessions and to improve GATT rules under which trade 
can move more freely in response to market conditions. One of the U.S. objectives 
is to maintain existing trade accessibility for agricultural products, with top 
priority to continued duty-free access for soybeans to the European Community. 
Provide Stability - This factor is as crucial as any to successful agricultural 

policies. To achieve greater stability: 

The United States will be a reliable supplier of food and fiber products to 
those in other.lands who depend upon our farm products. 
The United States will support a minimum 10 million ton food aid program 
and will provide up to one-half this amount no matter how tight our supplies 
might become nor how high our prices are. 
The United States wlll hold its share of world grain, oilseeds and cotton stocks, 
but we will not be the storehouse for the world. 
The United States will place commodities in excess of market requirements in 
reserve to prevent disaster prices to producers or consumers. 
The United States will encourage farmers to  maintain ownership of stocks 
and reserves, instead of the government, except for our share for international 
emergency food needs. 
The United States will continue to encourage other nations to share the costs 
and benefits of commodity reserves. 
When our stocks and reserves are adequate, the United States will remove 
land from production, and encourage other nations to share in the costs. 
The United States will not impose export controls on agricultural products on 
the basis of an inadequate supply. 
The United States will take measures necessary to insure that excess com- 
modities are placed in reserve instead of on the markets at depressed prices. 
The United States will not sell our agricultural products in world markets at 
subsidized prices or prices disastrous to producers. 
The United States will produce and sell only quality products at home and 
abroad. 

With these tools, it becomes evident that there are methods to lessen the impact 
of cyclical and erratic fluctuations in world grain supplies and trade. The farmer- 
owned and farmer-controlled reserve program will help protect U.S. farmers and 
consumers from worldwide crop shortfalls or surpluses that bring damaging fluc- 
tuations in food prices upon the U.S. economy. With at least 670 million bushels 
of feedgrains and 330 million bushels 'of wheat in reserve, the United States 
can contribute to greater world stability. 

Creation of this reserve supply of wheat and feedgrains in this country, how- 
ever, does not deal directly with another critical problem facing many developing 
countries which must import grain- their lack of purchasing power, particularly 
in periods of world grain shortage. Since 1974, there has been an effort to deal 
with this problem through negotiation of an internationally coordinated system of 
nationally held reserve stocks. 'Too little progress has been made in these dis- 
cussions. 



Farm and trade policies of many countries taking part in the discussions are a 
major cause of world price volatility. Moreover, the size of an international 
reserve and the terms under which it is held could be greatly influenced by the 
outcome of these negotiations. 

In the meantime, something needs to be done to assure the developing countries 
that their emergency needs will be met in periods of general scarcity. There is 
broad agreement that their longer term food security requires that they act now to 
increase their own food production. Their willingness to change traditional sys- 
tems of production depends on their confidence that, if these efforts falter, they 
will have the resources to meet emergency needs by purchases in world markets. 

The United States has agreed to increase its food aid commitment under the 
new Food Aid Convention (FAC) to 4.47 million tons of grain annually, up from 
1.89 million tons since 1967. If other FAC donor countries collectively contrib- 
ute more than the minimum U.S. pledge, then the United States will increase 
its contribution on a matching ton-for-ton basis. The United States will also 
propose special FAC provisions designed to increase food assistance to meet 
extraordinary situations in developing countries. 

In addition to meeting minimum annual requirements under the Food Aid Con- 
vention, there are times when additional quantities of food aid are required. His- 
torically, the United States and other exporters have been expected to respond to 
such special needs. A more equitable arrangement, however, would be to estab- 
lish certain rules for sharing the responsibility for such increased food aid among 
present and potential donors in a new Food Aid Convention. In general, the United 
States proposes that, whenever food grain production in the low income devel- 
oping countries is more than an agreed percentage below normal, all donor coun- 
tries will consider a joint increase in food aid by up to an agreed percentage of 
each donor country's basic contribution under the Convention. The United States 
recommends up to a 20 per cent increase. If we meet our goal of a minimum 10 
million tons of grains, this will provide up to an additional 2 million tons of aid 
during special emergencies. 

Market Development - the Foreign Market Promotion Program is aimed at (1) 
maintaining and /or expanding demand for U.S. products in established markets, 
(2) developing demand for products - particularly U.S. commodities - in 
emerging markets, and (3) introducing new U.S. products into both established 
and emerging markets. Promotional activities are designed to supplement other 
factors such as price, quality, supply availability, and financing to give the U.S. 
product a competitive edge. 

I believe that the plans this administration has will expand our exports, both in 
the short and long term. We know that stable growth in exports is a long range 
project that can't be accomplished over night. 

Future promotion programs will have to blend demand stimulants, credit incen- 
tives, quality controls, and technology transfers into a well coordinated export 



strategy if the U.S. international competitive advantage is to be exploited to the 
fullest. 

Longer term planning, more detailed research, and a more flexible mix of ex- 
port promotion and credit programs are needed. Creation of Arrierican agricultural 
trade offices in selected markets will allow greater coordination of the expanded 
government and private activities. Modifying market promotion programs to 
provide for multi-year market development plans with a wider assortment of coun- 
tries and activities, and expanding credit programs to provide for intermediate 
financing could improve the effectiveness of these two basic programs substan- 
tially. Another method that we cannot ignore is the use of bilateral trade 
arrangements which offer expanded market opportunities for U.S. farm products 
in return for an assured supply over time. These arrangements have proved effec- 
tive, notably with Japan, the Soviet Union, and Taiwan. 

More effective export promotion will also require expanded and upgraded com- 
plementary programs in several areas including stronger quality controls. Effort is 
also needed to help develop or expand the processing and marketing infrastruc- 
ture handling U.S. products in many of the more promising emerging markets of 
North Africa and the Middle East, parts of Latin America and Asia, and Eastern 
Europe. Greater efforts are also needed to coordinate export promotion programs 
with domestic farm, food, and overall balance of payment policies and other re- 
lated foreign policy programs. 

Without question the task before us is to take full advantage of the potential for 
increased exports through the continued implementation of reasoned and effective 
food and agricultural policies. 



Discussion 

Jimmye S. Hillman* 

Dr. Hjort's paper is divided generally into two parts. First, there is a factual part 
which data are presented on world economic growth, levels and composition of 

.S. and world agricultural trade, and the importance of agricultural exports to the 
United States. The second part deals with political and econoinic factors related to 
the export potential of the United States. Though Dr. Hjort's narrative is not so ex- 
plicitly divided, my commentary will treat the paper in two separate segments. 

U.S. AND WORLD AGRICULTURAL TRADE 

The data and information are well organized and are presented in a useful fash- 
ion. The enormous growth and change in composition in U.S. and world agricul- 
tural trade are rightly noted. Washington just announced (May 18, 1978) an ex- 
pected record value of U.S. agricultural exports of about $25.5 billion for fiscal 
1977-78. One must remember, however, that this figure, like many others on 
value, carries with it much price inflation. While the value of our exports over the 
past two decades has increased approximately sixfold, the physical volume has in- 
creased only between three to fourfold. Even so, that volume increase is still 
impressive. 

Not shown so explicitly in these data and in those on composition are the trends 
over time in U.S. and world trade in processed farm products. Increasingly, 
agricultural and raw materials producing nations want to process their products 
to the extent possible for reasons of employment. Here is where real battles over 
protectionism will continue to build. Farm producers want to sell anywhere and to 
anyone. Processors want to transform products, then export. A good example is 
the fed beef industry. Cattle feeders want to utilize our cheap feed grains and high 
technology to produce high-priced beef for export. Also for export are hides and 
skins, and tallow. The famous "Chicken War" of the early 1960's is illustrative 
of such conflicting interests. 

Pure statistics, however representative, can never answer the more funda- 
mental economic, social, and political questions which revolve around: compara- 
tive advantage, self-sufficiency, cheap food, and national security. Yet, Dr. 
.Hjort's data demonstrate the significant changes which have taken place in U.S. 

*Professor and Head of the Department of Agricultural Economics, Colkege of Agriculture, Un~versity of Anzona, 
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trade of cotton, soybeans, and many other products. Also he has pointed out the 
multiplier effects of agricultural exports on the total U.S. economy. 

Perhaps the most important question that might be raised about all such data re- 
lates to the "gains" and "losses" which result from international trade. Is a con- 
tinued growth of trade good for all farmers, all sections of the economy, and the 
U.S. society in general? What might be the economic limits of U.S. exports - and 
imports? Or should there be limits? Must agriculture "bear the cross" continually 
for U.S. trade imbalances? Is there an optimum level and mix of farm exports 
which are superior to all other levels and mixes for national security, for income 
and employment, and for the general welfare? These are questions which we must 
work at. 

U.S. Export Potential 

The material in what I call Part Two is less well organized and more subject to 
economic and political dispute. The issues might have been more clearly presented 
if national (domestic) agricultural policies had been kept separate and analyzed 
distinctly from national agricultural trade policies. In short, I don't think Dr. Hjort 
has singled out national agriculti~ral policies as the real culprits, the real barriers, 
that they in fact are to international trade. Agricultural trade policies become sec- 
ondary to agricultural policies; i.e., trade is, in part, determined politically by 
what can be negotiated from national production and related farm policies. The 
market for U.S. farm products depends not only on economic growth but on agri- 
cultural policies abroad. For example, Japan, a good market for us, could be a 
better market with changes in its internal agricultural policies. 

Some of Dr. Hjort's treatment in the section, "U.S. Farm Policy in Transi- 
tion," tends to distort political reality. Agricultural and trade policies have not 
changed all that dramatically since January 1977. The 1977 farm bill is a con- 
tinuation of thrusts already underway, with afew specific titles added. The percep- 
tion of the problem by some might have been new - after political responsibility 
fell on their shoulders! I do not mean to imply that there were no political differ- 
ences before and after 1977. 

The real changes, however, in U.S. and world agricultural and trade policies 
have arisen - one could say almost of necessity, as well as by design - out 
of structural forces already at work. Some changes were already underway in 
1970 and 1973 farm legislation, and in other legislative and administrative 
actions to improve matters for producers and consumers. Many of these ac- 
tions were taken as a result of demands for change in farm programs which were in- 
creasingly costly but which were not solving the so-called farm problem. What the 
farm problem was had been well identified by the Report of the President's Na- 
tional Advisory Commission on Food and Fiber, issued in 1967, and by an internal 
study commissioned by Secretary Hardin upon his taking office in 1969. 



There is another point of view to some of the points outlined by Hjort. For ex- 
ample, didn't the United States always meet its food aid commitments during the 
1973-75 price runup; should we imply that food was the principal cause of the in- 
flation; should the 1973-75 livestock fiasco (caused principally by a numbers 
buildup) be laid at the door of grain exports; and was the U.S. reputation as a de- 
pendable supplier so badly tarnished? 

Some real problems arise in the sections entitled "U.S. Export Policy" and 
''Provide Stability. " The discussions on stimulating foreign demand, foreign food 
assistance, and credit arrangements all sound like a creeping reapproachment to a 
large-scale P.L. 480. Obvious contradictions arise between what is already being 
done regarding reserves and the statement "we will not be the storehouse for the 
world." Also, it is wishful thinking under current conditions of U.S. excess sup- 
plies to hope for cost sharing from Europeans and Japan. I doubt if either would 
look with favor on helping us pay for land set-aside program costs. 

To end on a positive note, the reserve numbers mentioned in the text appear 
about right. Some continued work on market development by the USDA is in the 
public interest. And some long time planning and research on foreign agricultural 
trade policy is to be applauded. As yet, however, I see far too little of the research. 



Agricultural Trade Relations 
Between the 

European Community 
and the United States 

Text of a speech delivered for 
Finn Olav Gundelach by 

Herman De Lange* 

The European Economic Community is your biggest farm customer and your 
biggest competitor: 

Our 260 million people consume the bulk of your agricultural exports. 
Our livestock farmers rely on your cereal and soybean growers for much of 
their animal feed. 
Yet, our farmers and your farmers face each other in many third country 
markets. 

Your agriculture and ours are largely interdependent. Our internal farm policy 
affects you. Your trading aspirations affect us. It is both right and useful, there- 
fore, that our nine-nation community be represented here today. 

Let me begin by emphasizing our interdependence. 
We are partners in trade. Last year, the Community bought a sixth of all your 

exports to give you a $4 billion trade surplus with us. 
We are also partners in farm trade. Last year we bought close to $7 billion worth 

of your farm produce - six times as much as we sold to you. Twenty per cent of all 
our food imports come from the United States and you are our biggest single 
supplier. 

We are partners too in supplying the world with foodstuffs. Your effort in this 
area is huge - total farm exports of $24 billion last year. But the Community is de- 
veloping it; exporting role. We have built up to an 8 per cent share of world agri- 
cultural exports - though we still are, and are likely to remain, considerable net 
importers. 

The United States and the Community are, then, partners in important ways. 
We are partners in overall trade, in farm trade, and in supplying the world with 

*Herman De Lnnge, Flrst Secretary. Delegat~on of the Cornrnlss~on of the European Comrnunlt~es, delivered thls 
speech for F ~ n n  Olav Gundelach, V ~ c e  President of the Cornrn~ssion of the European Cornrnun~t~es. 



food. Our consumers and farmers need you, especially for animal feed. But 
equally you need them. Without their considerable and regular demand backed by 
hard currency, your farm incomes would be greatly reduced. 

But inevitably, these partnerships are spiced with competition. And it should 
not surprise us if we seem to have conflicting trade objectives. 

You sell us a lot and you want to sell us more. We, on the other hand, are 
alarmed at the one-sided nature of United States-Community farm trade. We do 
not want our farm deficit with the United States to get any bigger. 

a You have apredominant position on most third-country markets and you want 
to make it stronger. Our farmers also aspire to export growth and want to see 
us selling more overseas. 

It is my view, and the view of the European Commission, that these apparent 
conflicts can be resolved- that the United States, The European Community, and 
other countries can make progress towards realizing their trade aspirations. That is 
our goal in the current multilateral trade negotiations. 

As I see it, we can expect the MTN to resolve these issues in several ways. 

We must agree to run our internal agricultural policies so that we do not pass 
the whole burden of agricultural adjustment to other countries. 
We must avoid unreasonably erratic price fluctuations on world markets. 
We must work for an expansion of international farm trade by guarding 
against unnecessary border restrictions. 

Let me deal with these points in more detail so that you will be better able to see 
what lies behind our thinking in these important areas. 

Our internal agricultural policy is a key part of our European construction. It has 
controlled and smoothed revolutionary changes in our community agriculture. 
Since 1958, for example, half of our agricultural population (8 million people) has 
moved off farms. Farm size has doubled, output has increased. No longer can our 
industry be characterized as one where producers eke out a living from farms little 
bigger than gardens. It is now an industry of profit-and cost-conscious farmers 
using the latest production techniques. 

The smoothness with which this change has taken place has been one of the tri- 
umphs of the policy. 

Another has been its role in bringing free agricultural trade to our community. It 
is too easily forgotten that the policy has made it possible to dismantle many quan- 
titative restrictions - while, elsewhere, these crude and arbitrary restrictions 
often continue to hamper the development of agricultural trade. 

In these and other respects our agricultural policy is a success. It is here to stay. 
The present U.S . Administration understands this. 

We are now getting to grips with the problem of market imbalance that has 



dogged some sectors of our agricultural industry since the late 1960's. Imbalances 
have almost always been present in the milk market and now they are serious in the 
sugar sector. But we are on the way to bringing them under control: we are on the 
way to ending the waste of resources represented by farm surpluses. 

The foundation of our approach is a tough price policy. Last year we increased 
our farm support prices by an average of 3.9 per cent. This year we have gone a 
step further - increases have been held back to an average of 2.1 per cent. In 
weaker currency areas, the rise will be higher but it will still be less than inflation. 

At a difficult time for our economies - one of inflation combined with re- 
cession - we have sent a clear signal to our farmers. We have told them through 
their pockets: "You are producing more than consumers at home and abroad can 
buy." 

This has not been easy. Many of our governments wanted to do more for their 
farming communities. Agreement was only reached after about two weeks of 
solid, government-to-government negotiation. 

And this is of relevance to you in the United States and to the MTN. True, I have 
been talking about internal policy. But by tackling our internal problems we are 
doing our share to bring down world farm surpluses. We are making a Community 
contribution to the world problem. 

Equitable solutions to trade problems are only possible if we recognize the sort 
of contribution the Community is making. We must all hold back our production if 
world markets are to be balanced and we, in the Community, would be happy to 
see other countries make the same effort. 

You in the United States have your contribution to make though I notice you 
have recently increased your dairy support prices. 

The second part of our internal attack on wasteful surpluses also has repercus- 
sions for international trading patterns. We are determined to make our own prod- 
ucts attractive on our internal markets so that we consume more of our own output. 
This will not be done by restrictions at the Community frontier but by adapting our 
policy to market forces. 

Let me quote an example for the milk sector. Not too long ago, the Community 
owned stocks of almost 1 114 million tons of skimmed milk powder. This was sur- 
plus to the requirements of the food industry and could not find outlets on the world 
market. The stocks represented a huge problem. 

- - 

Now, by adapting internal subsidy schemes, we are well on the way to a solu- 
tion. More and more of this protein is being used either as liquid or as powder in 
animal feed and the stocks are already down to 750,000 tons. We have made our 
own products attractive on our internal market. 

This policy does not hamper your present exports of soybean meal. Nor does it 
exclude growth. What does limit growth is the necessity of trying to hold down our 
animal production. 

This skimmed milk powder story illustrates several important points. 



It illustrates the importance of expanding international trade - because the 
more we can sell abroad, the less we shall need to feed at home. 
It illustrates the importance of burden-sharing. We feel, for example, that 
America's close stance to our dairy products has left us to bear more of the 
burden of international adjustment than is just. 
It illustrates the interdependence of products in trade. If we cannot sell our 
skimmed milk powder, then we have to use it internally. America's dairy 
import restrictions look like good news for your dairymen but bad news for 
your soybean growers, because the possibility of growth for your exports of 
soybean meal depends on the internal and external possibilities of our animal 
production. 

You will see that we are increasingly adapting our policy to market forces. We 
are holding down increases in our support prices and we are making our produce 
more attractive in the market place. This is not easy. We are having to resist calls 
for greater protection. 

These calls have been especially loud from citrus producers in poorer regions of 
the Community. They have for a long time argued that the policy did nothing to 
help them develop. Now, we have made a series of proposals that will help them to 
raise their efficiency and fight for a bigger share of an expanding market. 

As I say, this is not what they want. They have asked for the short term gains 
that would come from greater protection. We have offered the longer term but 
more lasting gains of greater market strength. 

Now we are being asked in the MTN to make concessions for your citrus fruits 
and similar products. You will understand our difficulties. We cannot give some- 
thing with one hand and take it away with the other. I will not jeopardize the entire 
Mediterranean programme. 

The third factor we consider important in the MTN concerns price fluctuations. 
Our agriculture is very open - remember we import about one-third of total pro- 
duce traded on world markets. Erratic price movements on world markets can lead 
to sudden rises or falls in ourfarmers' costs leading to unjustified falls in our farm- 
ers' incomes or sudden spurts in productions. 

We have made great efforts in this area in the current trade negotiations and now 
seem to be making some progress on the question of minimum and maximum 
prices for wheat. There are still problems, though, on the issue of feedgrains. The 
two must go together. 

This question, I repeat is important to us. 
Erratic price movements make it impossible to direct and fine-tune our agricul- 

tural policy. We do not want to make your grains and soybean meal more ex- 
pensive- obviously not. But price movements that bring "boom" one month and 
"bust" the next are disruptive and harmful to our farmers and not in the interest of 
orderly international trade. 

I have dwelt on these points because we believe them to be important. We are 
convinced that a first step towards satisfactory arrangement for world trade is a 



wide understanding of each party's point of view. That's why I've gone into such 
detail today. 

We see that the United States wants to increase its total exports to offset its oil 
deficit and we see that this will apply to agriculture. We are sympathetic. At the 
same time, you must recognize our position. 

We are making a major contribution to bringing world markets into balance by 
controlling our own production. This will steady prices and increase every- 
one's export earnings. 
We are resisting calls from our farmers for greater protection on a variety of 
products. 
We are developing our internal markets but we too want to see export markets 
opened up. We have special interest in the dairy sector. 
We want erratic price fluctuations ironed out because they damage our open 
farm economy - adversely affecting farmers and disturbing our internal 
policy. 

World trade can be developed but this must be done in a way that spreads the 
benefits. That way, trade unites nations. 

In any other way it is divisive, it has a potential for good or for ill. We can turn 
trade into an economic battleground. Or we can cooperate and respect each other's 
interests. We in the European Community choose the latter. 



Discussion 

Tim Josling* 

We are all grateful to Mr. Gundelach for taking the time to prepare a paper for 
this meeting, even though his schedule of meetings in Brussels prevented him from 
delivering it in person. Since the paper is such an'authoritative statement of the 
view of the Community on EC-U. S. agricultural trade relations, it would be inap- 
propriate for me to elaborate on this position. My comments will therefore be of 
two kinds. First, I wish to highlight some of the underlying trade issues affecting 
EC-U.S. relationships which might otherwise be hidden in the diplomatic phrasing 
of Mr. Gundelach's paper. I have no wish to open wounds that politicians are at- 
tempting to heal, but in a conference of this kind the issues should presumably be 
faced squarely. Then, I wish to add some remarks of my own on two specific as- 
pects of EC policy which have a potential impact on trade. - 

Mr. Gundelach's paper stresses the interdependence of U.S. and EC agricul- 
ture. It is true that the domestic policies of each have an impact on the other, and 
that both have positions of heavy responsibility in the world food economy. But 
there is one important factor which arises from the farm policies pursued which has 
prevented this interdependence from leading to mutual understanding over the past 
two decades. U.S. agriculture is in large part oriented towards world markets, 
whilst European agriculture has enjoyed a high degree of isolation from these same 
market forces. This is particularly true in thegrain market. Whilst U.S. farmers are 
made aware of the swings and roundabouts of the international grain trade, EC 
farmers know that there is an open-ended option of selling grain into intervention, 
at prices which would seem very attractive to producers in the United States, to be 
disposed of on world markets by means of equally open-ended export subsidies. 
So long as this continues, de facto interdependence can coexist with mistrust and 
policy conflict. 

To a certain extent, this is a matter.of the difference in policy price levels them- 
selves. If the Community were able to bring CAP prices down to a level more 
closely related with those which they could reasonably be expected to obtain on 
world markets, the import levy-intervention-export subsidy system would repre- 
sent a modest but effective stabilization device, causing occasional consternation 
to other countries but hardly qualifying as a major source of international tension. 
U.S. farmers might still envy their European counterparts, but they could not 
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argue that longer run and profitable trading outlets were being denied. But such is 
not the case. The Community is presently tied to a system whereby farmers are 
guaranteed price rises dictated by internal rather than external factors. 

Mr. Gundelach appears to be saying that the outcome of the negotiations on 
prices for the 1978-79 season represents a turning point, and that farmers have 
been given a clear signal that their period of isolation is over. This seems to be 
putting excessive weight on some minor victories that the Commission has had 
over protectionist pressures in Europe. It is true that CAP prices increases in terms 
of "units of account" were held to about 2 per cent, but with the recent changes in 
the monetary equivalents of the unit of account (the so-called "green" currency 
rates) the policy prices expressed in terms of national currencies will actually rise 
by nearly 8 per cent. Though regarded by European farmers as niggardly, such 
price increases are not likely to appear to U.S. agricultural interests as evidence of 
a determined effort to reduce the high levels of protection provided by the CAP. 
The reason lies not primarily with the Commission: even if Mr. Gundelach shared 
the views of the British government, that CAP prices should more closely reflect 
international market conditions, I cannot at present see any hope for his wishes to 
be granted by the Agricultural Ministers of Germany, France, and the Benelux 
countries. 

I mentioned that this fundamental conflict of domestic policies and objectives 
was in part related to policy prices. There is an equally important aspect of this 
conflict which relates to the. method of support. The CAP system of market or- 
ganization is designed specifically to remove the impact on internal prices of vari- 
ations in both domestic output and world market availabilities. It follows that the 
Community is.in effect "exporting" the impact of its own production instability, 
and, more importantly, declining to shoulder any significant part of the burden of 
world market instability. It has been left to other countries to absorb the major varil 
ations in grain output and demand. The remark of Mr. Gundelach that countries 
should not pass adjustment burdens onto others must imply that he has in mind 
some dramatic shift in the nature of the CAP. No such proposals have emerged 
from Brussels. 

Let me take this point one stage further in the context of the negotiations for a 
new wheat agreement. The essence of such i n  agreement to stabilize prices must 
be that individual countries take actions with respect initially to the management of 
stocks and then, depending on the nature of the market imbalance, by altering do- 
mestic supplies. In a weak market, under present CAP operations, export subsidies 
would be increased so as to avoid pressure on domestic markets. Under a wheat 
agreement involving coordinated stock and supply management, the EC would 
have to reduce export subsidies, build up stocks, and eventually allow some 
degree of price reduction in domestic markets in order to stimulate consumption 
and curtail production. I don't question the sincerity of the Commission in fa- 
voring such an agreement, but I find it more difficult to detect any willingness on 



the part of the Agricultural Ministers of the'EC to contemplate the consequences. 
The evidence from the sugar sector is not encouraging. This is the one sector of EU- 
ropean agriculture where quantitative controls are a part of the domestic policy - 
and yet the Community has been unable so far to sign the International Sugar 
Agreement because the domestic implications of the discipline of export enti- 
tlements were too strong to stomach. There really are no easy options on the ques- 
tion of world price stability: international cooperation and burden-sharing rests en- 
tirely on the willingness of governments to make the appropriate domestic 
responses. 

The other major issue regarding European trade policy raised in Mr. Gunde- 
lach's paper is that of agricultural exports from the Community. First let me say 
that I find it disappointing to hear the Commissioner putting such emphasis on the 
trade imbalance in agricultural goods with the United States. Bilateral trade bal- 
ances are a weak guide to policy at the best of times in a world of convertible cur- 
rencies. Concern with bilateral balance by commodity group gets close to denying 
the advantages of trade altogether. It would have been more appropriate, in my 
opinion, to have pointed to the need to expand nonagricultural exports from Eu- 
rope, to the United States and elsewhere, in order to allow agricultural and other 
imports to be financed. This brings us back to the MTN. The problem facing Euro- 
pean trade negotiators at present, as for the past 15 years, lies in the fact that 
progress in the dismantling of industrial trade barriers within the GATT has been 
seriously hampered by the apparent inability of those responsible for the making of 
agricultural policy in the EC to formulate domestic programs in a way which is 
consistent with these broader Community trade objectives. 

I can only interpret the emphasis on agricultural exports to stem, not from a 
strong desire on the part of European farmers to get into such markets, but from a 
concern on the part of the Commission for some help in alleviating the mounting fi- 
nancial cost of the CAP, particularly in dairy products. Whilst I would not argue 
against a relaxation of U.S. dairy import policies - for in the case of dairy prod- 
ucts the U.S. market is as far out-of-touch with world conditions as that in Europe 
- the real gains to be had in the improvement of world dairy trade come from low- 
ering protection in a number of countries, the United States, EC, and Japan in- 
cluded, to allow greater access from exporters such as Australia and New Zealand. 
A few more tons of subsidized butter and cheese from Europe to the United States 
is as likely to perpetuate the underlying problems as to solve them. 

Next, I would like to comment on two specific aspects of European policy 
which seem to me to have important implications for trade. The first has to do with 
the question of the relative price levels among European countries. As everyone 
engaged in trade with Europe knows, the Common Agricultural Policy hides some 
remarkably uncommon features. Prices of agricultural commodities in Germany 
have in recent months been 40 per cent above those for comparable goods in the 
United Kingdom, with prices in other member states somewhere in between. This 



has arisen from the system of special exchange rates used to translate "common" 
prices into national currencies, originally devised to smooth out effects of currency 
fluctuations on administered farm price levels. The price differences which have 
emerged under this system during the period of floating rates appear not entirely by 
chance to be broadly consistent with divergent national views on the appropriate 
levels of support prices. Governments have enjoyed a flexibility in pricing policies 
through their de facto control 06 "green" rates of exchange that they never envis- 
aged in the earlier phases of the CAP. United Kingdom support prices for most 
commodities, for example, are probably little higher than they would have been if 
Britain had retained a national agricultural policy. Access to that market is not so 
free as in the days before enlargement of the Community, but neither is it so con- 
strained as might be thought by acursory examination of "common" EC price lev- 
els, or as would be implied by a precipitate dismantling of the "green-rate" 
system. 

The importance of this system for the future of U.S.-EC trade lies in the way in 
which an eventual return to common prices might be achieved. If one takes the 
view that it is politically impossible for price levels in the strong-currency coun- 
tries, notably Germany, to be reduced, uniform prices will imply a progressive 
denial of access to the markets of the weak-currency countries. European agricul- 
ture would be, in effect, riding on the coattails of the deutsche mark. Such was 
never the intention of the architects of the CAP. I need not elaborate on the other al- 
ternatives, but a way must be found, in European as well as other interests, to pre- 

' vent an inadvertent upward drift in price levels which would leave Community ag- 
riculture on an even higher price and cost plateau relative to other major trading 
nations. 

The second aspect of policy which is emerging as a major issue both within Eu- 
rope and outside is that of further enlargement to include Greece, Spain, and Portu- 
gal. In political terms, such an expansion seems both logical and desirable. The 
implications for trade are more contentious. The main difficulty, with respect to 
agricultural products, is how to satisfy the several demands of new entrants for ex- 
panded markets, of present members for adequate protection for existing produc- 
tion patterns, and of taxpayers and finance ministers for a limit to the budget cost of 
enlargement. The solution is painfully obvious: outside suppliers, whether in the 
United States, Latin America, North Africa, or elsewhere, will have to absorb 
much of the burden by restricting exports to the Community of 12. The number of 
farmers sheltered by the CAP will expand by about 50 per cent, many of them gen- 
uinely in need of constructive programs for structural adaptation and market im- 
provement. Despite warnings from the Commission about the dangers of exces- 
sive reliance on artificial market support for the products of the Mediterranean 
regions, the logic of the CAP is that markets be created at the expense of foreign 
suppliers. Unless and until this whole approach to farm policy - in grains and 
livestock as well as in olive oil, wine, and citrus fruit - is radically changed, the 



CAP will continue to be a source of tension within the Community and embarrass- 
ment in external relations. 

I apologize for ending on a pessimistic note, but I do not believe that one can 
hide the very real problems faced by the EC in the area of agricultural trade. Whilst 
one can understand and sympathize with these problems, the real task is to devise 
imaginative solutions. I hope that considerations of Mr. Gundelach's frank and 
clear paper can proceed in that constructive direction. 



Potential Role of  

Humanitarian Efforts 

D. Gale Johnson* 

As I prepared these remarks I found myself reflecting upon the implications of 
an idea that is common to all of the major religions of the world and to most ethical 
positions, namely that it is desirable to give; it is, in effect, better to give than to re- 
ceive. In the King James translation of the Bible, it is written: "It is more blessed 
to give than to receive." A fairly modem translation places giving in an equally 
selfish framework: "It makes one happier to give than to be given to." There is 
some implication here that the one who receives may not be happy at all, though 
this does not necessarily follow since both the giver and the receiver could be made 
happier than each was before. 

I have long remembered a wise statement attributed to some ancient Chinese 
philosopher - I have forgotten the source - who was supposed to have said: "I 
don't know why he doesn't like me; I never did anything for him." 

To me these are troublesome thoughts. Admittedly it makes us feel good, either 
individually or collectively, when we do something that we believe helps others. 
But all too often we fail to consider how our act of charity, however fine our in- 
tentions, may make the recipient feel or what effects there may be upon the recip- 
ient's circumstances. 

More than a century ago, John Stuart Mill wrote as follows about these issues: 

On the other hand, in all cases of helping, there are two sets of consequences to 
be considered; The consequences of the assistance itself, and the consequences of 
relying on the assistance. The former are generally beneficial, but the latter, for 
the most part, injurious; so much so. in many cases, as greatly to outweigh ttie 
value of the benefit. And this is never more likely to happen than in the very cases 
where the need of help is the most intense. There are few things for which it is 
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more mischievous that people should rely on the hab~tual aid of others, than for 
the means of subsistence, and unhappily there is no lesson which they more easily 
learn. . . . 

Energy and self-dependence are, however, liable to be impaired by the absence 
of help, as well as by its excess. It is even more fatal to exertion to have no hope of 
succeeding by it, than to be assured of succeeding without it. When the condition 
of any one is so disastrous that hiS energies are paralyzed by discouragement, as- 
sistance is a tonic, not a sedative: it braces instead of deadening the active facul- 
ties: always provided that the assistance is not such as to dispense with self-help, 
by substituting itself for the person's own labour, skill, and prudence, but is 
limited to affording him a better hope of attaining success by these legitimate 
means. . . . 

In so far as the subject admits of any general doctrine or maxim, it would 
appear to be this - that if assistance is given in such a manner that the condition 
of the person helped is as desirable as that of the person who succeeds in doing the 
same thing without help, the assistance, if capable of being previously calculated 
on, is mischievious: but if, while available to everybody, it leaves to every one a 
strong motive to do without it if he can, it is then for the most part beneficial. . . . 
If the condition of a person receiving relief is made as eligible as that of the la- 
bourer who supports himself by his own exertions, the system strikes at the root of 
all individual industry and self-government; and, if fully acted up to, would re- 
quire as its supplement an organized system of compulsion for governing and set- 
ting to work like cattle those who had been removed from the influence of the mo- 
tives that act on human beings. But if, consistently with guaranteeing all persons 
against absolute want, the condition of those who are supported by legal charity 
can be kept considerably less desirable than the condition of those who find sup- 
port for themselves, none but beneficial consequences can arise from a law which 
renders it impossible for any person, except by his own choice, to die from insuf- 
ficiency of food. 

While Mill addressed himself to the problems of charity or philanthropy within a 
society, what he has to say is equally relevant to transfers from one society to an- 
other, from one nation to another, or from international agencies to a nation. If we 
have learned nothing else from our efforts to aid other nations during the past three 
decades, it is that it is exceedingly difficult to be a good and effective donor. Fur- 
ther, we have found few new friends and on occasion have alienated old ones. 
Except for the Marshall Plan, where we were dealing with peoples whose culture 
and society we understood and respected, it cannot be said that we have pleased 
either ourselves or the recipients of our good intentions most of the time. 

It is, I fear, fairly obvious from these introductory remarks that I believe that hu- 
manitarian efforts can have only a limited role in improving the nutrition of the 
world's poorer people. Consequently, such efforts will be of only minor signifi- 
cance in linking the supply and demand of agricultural markets for the world. In 
saying this, I do not mean that humanitarian efforts are of no value and that thus 
there is no place for well conceived efforts to assist others less fortunate than we. I 
hope that I can make a small number of valid points- that giving must be modest, 



well defined in its objectives, and primarily for the benefit of the recipient rather 
than a seemingly simple solution for one or more of the donor's problems. 

Some Misconceptions About the International 
Distribution of, Food 

While less common today than it was a few years ago, one serious miscon- 
ception about the distribution of food among the peoples of the world is that if the 
available supply of food were more equitably distributed there would be food 
enough for all. The arithmetic behind this conclusion is simple enough - take the 
total number of calories contained in the grain produced in the current year and 
divide by the number of people in the world and the result is easily 3,000 calories 
per day for somewhat more than 4 billion p e ~ p l e . ~  And there would remain at least 
1,000 calories per day from other food sources to be disposed of. 

A similar and related misconception is that if everyone in the world had the 
American diet, current world food production would be adequate for only "x" 
number of people. I haven't checked to see what the various estimates of "x" are, 
but I suppose that it would be about a billion persons. 

It is hardly necessary for this audience to stress the fallacy in the equal distribu- 
tion of current food output among the world's people. There is, after all, a link be- 
tween reward and output. No one has yet, so far as I know, provided a blueprint for 
maintaining the current rate of world grain production while requiring the United 
States, Canada, and Australia to give or transfer to others about 75 per cent of their 
grain, net of requirements for seed. 

Another misconception is that the affluent of the world reduce the available food 
supply of the poor. This has been argued both as a general proposition and during 
times of difficulty, such as 1973-75. This is clearly a wrong headed view. If any- 
thing, the contrary has been true. It has been the affluence of the United States that 
has permitted such a large investment in agricultural research, some of whose ben- 
efits have been realized by others. It has been affluence that has made possible the 
enormous productivity of American (and Canadian and Australian) agriculture and 
has permitted a volume of food exports that has provided a significant part of the 
food supply of hundreds of millions of the poorer people of the world. 

And it was the affluence of America that made it possible to reduce grain use in 
1974-75 by more than 20 per cent below the prior year's level despite a reduction in 
grain production of 33 million tons or 14 per cent. The fact that a large percentage 
of domestic use of grain is as livestock feed made such an adjustment possible. If 
we had fed little grain to livestock, our grain exports would have fallen and tens of 
millions of people would have died.3 

Those who urge that Americans should feed less grain to livestock should con- 
template the current demand and supply situation for grain in this country and in in- 
ternational markets. One important factor in the recent low prices of grain is due to 



the slow recovery of domestic grain use from the reduction made in 1974-75. Had 
U.S. grain use been at the same level the past three years as it was in 1973-74, 
market prices would have been higher and we would not now be retiring land from 
cultivation this year. In any case, it is not obvious that recent low grain prices - 
the lowest since the Great Depression in real terms - have benefited the poor 
people of the world. In saying this I am not advocating a return to the grain prices 
of 1973 and 1974, but merely noting that the world food system is complex, 
indeed. 

Appropriate Objectives of Humanitarian Efforts 

During the past three decades there has been an unprecedented transfer of food 
from high income countries to low income countries, with the United States being 
the major supplier of such food transfers. While there has been substantial food aid 
in response to particular emergencies in prior times, the recent large transfers are 
unique in terms of their continuity and magnitude. It is not my intention to review 
the effects of these transfers upon the recipient countries, but I will very briefly 
review the objectives that appear to have guided our food aid programs. If we 
ignore the food aid provided during World War I1 and the reconstruction period 
that followed, our food transfers have been in pursuit of five main objectives. The 
relative weight of these objectives has varied over time and from place to place, but 
each has been important. They have been: 

1. To encourage the disposal of agricultural commodities that could not be ex- 
ported through normal trade channels at the prevailing market prices - sur- 
plus disposal; 

2. To encourage economic development in other countries; 
3. To promote collective strength and to foster in other ways the foreign policy of 

the United States; 
4. To improve the nutrition of people in low income countries; and 
5. To provide food in response to emergency situations, such as natural catas- 

trophes (floods, tornadoes, earthquakes) or food production shortfalls due to 
natural factors. 

These objectives, especially the fourth and fifth, were implicit rather than ex- 
plicit in the original version of P.L. 480, whose title was "The Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954." In the Food for Peace Act of 1966 
these two objectives were made more explicit since one of the purposes of the act 
was "to use the abundant agricultural productivity of the United States to combat 
hunger and malnutrition. . . .' ' In the 1966 amendments to the objectives of the act 
it was stated that food aid should be allocated "with particular emphasis on assis- 
tance to those countries that are determined to improve their own agricultural pro- 
duction. . . .'' The Food for Peace Act of 1966 not only authorized the President to 
consider the efforts of friendly countries to increase their own agricultural produc- 



tion but also the strength of their efforts to meet their problems of population 
growth in exercising the authority provided in the legislation. 

Subsequent changes in the statement of purposes, particularly the new direc- 
tions for foreign economic assistance passed by Congress in 1973, were largely di- 
rected to minimizing the use of food aid for political purposes by requiring that a 
large fraction of Title I shipments go to a group of the poorest countries. However, 
sufficient loopholes were left so that a significant part of the food aid, especially 
that going to the Middle East, is in response to national political objectives. 

The above recital of objectives is intended to reveal the mixed motives under- 
lying our philanthropy. Perhaps one could say that the drafters of the original ob- 
jectives of P.L. 480 were more honest in their statement of intentions than most of 
us have been since then. They were quite forthright in their intentions- to dispose 
of farm products that were a burden to the domestic economy and to expand the ex- 
ports of our farm products. Humanitarian impulses were clearly secondary, if 
present at all. We wanted to do good, but it was primarily for our own selfish pur- 
poses. I don't say that very critically, if at all. It can hardly be said that as we have 
become more sophisticated in our statement of objectives that our performance as a 
responsible donor has significantly improved. If we have done less harm in recent 
than in prior years it is primarily because we have had less than we wanted to dis- 
pose of free or at highly subsidized prices. 

I see little evidence in either our objectives or our actions that we have clearly 
defined the purposes that can be achieved by food aid or other forms of aid related 
to food production and distribution. The primary cause of malnutrition, including 
inadequate calorie consumption, is poverty. Most of the people of the world who 
have inadequate diets are very poor people and most of the very poor p,eople of the 
world live in rural areas. The World Bank has estimated that 80 per cent of the 
poorestpeople in the developing world- those that might be described as living in 
poverty - live in rural areas. Too many of us think of the teeming population of 
Calcutta or the hundreds of thousands who live in the favellas of South America as 
the largest component of the underfed population of the world. But these people, 
as unfortunate as they are, represent only a minor fraction of the total who are simi- 
larly victims of poverty. 

I conclude that humanitarian efforts or aid will make a positive contribution to 
an improvement of the circumstisnces of the world's poorest people only if: 

1. It meets directly and efficiently a quite specific human or social need, such as 
the food needs of children and mothers, or helps to create community ameni- 
ties such as a clean water supply, improved sanitation, or more adequate 
roads. 

2. It increases the degree of security of food supply in a way that does not have 
significant disincentive effects upon local producers. 

3. It results in an increase in the productive capacities and incomes of poor peo- 
ple, through increasing agricultural output or any other activity that results in 
higher incomes. 



I have deliberately not included among the objectives the use of aid to expand 
the world's demand for food in order to absorb the available supply of food at 
prices deemed reasonable by producers, especially the producers in the major food 
exporting countries. I do not believe that the use of aid primarily for the benefit of 
those who give is an appropriate end for humanitarian efforts unless it is evident 
that there is a substantial gain to the recipients. In other words, the material bene- 
fits to the granting countries should be given a secondary rather than a primary 
role. Put another way, food or any other form of aid to low income countries 
should not serve as an excuse for our failures to meet our adjustment problems. 

The Limits of Food Aid 

In emphasizing the limits of food aid I am not implying that there are no useful 
objectives that can be met by such aid. I have just outlined three such objectives. 
These three objectives, however, are likely to require a smaller flow of food aid 
than we have seen in the past or may see again in the future if international grain 
and other staple food prices remain at their recent levels. 

When food aid is viewed primarily for the benefit of the givers, as appears to 
have been the case both in the past and in current thinking, there are some obvious 
undesirable consequences. Such aid contributes little to the food security of the de- 
veloping countries since the amount of such aid is determined to a considerable 
degree by the interest of those who give rather than by the desirable effects upon 
the recipients. We need only to briefly review the pattern of world aid in grains 
from 1960 to date. During the 1960's the annual aid transfer of grains was about 14 
million metric tons; of this the United States supplied more than 90 per cent. In 
1970-71 and 1971-72 the annual transfer was approximately 12 million tons. In 
1972-73 and 1973-74 it could hardly be said that the circumstances of the recipient 
countries changed in a favorable direction, yet aid in the form of grain declined to 
10 million tons and then to less than 6 million. Since 1973-74 the average level has 
been about 8 million tons, but it seems quite clear that there is a definite upward 
trend with 1977-78 shipments forecast at almost 9 million tons. Recent inter- 
national discussions have indicated that the donor countries are considering further 
increases - a not unexpected development given the international prices of grain. 

I should note that had food aid in the form of grain been at the same level in 
1973-74 and 1974-75 as in the first two years of the decade, international grain 
prices during those two years would have been substantially higher than they were. 
This would have been true unless grain received as food aid were a perfect substi- 
tute for commercial trade in grain - a ton of food aid displaces a ton of comrner- 
cia1 imports. While there is a substantial substitution of food aid for commercial 
trade, no one has claimed that aid is fully offset by a decline in commercial im- 
ports. Thus the decline in food aid benefited low income countries that were net 
grain importers and received little or no food aid in any case. 



I do not know what volume of food aid can be effectively used to meet specific 
human or social needs. School lunch and other programs for children and mothers 
are probably more limited by the capacities and facilities for effective adminis- 
tration than by the available supply of food from aid agencies, both public and pri- 
vate. And there is certainly a role for food aid as one component of rural devel- 
opment projects, though the problems of transport and direct distribution to rural 
communities limits the amount of such aid. 

Except for a modest contribution to rural development projects, I do not believe 
that food aid has a significant role in increasing the productive capacities and in- 
comes of poor rural people. One could imagine projects to improve irrigation and 
water control that resulted in disruption of food production for a year or two; in 
such case food could be supplied as aid without any disincentive effect upon local 
production and the value of the aid would be more or less equivalent to its money 
value. But other forms of aid than food are required if aid is to be effective in in- 
creasing the productive capacities and incomes of poor rural people. 

But I do believe that food aid can make a substantial contribution to food secu- 
rity for the poorer people of the world. Food aid can be used to minimize the ad- 
verse effects of national production shortfalls in the developing countries. A large 
share of the human suffering caused by production variability could be eliminated. 
I would go so far as to say that it is now possible to prevent nearly all deaths and 
most of the hardships due to food production shortfalls. The next section of this 
paper will be devoted to the presentation of a proposal that could make the world a 
more tolerable place for its poor people. 

Improving Food Security 

Food security for all developing countries could be significantly improved by 
instituting a grain insurance program. The proposal for a grain insurance program 
is a simple one. It is that the United States, either alone or in cooperation with other 
industrial countries, guarantee to each developing country that in any year in 
which grain production declines by more than a given percentage from trend level 
production the shortfall in excess of that amount would be supplied. This would 
permit each developing country to achieve a high degree of stability in its domestic 
supply of grain and such stability could be achieved at a relatively low cost to the 
donor nations. 

If the developing countries were willing and able to adopt a modest storage pro- 
gram of their own, year-to-year variability in grain supplies could be held to within 
three or four per cent of trend consumption. Thus a substantial degree of internal 
price stability could be achieved at low cost for each developing country. 

The proposal for a grain insurance program is a simple one. It is that the United 
States, either alone or in cooperation with other industrial countries, guarantee to 
each developing country that in any year in which grain production declines more 



than a given percentage below trend production that the shortfall in excess of that 
amount would be supplied. This would permit each developing country to achieve 
a high degree of stability in its domestic supply of grain and such stability could be 
achieved at a relatively low cost to the donor nations. If the developing nations 
were willing and able to adopt a modest storage program of their own, year-to-year 
variability in grain supplies could be held to levels within three or four per cent of 
trend production. Thus a substantial degree of internal price stability could be 
achieved at low cost for each developing country. 

The selection of percentage shortfall from trend production that would trigger 
the transfer of grain should reflect two considerations - the incentive for holding 
reserves in the developing countries and the effect of the insurance payments 
on the output behavior of the producers in those countries. If the percentage is too 
low, say between 1 and 2 per cent, there would be no economic incentive for 
holding reserves in the developing countries and the magnitude of the grain trans- 
fers would be large enough to significantly reduce the average expected return to 
local producers and thus lower the rate of growth of.domestic grain production. By 
a process of trial and error, I have concluded that the most appropriate criterion 
would be 6 per cent - all production shortfalls in excess of 6 per cent would be 
met.4 

The primary objective of the proposal is to assist the developing countries to 
hold year-to-year variations in grain consumption to a reasonable or acceptable 
level. In my opinion, this is the most meaningful definition of food security. The 
proposal should constitute the primary form of food aid provided by the countries 
that participate in the provision of the grain insurance. If nothing else, I believe 
that the insurance feature of the proposal constitutes the most reasonable rationale 
for food aid to the developing countries. The proposal provides a solution to an im- 
portant problem confronting many developing countries - variability of food 
availablity at times so extreme that significant hardship results. I know of no simi- 
larly important objective that has been met by most of the food aid that has been 
distributed over the past two decades. There have been times, such as the large 
food aid shipments to South Asia in the mid-1960's, that P.L. 480 was used to 
offset large production shortfalls. 

The proposal is not put forward as a solution to the long run objective of expand- 
ing per capita food production and consumption in the developing countries. Nei- 
ther this proposal nor any other form of food aid can make a significant con- 
tribution to the expansion of food production. But I am confident that the 
insurance proposal will not have significant negative effects upon the growth of 
food production and the same cannot be said about other methods of distributing 
food aid. 

Table 1 presents estimates of the annual payments that would have been made 
under the insurance program for 1955 through 1973. The countries included in the 
estimates are the developing countries that produce more than a million tons of 



Table 1 
INSURANCE PAYMENTS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

FOR DIFFERENT PROGRAMS, 
1955 - 73 

(Million Metric Tons) 

-- 

Year 6 Per Cent 5 Per Cent 4 Per Cent 

1955 2.2 2.4 2.8 
1956 1 .O 1.2 1.6 
1957 4.5 5.8 7.3 
1958 3.0 3.6 4.4 
1959 2.8 3.1 3.4 
1960 3.3 3.7 4.1 
1961 2.9 3.2 3.6 
1962 0.1 0.2 0.3 
1963 2.1 2.4 2.7 
1964 1 .O 1.1 1.3 
1965 8.1 9.3 10.5 
1966 14.8 16.3 ' 18.1 
1967 2.2 2.5 2.8 
1968 . 2.2 2.3 2.5 
1969 0.6 0.9 1.2 
1970 1.2 , 1.5 1.9 
1971 3.6 4.4 4.9 

, 1972 7.9 8.7 10.3 
1973 13.4 14.5 15.7 
Total 76.9 87.1 99.4 

grain annually. Developing countries are defined to include all the countries of 
Latin America, Africa, and Asia excluding Japan, South Africa, Argentina, 
China, North Korea, and North Vietnam.j The limitation of the analysis to count- 
ries producing more than a million tons of grain was done to limit data collection 
and processing and has little effect on the results. Some countries, such as Iran and 
Chile, are included that no longer merit the classification of developing countries, 
if that concept is synonymous with low income countries. 

The average annual payment for the 19-year period would have been4.0 million 
tons if the insurance payment covered all shortfalls in excess of 6 per cent for each 
developing country producing more than one million tons. The largest payments 
would have been 14.8 million tons in 1966 and 13.4 million tons in 1973. The av- 
erage annual payments under 5 per cent and 4 per cent programs would have been 
approximately 13 per cent and 30 per cent larger, respectively. It would be possi- 
ble, of course, to use different criteria for different countries, perhaps based on the 
level of per capita incomes. 



The grain insurance proposal requires reasonably accurate data on annual grain 
production - for the current year and for enough prior years to permit the calcu- 
lation of the trend level of production for the current year. The proposal does not 
require data on stocks held in the recipient countries. 

The accuracy of data on grain production in many developing countries leaves 
something to be desired, to put it mildly. The existence of the insurance program 
could provide an incentive to a government to minimize its estimates of grain pro- 
duction in a given year in order to increase the grain actually transferred. Over time 
this practice would be self defeating since estimates of trend production for future 
years would be affected by such underestimates. However, since many govern- 
ments may have a brief expected life, this self correcting feature may not be of 
much value in some cases. It might be necessary for the insurance agency to have 
the right to obtain grain production estimates from an organization that was inde- 
pendent of both the developing country and the countries providing the grain. It 
should be noted that for most countries there will be time within any crop year to 
adjust and revise production estimates. The insurance payments would normally 
be spread out over the crop year and in most cases would not be required in the 
months immediately following the harvest as long as it was known that the ship- 
ments were to be forthcoming. 

It should be recognized that there are populations in developing countries that 
rely on food products other than grains for a significant part of their caloric intake. 
The grain insurance proposal could be adapted to these circumstances and 
probably should be. It would be possible to translate manioc and potato produc- 
tion, for example, into grain equivalents and include such products in the projec- 
tion data. Unfortunately, the production data for such products are less reliable 
than for grains. In addition, some recognition should be given to the small popu- 
lations that depend upon livestock products for a major source of calories. The 
malnutrition and deaths that occurred in the Sahel were due primarily to the devas- 
tation of the livestock herds and not to a reduction in grain production. 

If it were not for the existence of civil strifes and wars, I believe it is now pos- 
sible to essentially eliminate all deaths due to the direct effects of food production 
variability. If achieved this would be a remarkable accomplishment, one that could 
not have been imagined as recently as the beginning of this century. The objective 
cannot be reached solely through the efforts of the United States and the other high 
income countries. It requires the cooperation of the governments of the developing 
countries and, particularly, their willingness to participate in early warning efforts 
of actual or possible crop failures. While communication difficulties can now be 
overcome at modest cost, there are still some areas of the world where transport is 
slow and costly. Where transport facilities are limited it is essential, if hardship 
due to weather hazards is to be minimized, that early warning be obtained of 
pending difficulties. 

My statement that it is now possible to prevent nearly all deaths and most of the 



hardships now caused by production shortfalls assumes that governments will use 
part of the insurance payments to directly benefit agricultural producers whose 
output is adversely affected. Unless this is done, limiting price increases in the na- 
tional market may be of little benefit to many food producers. Further, food pro- 
duction shortfalls can be very large in limited areas of a country and hardship - 
perhaps even starvation- could result from income loss. However, if the area ad- 
versely affected is relatively small the probability is quite high that the population 
will make sufficient adjustments to prevent s t a rva t i~n .~  

I want to state once again that the grain insurance proposal is not intended as a 
panacea or solution for the long run problems of food insufficiency. The proposal 
would assist in minimizing hardship from fluctuations in food production in the 
low income countries. It is important that the progress the world has made in this 
century in reducing famine be continued. The food insurance proposal and im- 
provements in communication and transportation would contribute to that end. 

My final comment is that the grain insurance proposal is inferior to a liber- 
alization of trade in agricultural products as a means to achieve world food secu- 
rity. Trade liberalization would not only contribute to stability of prices and sup- 
plies of food but would also increase the per capita real incomes of the low income 
countries. The most reliable means for reducing food insufficiency among poor 
people is to increase their incomes. 

Would grain reserves be required to augment or support the grain insurance pro- 
posal? In a world in which governments interfered little or not at all with market 
prices the answer would be that a special or separate reserve would not be required 
since the anticipated effect of the insurance program upon the demand for grain 
would be fully reflected in the storage decisions made by private agencies. How- 
ever, we do not live in a world in which governments interfere little or at all with 
market prices. We live in a world in which the prices of most agricultural 
products are either actually or potentially determined by political decisions. Con- 
sequently if the insurance program had been in operation in 1973 with the ex- 
pectation that the amount of grain required to meet the total commitment of 
approximately 13 million tons would be purchased in the market, the market price 
increase required to provide the grain would probably have been so large as to 
result in failure to deliver the full amount. 

Consequently it would be desirable to have a separate grain reserve of sufficient 
size to meet a substantial fraction of the insurance payments in excess of the av- 
erage annual level of such payments. Unfortunately this would add to the cost of 
the insurance proposal, but it may be required if the commitments of the donor 
countries are to be believed. 

Alternative Proposals for Food Security 
The grain insurance proposal described above has been criticized because it 

deals with only one of two aspects of food security for developing countries. The 



proposal responds only, it has been said, to the effects of food production short- 
falls. It does not meet the difficulties that face developing countries that are food 
importers due to an increase in international food grain  price^.^ Shlomo Reutlinger 
of the World Bank has suggested that a greater degree of security would be pro- 
vided by insuring the food import bill in such a way that annual fluctuations in a de- 
veloping countries food import bill would be held to a predetermined level. Vari- 
ations in the food import bill are due to variations in domestic production and 
variations in international market p r i ~ e s . ~  

While Reutlinger notes that stabilizing the food import bill may not provide a 
definite level of food security due to variations in export earnings, he fails to 
pursue the implications of this obse rva t i~n .~  A proposal similar to Reutlinger's has 
been presented, on a tentative basis, by staff members of the International Food 
Policy Research Institute and they have also failed to consider the correlation be- 
tween the values of agricultural exports and agricultural imports. 

Table 2 presents data indicating that under the rather extreme price variations 
occurring in 1973-75 that developing countriesincreased their export surplus from 
agricultural products. In other words, the value of agricultural exports increased 
more between 1 969-7 1 and 1973-75 than did the value of agricul tural imports. The 
increase was not a minor one since the surplus for 31 developing countries with 
populations of 7 million (excluding all OPEC members except Indonesia) or more 
increased from an annual average of $7.3 billion for 1969-7 1 to $1 1.6 billion- an 
increase of $4.3 billion. 

The favorable change in the net export surplus occurred even though the volunie 
of agricultural imports for all market developing economies increased signifi- 
cantly more than did the volume of their agricultural exports. Trade indexes calcu- 
lated by the Food and Agriculture Organization show an increase in export volume 
of agricultural products between 1969-71 and 1973-75 of 5 per cent while agricul- 
tural import volume increased by 26 per cent. For food products alone export 
volume increased by 7 per cent and import volume by 28 per cent.I0 Thus the im- 
provement in net export surplus of agricultural products was not achieved by exL 

panding exports by more than imports; in fact, the contrary occurred. . 
It is true that the developing countries suffered some deterioration in their terms 

of trade for agricultural products. Comparing the same two periods, the impoft unit 
value increased by 106 per cent while the export unit value increased by 90 per 
cent. But due to the fact that the developing market economies have a large net ag- 
ricultural surplus, the net export surplus increased substantially despite the modest 
deterioration in the terms of trade. Had the developing countries not increased their 
quantity of imports of agricultural products by so much more than their agricultural 
exports increased, the increase in net export surplus would have been substantially 
greater. 

More work needs to be done to determine if the alternative for food security put 
forward by Reutlinger is in any way superior to the grain insurance proposal. But a 



Table 2 

VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS AND 
IMPORTS, FOR DEVELOPING 

MARKET ECONOMIES, ANNUAL AVERAGES, 
1969 - 71 AND 1973 - 75 

Value of Exports, Value of Imparts, Net Change in 
Country* Annual Average Annual Average Annual Exports 

1969-71 1973-75 , 1969-71 1973-75 Minus Importst 

(Millions of Dollars) 
Ethiopia 11 1 226 15 18 112 
Bangladesh 198 136 228 517 -351 
Burma 90 114 13 13 24 
Pakistan 236 361 135 394 -134 
India 644 1,367 677 1,234 166 
Sri Lanka 313 398 160 306 - 61 
Tanzania 191 287 30 122 4 
Zaire 104 153 52 166 - 65 
Indonesia 470 864 235 628 1 
Madagascar 108 178 26 48 48 
Kenya 162 310 57 84 121 
Uganda 213 281 24 26 66 
Cameroon 159 297 28 59 107 
Sudan 293 427 59 148 45 
Egypt 526 808 245 904 -377 
Mozambique 124 198 36 48 62 
Thailand 520 1,385 95 178 782 
Philippines 384 1,207 160 31 1 672 
Gham 264 463 66 116 149 
Morocco 230 373 159 572 - 270 
Ivory Coast 323 670 91 182 256 

Subtotal S (5.663) (10,503) (2,591) (6,074) (1 ,357) 
Columbia 534 962 86 172 342 
Korea 77 273 469 1,163 -498 
Syria 143 219 108 289 -105 
Malaysia 708 1,566 244 573 529 
Chile 37 73 222 . 493 -235 
Peru 164 304 133 267 . 6 
Turkey 480 945 91 ' 311 245 
Brazil 1,897 4,641 309 908 2,145 
Mexico 72 1 977 178 86 1 -427 
Argentina 1,443 2,514 130 235 966 

Subtotals (6,204) (12,474) (1,970) (5,272) (2,968) 
Total 1 1,867 22,977 4,561 1 1,346 4,310 

Sarrce: Food a d  Agriculture Or~n~ratnon,  Trode Year Rook, 1974 and 1975 

'Counhier ~n a d n  of eslimoted 1975 p r  cap110 nottonal income, ranked from lowest to highest. 
?Ills column h o w  the cbnge in the nst balmcs of ogr~culturol h d e  (value of exports minus valueof ~mportr) between 1969-71 a d  197375. 
tSubtotd tr for c o w h t a  with pe. capiia mean of less tho" $503. 
SSubtotal is for daeloplng covnh~er wtth per cop110 incomes $500 a m a e  



cursory examination of one period of time in which there were sharp increases in 
international prices of food and other agricultural products indicates that insuring 
the food import bill of developing countries was not required to permit the mainte- 
nance of food imports by them. If the correlations between import and export 
prices of food and agricultural commodities important to the developing econo- 
mies are substantial, then it will be primarily variations in domestic production that 
will have an adverse effect upon food supplies available in the developing count- 
ries. It may well be that it is not when international food prices are high that there 
will be an adverse effect upon the food imports of developing countries but rather 
when international food prices are low since it is when prices are low that the de- 
veloping countries may have difficulty maintaining the volume of their exports. 

Concluding Comments 

I fear that I have strayed rather substantially from the topic I agreed to discuss. I 
have put rather more emphasis upon the limitations of humanitarian efforts and 
upon defining more appropriate objectives than I have in discussing how world 
food supply and demand could be linked by humanitarian efforts. 

I wish we knew better how we could help others. I have argued that there may be 
a way in which we could contribute to food security for the developing countries, 
namely through the grain insurance proposal. It seems obvious to me - and I hope 
to others - that when the primary basis for our aid is to seek a solution for one of 
our own problems, we are likely to do more harm than good. 

Humanitarian efforts should not substitute for changes in policies by the indus- 
trial countries that will make it easier for the developing countries to make the most 
effective use of their own resources through international trade. I have not empha- 
sized this point in my remarks, but it is too important to ignore it entirely. 

It is not easy to be charitable in a constructive manner. This does not mean that 
we should not try to help others, but it does mean that much thought and reflection 
is required before we embark upon such efforts. 

Notes 
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Discussion 

Don Paarlberg* 

Typically, economists are baffled when they try to understand humanitarian ef- 
forts. The reason is that economists assume individuals to have selfish rather than 
charitable motives. How do you understand or explain motives that are assumed 
not to exist? It is unfortunate that economists are without the tools for explaining so 
much of the world's activity. 

Prof. Johnson has a well-chosen quotation from John Stuart Mill, who perhaps 
thought more deeply about humanitarian affairs than any other economist has for 
100 years. This is a better-balanced quotation than the more familiar one from 
Henry Thoreau, so often quoted by people who dislike things humanitarian. Tho- 
reau said: 

If I knew for a certainty that a man was coming to my house with the conscious 
design of doing me good, I should run for my life . . . 

In varying degree Mills, Thoreau, and Johnson all have their guards up against 
do-gooders, and with reason. 

But we have to be careful that we do not allow the sometime ineptitude of giving 
to cast a cloud on all forms of charity, or to be a rationale for choking back every 
urge to help those in need. 

The subject has special interest to me. I was the first co-ordinator of the Food- 
For-Peace Program, enacted in 1954. I have personally inspected the operation of 
this program in a dozen foreign countries. I belong to that small group of people 
who have given away the most food in the world's history. There are some things 
that can be learned in such an experience, and I propose to share them with you, as 
I perceive them. 

First, There must be merit to Public Law 480, Food-For-Peace. We have had it 
for a quarter of a century and have moved $25 billion worth of farm products with 
it. The law remains pretty much in the form in which it was first enacted. One can't 
brush aside as irrational or counterproductive a piece of legislation that has stood 
up so well so long. 

Second, It is harder to give something away successfully than it is to sell it. In 
this I agree with Johnson. The dangers are great. It is possible to build a bond of 
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charity which is hurtful both to giver and receiver, a bond which neither the donor 
nor the recipient dares break. But it is also possible, by judicious giving, to save 
lives and to restore hope. In any case, it is not possible in the modem world for a 
wealthy nation, possessing an abundance of food, to stand idly by while large 
numbers of poor people starve in some other country. That may have been possible 
100 years ago, but not now. 

Third, Food-For-Peace has a number of objectives most of them selfish, as 
Johnson so well says. To the purist who wants his philanthropy undiluted, this is a 
blemish. But to the pragmatist this is a help. I do not fault the program because it 
serves two or three or four purposes rather than one. Humanitarianism is rare 
enough in this world so that if it can get a lift from motives that are esteemed less 
worthy, all but the idealist can be happy. 

Fourth, We should not expect thanks for the food we give. I t  is best not to 
expect it because we are unlikely to get it. Briefly, of course, some thanks for alle- 
viating a desperate situation, but not enduring thanks. Though the people we help 
may be poor, they nevertheless are proud. They regret being unable to help them- 
selves; the fact of the gift makes obvious their dependent status. Few people are 
grateful to the giver who lifts up for all to see the fact of their dependence. The 
belief that the people in these poor c.ountries want to be deeply and continuously 
dependent on us is a myth. 

Fifth andfinally, There are such limits on giving and receiving as to rule out 
humanitarianism as a way of solving the world's food problem. I agree with John- 
son on this point. The relationship between the volume of giving and the benefit 
that ensues is in the form of a curve, not a straight line. At too low a level, the op- 
portunity to help is foregone. At too high a level, dependency is created and disin- 
centives occur. At some mid-level net good results. I think the volume we have set- 
tled on - now between $1 and $2 billion a year, is in the intermediate, helpful 
range. 

In summary, I believe that any appraisal of international trade which limits 
itself to the private commercial trade and omits reference to unrequited trans- 
actions misses both the facts and the philosophy of the modern world. I commend 
those who set up this symposium for including the subject on the program: 



Financing World Trade 

Tilford C. Gaines* 

The international financial system has grown and evolved immensely over the 
past two decades. In the late 1950's the Eurocurrency market was only beginning 
to emerge, for all practical purposes there was no Eurobond market, and extensions 
of commercial credits were limited to the old commercial banking function of short 
term trade financing. All of that has changed. Total deposits in the Eurodollar 
market today are in excess of $400 billion. The international bond market last year 
underwrote a record volume of new long term financing. And commercial banks 
have become increasingly innovative in responding to international demands for 
credit. 

It is not coincidental that international trade has flourished side-by-side with the 
explosive growth on the financial side. In fact, it has been the growth in trade more 
than anything else that has accounted for the evolution of the financial mechanism. 
Just in the four years 1973 to 1977, total world trade increased by one-half, from 
about $1 ' 13  trillion, exports and imports combined, to more than $2 trillion.' 
Most of the $2 trillion of world trade required financing in one form or another. 

Unfortunately, the available data on financing international trade are extremely 
sparse and incomplete. It may be asserted, as I have, that almost all trade requires 
some type of financing, but it is impossible to prove the point statistically. The 
concern of this symposium is trade in agricultural products, and I can assure YOU 

that statistics in that area are virtually nonexistent. Therefore my comments today 
will be more of a general nature. Whatever numbers are mentioned, as they have 
been above, will be round numbers that I am confident are in the ball park but that 
should not be analyzed too closely. 

The forms that credit flows take in financing international trade are varied, but 
generally they may be broken down into three categories: (1) True trade financing; 
(2) Project financing; and (3) Balance of payments financing. A purist might take 
the position that only the first category, trade financing, should be discussed at this 
symposium, since the other two forms of financing involve circumstances other 
than trade. Generally I would agree with that proposition except for the fact that it 
is impossible to draw a clear line between trade finance, project financing, and bal- 
.ance of payments financing. Moreover, and of equal importance, the fact is that 
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the data are not available to draw the distinction, so that I cannot draw it even if I 
would. 

"True" Trade Financing 

Those of you who remember your first college course in money and banking 
might recall that our present banking system was based upon a need to finance 
trade, primarily international trade. When the Federal Reserve Act was written, 
shortly before World War I ,  the intention was to design a central bank patterned 
after the Bank of England, and to encourage the growth of a commercial banking 
system along the lines of the British system. The principal financial instrument in 
this system was to be "bankers bills'' or, as we know them today, bankers accept- 
ances. Bank credit extended against such bills was considered to be self-liq- 
uidating since it would be employed only in the production, transportation, or mar- 
keting of real goods. As goods changed hands, the bills would be liquidated. A 
good part of the Federal ~e'serve Act and Federal Reserve regulations as they exist 
to this day deal with bankers bills. 

In their admiration for the British system, Senator Carter Glass and his associ- 
ates in 1913 did not recognize that the thrust of growth and therefore of credit ex- 
tensions in this country was directed toward internal growth of the United States 
rafher than to external growth as in Britain. Therefore, the bankers acceptance 
market never became the center of our money market as had been intended, 
the execution of Federal Reserve policy developed along a path not comprehended 
in the original act, and the resulting banking system differs in many important re- 
spectsfrom the patternon which it was modeled, i.e., the British banking system. 

Until the post-World War I1 period, however, bankers acceptances did con- 
tinue to play an important role in financing the movement and storage of com- 
modities, particularly agricultural commodities, both within the United States and 
in international trade. To that extent, the Federal Reserve Act and the "real 
bills" doctrine that it embodied continued to be a part of the banking system. But 
the growing restraints on trade in the 1920's and particularly the 1930's, and the dis- 
ruption of normal trade during the war years of the 1940's, held down both con- 
vential international trade and the need for its financing. Therefore, my discussion 
today about the growing problems of financing international trade will deal only 
with the post-World War I1 years and, more particularly with the most recent four 
or five years. 

As of the end of 1977, total short term debt owed U.S. banks by foreigners 
amounted to $77 billion. In addition, the total of bankers acceptances outstanding 
amounted to $25.6 billion. Both of these figures were alltime records. In most 

' 
cases, these credits on the books of U.S. banks were a direct reflection of financing 
extended by the banks to support international trade. But it is clear that this volume 
of short term financing falls far short of what one would expect in view of the fact 



that total international trade last year, as noted, came to $2 trillion. The explanation 
is simple enough. Most important, the trade figures are global while the bank 
credit figures are only for the United States. Second, a fairly large part of world 
trade does not require financing at any stage. Third, "true" trade financing may 
involve a credit commitment of only a few days or a few weeks, so that any given 
volume of credits might turn over many times in the course of a year. 

Even in the case of routine, short term trade financing, however, a number of 
problems arise that can and do affect the ability or willingness of the financial 
system to finance it. Most important is the practice among the developing count- 
ries, some Eastern European countries, and others, to impose obstacles to the re- 
payment of trade credits. For example, it is a fairly common practice to require that 
all foreign exchange receipts from exports pass through the central bank and that 
foreign exchange payments for imports be approved specifically by the central 
bank. If a country is running a balance of payments deficit it might impound for- 
eign exchange receipts and authorize their distribution to pay for imports only with 
a lag that would help to disguise underlying balance of payments deficits. In such 
cases, the lender financing the transaction is unsure of when he will be repaid. 
Moreover, there have been enough examples of moratoria on foreign claims to 
raise some questions as to whether or not payment will ever be received. Obvi- 
ously, this circumstance discourages the financing of trade with countries fol- 
lowing such policies and, by itself, is a deterrent to the growth of world trade. 

As a general proposition, however, the ordinary month-by-month financing of 
trade does not encounter many obstacles and there has not been, to my knowledge, 
any situation in which the availability of financing was inadequate to provide for 
foreign trade needs. In dealing with the analysis of country risks in international 
lending it obviously is necessary to include all outstanding debt of a given country 
and prospective foreign exchange receipts in the analysis, including straight trade 
transactions of an essentially short term nature. But the need for a country to keep 
open the financing channels for critically needed imports and exports ordinarily is 
sufficient to guarantee that, whatever the country's policies might be in other re- 
gards, it will not interfere. 

Project Financing 

It might seem to be a fairly simple exercise to distinguish between trade and 
project financing. For example, credit extended to facilitate an international ship- 
ment of food and'feed grains, where payments should be expected to be prompt, 
should be easily distinguishable from credit extended to finance the construction of 
a new plant facility that might take five years to complete. But this pattern of sim- 
plicity does not stand up in the complex welter of day-by-day events. As already 
noted, a country might find it necessary or expedient to delay payment on a straight 
foreign trade transaction simply because it has to ration its outlay of foreign ex- 



change. On the other side, even an intermediate term project financing deal may be 
made up of many component parts, some of which partake more of ordinary trade 
than of term financing. For example, how does the delivery of a bulldozer to a con- 
struction site differ from the delivery of a grain shipment to a food warehouse. 
Each is a current trade transaction and each might be settled currently as a matter of 
course. 

Having said this, it is nonetheless true that project financing is perceived to be 
different not only in terms but in kind from trade financing. An important reason 
for the distinction is that project financing more often than not involves the ship- 
ment of goods and supplies from a developed country to a developing country 
against a contract that calls for delayed payment. It is this kind of financing that has 
attracted considerable attention in recent years and considerable criticism of inter- 
national bankers for extending themselves in risky credit situations. And it is here 
that the availability of credit to finance trade has been unsure. In fact, it has been 
the accumulation of this intermediate debt that, in many cases, has brought into 
question the total financial viability of a country even on short term trade credits. 

As in the case of trade financing, there has been no evidence of a shortage of 
credit for project financing so long as the project itself appears to be an economic 
one. One important difference in financing techniques is that whereas trade fi- 
nancing is ordinarily handled by a single bank acting for its own account, project 
financing often, even usually, involves an amount of money too large for a single 
bank to do the financing by itself. In those cases, a group of banks in a single 
country might form a syndicate to do the financing or, increasingly more fre- 
quently, the financing might be handled in the form of an internationally syn- 
dicated loan. In the latter case, the leader or leaders of the syndicate may be com- 
mercial banks, but often the deal is put together by a merchant banking house or 
another financial market middleman. 

The vastly increased availability of project financing in recent years has been of 
significant importance to many less developed countries in their efforts to promote 
economic growth. Prior to the emergence of the Eurodollar market as a major in- 
ternational financial institution, many of the projects that have been financed 
through syndicate loans probably would not have been financially feasible. While 
the growth and activities of the Eurodollar market have occasioned many expres- 
sions of concern, and while credit extended through that market along with other 
forms of credit creates a risk of the world becoming addicted to debt, it should also 
be recognized that the existence of the Eurodollar market has probably made a 
greater contribution to LDC development than any other single event. 

Because of recent developments that have vastly increased the need for inter- 
national finance, developments that I will discuss later, some countries have found 
themselves over-borrowed. In a few such cases, the private financial system has 
been reluctant to extend new credit. In other words, on the basis of a country risk 
analysis some of these countries did not appear to be good credit risks. In most 



cases, the private lending syndicates have been able to work out an arrangement to 
', restructure outstanding debt so as to avoid the default by the borrowing country. In 
such cases, the International Monetary Fund has sometimes been called in to 
supply additional credit and to impose stringent economic policy conditions upon 
the country, intended eventually to correct the underlying problem. In view of the 
amount of discussion there has been on the shakiness of some internationally syn- 
dicated loans, it is interesting to note that so far there has not been an actual default 
on a credit. It speaks well for the international financial system that it has been able 
to ride out the upheavals of recent years without serious adverse developments. 

In wrapping up t h i ~  discussion of project financing, I would like to repeat that 
both in fact and in theory it often is impossible to distinguish normal trade from 
project financing. When a lending syndicate analyzes the credit-worthiness of a 
given country, all types of debt outstanding are included in the analysis. More- 
over, the analyst looks to the future behavior of exports and imports to determine 
the country's ability to service its debt. Were a country or one of its agencies to de- 
fault on a credit, it would be not only longer term financing but short term trade fi- 
nancing as well that would be affected. 

Balance of Payments Financing 

It also is impossible to distinguish balance of payments financing from the other 
two types of financing I have discussed. In the jargon of commercial banking there 
is a phenomenon called the "evergreen loan." This is a loan that theoretically is 
cleared up at least once each year, but that in effect is a permanent loan on the 
books of the bank and a permanent component of working capital for the bor- 
rowing company. The analogy with international balance of payments financing is 
very direct. Realistically, when the government, agencies, or businesses of a 
country borrow, net, from external sources, that credit is going to finance the 
country's balance of payments. Reference has been made to the practice of some 
countries of rationing available foreign exchange so as to be able to schedule debt 
repayments in ways that will not adversely affect the country's credit standing. 
Reference has also been made to the restructuring of debt in a form that will make it 
easier for the borrowing country to service the debt. In both cases, the additional 
debt involved and/or the stretching out of repayment of old debt is part of the fi- 
nancing of the country's payments deficit. 

Important developments in the last few years have distorted the balance of pay- 
ments of countries all around the world, both developed and developing countries. 
These distortions have created very large new credit needs. Most important of the 
developments, of course, was the increase in international oil prices in late 1973 
and early 1974. The quadrupling of oil prices at that time led to an income shift 
from oil consuming countries to oil producing and exporting countries. In spite of 
the fact that imports by the OPEC countries have increased enormously in the last 



four years, the net trade surplus of the OPEC countries as a group is estimated to be 
still running upwards of $30 billion. 

 he impact of OPEC surpluses upon the payments balances of oil importing 
countries has been most uneven. In general, the developed countries of Western 
Europe and Japan have been able to pay their oil bills. Similarly, many developing 
and semi-developed countries either were able to develop their own energy 
sources, to increase their exports of other products, or to restrain their imports of 
other products by enough to restore balance to their trade accounts. On the other 
side of the ledger, the United States in 1977 ran a trade deficit of more than $30 bil- 
lion, and many non-oil producing developing countries also ran sizeable trade 
deficits. All of this leads to the need for financing balance of payments deficits. In 
the case of the U.S. deficit, the financing took the form of accumulations of un- 
wanted dollars in the central banks of the surplus countries. Less developed count- 
ries in many cases were financed indirectly from the surpluses of the OPEC na- 
tions. The OPEC surpluses did not flow directly to the deficit LDC's to assist in 
financing trade deficits, but instead flowed into the money market in this country 
and the Eurodollar market abroad, where private financial institutions accepted the 
rol'e of intermediating between the surplus oil countries and the deficit non-oil de- 
veloping countries. 

The increase in oil prices has not been the only important influence on world bal- 
ance of payments patterns. Prices of many materials produced by developing 
countries have been depressed, while prices of other products have soared. For ex- 
ample, high prices for coffee have benefited Brazil and other coffee exporters in 
Latin America and Africa. Meanwhile, prices of nonferrous metals, particularly 
copper, have been depressed and have seriously affected the trade accounts of the 
exporting countries. These and many other developments have imposed strains 
upon the financial markets to accommodate the necessary movement of funds from 
one country to another. 

At the risk of repeating myself, it should be stressed again that at the time the 
credit is extended it usually is impossible to determine whether the credit is to fi- 
nance a trade transaction, a balance of payments deficit, or a specific project. To 
employ a cliche, funds are fungible. Whatever the stated purpose of the credit, or 
whatever the sources of repayment, the results are reflected in a country's balance 
of payments accounts. 

It is only when a situation is interpreted in terms of the availability of credit that 
significant differences amongst the stated reasons for the credit can arise. In most 
cases, there is an abundant availability of credit to finance trade transactions. And 
in most cases, there is ample money for project loans where the project is eco- 
nomically viable. However, when the borrowing is by a sovereign government, 
somewhat sterner criteria might be applied. For example, a financial institution 
that might be quite willing to finance imports of a given country and/or to par- 
ticipate in financing a project, might be reluctant to participate in a syndicate under- 



writing a loan to that country that does not have a specific purpose. It is here that 
the financing of balance of payments distortions becomes less sure, and it is the 
public debt of a country outstanding in foreign hands that can lead to an overall 
debt picture that could even result in reluctance to finance basic trade transactions. 

Conclusion 

There is ample credit available to finance present and prospective international 
trade. There also is ample credit to'finance longer term project investments and 
balance of payments deficits. Whether or not availability can be translated into 
actual access to credit funds depends importantly, however, upon the overall struc- 
ture of a country's debt and the prospects for repayment of that debt. 

Note 

1/11 may appear that comb~n~ng Imports and exports in thls way lnvolves double countlng In a trade balance sense 
that is true slnce an export offsets an impon. Looked at from the polnt of view of financ~ng trade, however, the concern 
should be total trade not just exports or Imports. 



Discussion 

Benjamin S. Jaffray* 

It was a great privilege for me to accept the invitation of Marv Duncan to par- 
ticipate in this important symposium sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Kansas City. I am especially pleased to fill the role of discussant for the paper you 
have just heard presented by Ti1 Gaines, who is one of the outstanding banker- 
businessman economists of the day. 

For several years I have had the opportunity of knowing Ti1 and of reading his 
comments and analyses. Til's paper provides an excellent overview of the inter- 
national financial system, how it works, and the potential it has to serve the inter- 
national trading community. The somewhat staggering figures he related on the 
absolute level of international trade and especially its growth in the last five years 
clearly emphasize the importance of this activity. 

There is little I can add in terms of specific comment on Til's presentation. I 
would, however, like to focus somewhat on our agricultural exports and the var- 
ious agricultural export credit alternatives available to support them. 

It is not news to anyone here that as a country today we face many problems; the 
dollar has been falling in relation to other currencies, notably the deutsche mark, 
Japanese yen, and Swiss franc, our trade deficit is climbing, and there are signs 
that there is a serious rekindling of inflation and inflationary expectation. There is 
concern about capital formation, business incentive, and, indeed, the fragility of 
our economic and business systems. 

Howe,ver, one of the bright spots on the horizon and one of the greatest oppor- 
tunities to contribute to a stronger national economy is in the area of the expansion 
of our agricultural exports. This activity is responsive to the problem of low farm 
prices, our balance of trade, and the strength of the dollar and inflation, and what- 
ever impact there might be on food prices in this country is usually exaggerated. It 
is also important to remember that agricultural production represents a renewable 
resource. 

For perspective, reflect for a moment that in 1977 our agricultural exports 
reached a record high of $23.7 billion and the $10.2 billion export surplus in farm 
products certainly prevented the U.S. trade balance from slipping to an even 
greater deficit. In 1955, U.S. grain exports were 550.0 million bushels. That 
figure increased to 1.4 billion in 1969 and to 3.4 billion bushels in 1977. Sixty per 
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cent of U.S. soybean production, 40per cent of U.S. wheat production, and 27 per 
cent of U.S. coarse grains production were exported last year. The production of 
one out of every three acres in the continental United States is sold abroad. 

These figures indicate that the United States has achieved a fantastic record in 
agricultural exports. Although a recent issue ofBusiness Week characterized many 
U .S. industries as reluctant exporters, this description certainly does not apply to 
the agricultural sector. 

Specifically, what is the role of credit in supporting our agricultural exports? As 
Ti1 Gaines pointed out in the conclusion of his remarks, there is no real shortage of 
credit now or should there be in the future, provided, however, that the export or 
the project to be financed has solid economic merit and assuming that the recipient 
of the financing is credit worthy. Agricultural exports can usually be imminently 
financed by the commercial sector if effective title is held by a responsible and 
credit qualified borrower. There is, however, a philosdphical question whether or 
not it makes sense for the commercial sector to continue to finance the commodity 
much beyond point of consumption - especially in a developing country. The 
challenge is that the greatest need for credit to finance the purchase of our agricul- 
tural exports emanates from the developing areas of the world which, for a variety 
of reasons, often fail to qualify for commercial credit. 

Given the nature of the world market for our agricultural exports and credit - 
qualification considerations of recipient countries, it is clear, therefore, that the fi- 
nancing of agricultural exports involves, to a unique degree, governmental poli- 
cies and programs. 

A good deal of our success in the expansion of agricultural exports since World 
War I1 derives from the use and liberalization of agricultural credit programs. Our 
leading competitor countries, Canada, Australia, and the European economic 
community, all have instituted credit programs to facilitate agricultural exports. 

These credit programs range from shbrt term facilities at commercial rates of in- 
terest to very soft loans or outright grants. A complicating factor is that many of 
these competitors operate through governmental and quasi governmental mar- 
keting agencies capable of committing substantial governmental financing. 

Since the U.S. grain export system is handled through private channels, gov- 
ernmental financial assistance has taken more visible forms. 

The most important source of credit for agricultural exports has been the Com- 
modit) Credit Corporation through a program known as GMS-5 and a program 
more familiar to most of you, Title I of Public Law 480. Don Paarlberg mentioned 
that Public Law 480 sales have totaled $25.0 billion since the inception of this pro- 
gram. Both GMS-5 and Public Law 480 have been modified to provide more flex- 
ibility with respect to repayment provisions and interest rates and will continue to 
be important vehicles in the future. 

There is a need, however, to develop international credit programs to bridge the 
gap between short term commercial financing and GMS-5, currently limited to 



three years, and long term credit available under Public Law 480. 
Ti1 Gaines alluded to balance of payments financing. It is important to note that 

'our agricultural credit programs, whereas primarily designed to expand agricultur- 
al exports, also provide important benefits related to balance of payments consid- 
erations. Many recipients of Commodity Credit Corporation credits- especially 
Eastern Euorpean nations - are being encouraged to buy U.S. agricultural com- 
modities through programs designed to ease their balance of payments pressures. 
In the case of Title I, Public Law 480 shipments, recipient countries can use the 
proceeds from Public Law 480 internal sales to finance development projects. This 
concept, of course, is close to "project financing" discussed by Ti1 Gaines. In ad- 
dition, in recent years Public Law 480 programs have been modified to insure that 
development and nutrition projects undertaken with Public Law 480 funds benefit 
the poorest of poor within recipient countries. 

There is a nationally constituted task force composed of people from both the 
private and public sectors evaluating Public Law 480. This group will probably 
conclude that such directions should be continued and enhanced by a substantial 
expansion of Public Law 480 food shipments and by making extended commit- 
ments to recipient countries, which should encourage these countries to plan de- 
velopment projects more intelligently. This type of financing is beyond the scope 
of regular commercial financing, but it obviously plays a vital role in agricultural 
exports, serving not only the interests of the United States but also the long range 
interests of the recipient consuming countries. 

American use of agricultural export credits has also been linked to market de- 
velopment considerations in building a future commercial demand base. One of 
the principal arguments for the creation of governmentally supported international 
trade credits is not so much to compete with other exporting countries but to en- 
courage growth in the overall demand base, a substantial share of which growth 
should be captured by the United States. Last year, the United States accounted for 
about 50 per cent of world agricultural exports. 

Given the prominence of the government in financing U.S. agricultural ex- 
ports, there is the existence of or the threat of accompanying governmental re- 
striction on export financing. A case in point is the issue raised by Title IV of the 
Trade Act of 1974, what has become known as the Jackson- Vanik Amendment. 
This amendment denies the extension of export credit to centrally planned 
economy nations having discriminatory emigration policies. The protection of , 

civil rights intended by that amendment is, of course, a worthy goal, but the fact is 
that credit programs have never been an effective lever on the civil rights actions of 
foreign countries. I believe there is an overwhelming consensus of those involved 
in international trade that we could be more persuasive on such issues as civil rights 
with countries who are full trade partners. 

Another threat to the effectiveness of our agricultural export credit programs is 
to make the extension of such credit contingent on the use of expensive U. S. flag 



ships. In the case of Public Law 480, the requirement can be 50 per cent. The cur- 
rent five-year Soviet Agreement requires that at least one-third of Soviet purchases 
from the United States must be shipped on American flag vessels. The rates, how- 
ever, on these vessels are two or three times higher than on foreign flag vessels. 
We are, therefore, giving our worldwide competitors a tremendous advantage in 
trading with the Soviet Union. 

This is not to say that the U.S. Merchant Marine is not important and, indeed, it 
may need subsidizing. The issue, however, is whether the U.S. farmers should be 
forced to pay that subsidy and whether or not our agricultural export activity, so 
important in so many respects, should be burdened by this provision. 

No country in the world has the combination of resources that the United States 
has and can devote to the expansion of world agricultural trade. There are terribly 
important and complex economic, social, and political issues confronting the agri- 
cultural sector. These issues can be met without compromising the advantages and 
opportunities we have in world agricultural trade. 

The United States has the ability to produce to meet our own needs, to provide 
realistic reserves, and to fill expanding demand abroad. The vital link between our 
productive capacity and a good share of that demand is effective and appropriately 
structured international credit programs. 



Political-Economic Realism - 
Agricultural 

products in World Trade 

Clarence D. Palmby* 

"World Food Supply and Demand: How the Two can be Linked" is a phenom- 
enon that defies precise thinking. 

Both supply and demand (but particularly demand) are subject to political-eco- 
nornic decisions. This is the new dimension affecting demand which I wish to 
discuss today - political decisions having unpredictable economic impact. 

U.S. officials decided in June of 197 1 to no longer allow gold to move overseas 
for settlement of accounts at $35.00 an ounce. Was this decision political? Or was it 
economic? I think it was'a political-economic action. 

The members of the Oil Producing Exporting Countries (OPEC) have increased 
the price of their petroleum for export about 300per cent. This too, in my opinion, 
is a political-economic decision. 

Government rulers in several countries decided a few years ago to "freeze" or 
not increase the price of food to consumers - even after world prices of products 
being imported to produce food items ballooned. I identify this action as also being 
political-economic. 

How do these "new dimension" actions of governments relate to the activities 
of a company operating in a global grain market? I shall attempt to illustrate the im- 
portance of recognizing the forces at work in the world influencing supply-demand 
projections with emphasis on demand, the more mercurial of the two 
imponderables. 

The involvement of the "private sector" in the export of grain, oilseeds, and 
their products from the United States is a relatively new development. 

Following World War I1 and until 1948-49 during the Truman era, the U.S. 
government allocated and sold grain to our allies and engaged in food assistance 
programs with our World War I1 adversaries. In late 1948 the private trade was au- 
thorized to enter into export contracts with overseas buyers, to the extent buyers 
were prepared to deal with private sellers offering U.S. grain. 

*Vice Pres~dent for Publ~c Affairs, Continental Grain Company. New York 



Some of my experienced friends advise that the grain export capability of the 
United States in 1948 was about 12 to 15 million metric tons per year. The capa- 
bility today is perhaps nearly 10 times what it was 30 years ago. 

The significance of political decisions and the influence of such decisions on 
"real demand" for food within a nation were factors then and are even more crit- 
ical now. 

Let's analyze this history briefly: 
When were the seeds for massive trade in farm products sown? 
"In the 1940's - during and immediately following World War 11." At that 

time the United States was called upon to supply huge amounts of food for starving 
Europeans and Japanese. 

During and following the war,farming in the United States was changing rap- 
idly. Commercialization was becoming commonplace. Specialization in the pro- 
duction of grains, livestock, and poultry was replacing the diversified operator. 

A good example of specialization and mass production was the poultry indus- 
try, most importantly the broiler segment. Large production enterprises replaced 
hundreds of diversified farm flocks. Feed conversion rates were lowered. Disease 
control was greatly improved. Cost of "chicken" meat to consumers was reduced. 
Fried chicken became an everyday possibility to those who desired it. 

Layer flocks also became fewer in number and highly efficient, replacing side- 
line diversified farming-type egg producers. 

Specialization and production concentration in hog production has moved 
much more slowly in the United States for reasons well known to this audience. I 
mention this class of livestock because swine production constitutes a part of my 
story as I later discuss capital and financial requirements of our overseas 
customers. 

Our cattle feedlot industry must be recognized as an extremely important devel- 
opment in the United States. An enterprise quite peculiar to our nation and the envy 
of many of our trading partners, it is this industry which has made possible a de- 
pendable cereal reserve for our overseas customers. The volume of grain and other 
concentrates utilized in cattle feedlot operations is highly influenced by price. Be- 
cause of this, grains ordinarily utilized by feedlot operators become available for 
human consumption "at a price." Level of grain use by U.S. cattle feeders fluctu- 
ates year by year as determined by price and availability in relation to other feed in- 
gredients. This industry has performed a great service in utilizing large amounts of 
grain in times of abundant supply and retrenching during periods of lower grain 
availability. I am afraid this fact is not well understood by nonagricultural groups. 
On the other hand, I find a growing number of overseas agricultural professionals 
do understand the economics of our grain utilization. 

With this capsule review as backdrop I now wish to discuss agricultural produc- 
tion developments as they have changed in other countries - our trading partners. 

Agricultural policy - and in tyrn, emphasis on food in Japan - has evolved 



with great consideration for animal proteins and vegetable oils. That nation moved 
through an egg production expansion period into commercial swine production 
and then into a period of integrated broiler production. All three developments re- 
flect rapidly expanded uses of concentrates for production of eggs, pork, and 
poultry meat. This development in Japan - perhaps more than any other - has 
been the linchpin of the huge trade between the United States and Japan. 

As an aside, perhaps U.S. interests might have been more aggressive in capital- 
izing on consumer ferment in Japan. The move to a change in diet created a climate 
of openness which could well have been exploited by some U.S. makers of con- 
sumer products. 

Many will say changing food requirements were automatic in Japan (and other 
countries). There is truth to this observation but do not underestimate the persua- 
siveness of U.S. agriculture as a catalyst in world food policy. In fact, some be- 
lieve our trading partners should not be following U.S. agricultural production 
trends. 

A number of thoughtful students are of the opinion that high levels of animal 
protein and vegetable oils in our diet are not desirable. And some criticize the U.S. 
fondness to overuse automobiles as being selfish and short-sighted. This is not the 
theme of this paper except to recognize the fact that "gas in our cars" is closely re- 
lated to broilers, eggs, swine, and vegetable oils (which make food more tasty and 
nourishing). 

Now to my central theme. 
Supply-demand figures of the world grain situation are of great importance to 

government planners, processors, users, producers, and merchandisers in our 
country and trading partner nations. 

Supply-demand figures therefore are subject to what I choose to call govern- 
mental or political-economic pressures and decisions. This is particularly true as 
regards real demand for food or raw material, such as grain to be utilized for the 
production of livestock and poultry within a country or countries. 

To fulfill their needs foreign exchange availability is a prime requirement for 
importing countries. Trading companies must assess this matter with caution. 

Globally there is also another - almost equally important - factor, not well 
understood and impossible at times to predict - namely governmental or political 
decisions, leading to political-economic judgments within nations. 

For example: As late as six years ago, even after the United States had shut the 
gold window, some of our most noted international trade students expounded that 
demand for and volume of U.S. grain imports would be severely limited by foreign 
exchange earning capability on the part of some major nations, including devel- 
oping countries. Because of decisions by those in power in countries such as the 
Soviet Union, several East European nations, and India to place higher priority on 
food for their people, foreign exchange earning capability became of lesser 
importance. 



In the case of Eastern European countries and the Soviet Union, swine, laying 
hens, and broilers were becoming increasingly important in governmental-eco- 
nomic decisionmaking. In the case of India "cereals for survival" was receiving 
greater consideration by political leaders. 

To further illustrate, let me share what appears to be a development in the use of 
credits from the West by Bloc countries and other nations. I hesitate to get deeply 
involved in this subject of finance and credits with so many money men in the audi- 
ence. On the other hand I wish to refer to a current situation and analyze its 
meaning. 

Case in point. The U:S, government has greatly expanded the use of Com- 
modity Credit Corporation (CCC) export credits. This is generally known as the 
G.S.M. - 5 credit program. In recent years the volume of U.S. farm products fi- 
nanced under this authority did not exceed $1 billion per year and in most years the 
volume was considerably below this figure. In this fiscal year the total authori- 
zation is $1.7 billion. Credit under this program is extended for a maximum of 
three years at a nonconcessional rate of interest. 

Congress, at the present time, is considering further expansion of the CCC 
export credit program. Many agricultural associations and organizations recom- 
mend up to 10-year credits be authorized. 

In times past, government administrators have hesitated to expand this credit 
program because once the wheat, vegetable oil, or feed grains were exported and 
consumed within a recipient country the collateral was gone. Grain, being con- 
sumed within a relatively short space of time, does not lend itself to periods of f i-  
nancing which are peculiar to capital goods, and typical periods of private fi- 
nancing might be six months, or one year at the most. Elementary banking 
prudence would dictate that these terms not be exceeded by the private sector. 

I now detect some change in the thinking of our own government officials. Per- 
haps, more importantly, I detect a change in the views of government policy- 
makers in recipient countries. 

As CCC funds have become more readily available to finance U.S. agricultural 
exports, government officials in borrowing countries have come to look upon this 
program as simply another source of credit. I am not saying this is good orbad. The 
attitude only illustrates the increasing demand for "credits." It further shows the 
manner in which the development is related to the political decisionmaking pro- 
cess in determining priorities. 

Should the further development of broilers, swine, and commercial layer flocks 
in some countries be high priority items? This question becomes a political-eco- 
nomic matter. 

If Congress decides to authorize CCC to finance agricultural exports over three 
years, U .S. government agencies and policy makers will also become more deeply 
involved with the decision related to granting credits to specific countries. Of ne- 
cessity our "money managers" will become more important in the deci- 



sionmaking process, including specific commodities to be financed as well as with 
the question of the total U.S. credit package offered to recipient countries: 

This prediction is not a criticism; it is only a judgment statement. 
To relate the matter of export credit to our own business of grain export, the pri- 

vate trade is able to offer only limited financing terms. 
The domestic grain industry requires enormous infusions of capital, to acquire 

and maintain elevators, rail cars, barges, and all the fixed assets required to move 
grain from interior points to U.S. or foreign ports, to condition the grain, etc. Fur- 
ther, huge sums of money must be invested in grain inventories. 

There is but little financing which the exporter himself is able to provide to his 
buyers; consider, for example, that a single cargo of some 25,000 tons of soybeans 
is worth about $7 million F.O.B. vessel U.S. port. 

The extension of credit naturally involves some risk taking; yet, paradoxically, 
these risks are not compensated for by an increase in the sale price commensurate 
with the risk. This factor, combined with the narrow profit margins typical of our 

' 

business, give but little encouragement to the trade to sell on credit, unless the risk 
can.be shifted to someone else. 

This means that the exporter is left to his own devices in the very cases where 
the job is most difficult. We have already said the exporter's own resources cannot 
generally be committed to this task. The exporter turns to banking institutions in 
order to obtain nonrecourse financing, that is to say, a transfer of risks from 
himself. 

These risks are basically two-fold. The first one is, of course, that the obligation 
may not be paid at maturity; the second one, that the interest rate being charged to 
the buyer will prove insufficient over the term of the financing, to cover the seller's 
cost. Both of these risks may be covered with a bank, if one can be found willing to 
do so. 

The number of cases in which private industry is called upon to arrange for 
credit terms is relatively small, and nonrecourse financing is seldom extended. If 
foreign buyers are unable to get financing, they will eventually commit hard cur- 
rency reserves to what is an acquisition of essential commodities. Cash will 
somehow be found to prevent critical shortages of food and feed. 

When the United States builds up large surpluses of grain, it is necessary for the 
private sector as well as our government to exercise all their ingenuity and to offer 
grain on terms which are required by buyers. 

I did not discuss in detail the significance of the changing value of the dollar in 
relation to a few other major currencies nor to gold as compared to a few years ago. 

For instance: do you remember when U .S. #2  hard red winter wheat at the Gulf 
was pegged at about $60.00per ton? This approximate selling price was maintained 
through government subsidies (which at times were zero). Do you realize that 
during the time of heavy wheat export selling nearly six years ago U.S. wheat at 
the pegged price was about equal in value to one ounce of gold. Today, a ton of the 



same class of wheat is available for export at the Gulf for about three-fourths of an 
ounce of gold. Prior to June, 1971, one ton of wheat traded for about 1.65 ounces - 
of gold. 

What is the meaning? 
World price of wheat is cheaper today in terms of the major products that some 

countries have to exchange for our wheat. While the dollar is still the key currency 
in the world there are other commodity-price relationships that have changed. 
Overriding these are economic-political policy considerations of governments re- 
sponsible for the welfare of their people. 

And perhaps of still greater significance the age-old and important matter of 
"rulers maintaining the power to govern." 

I wish to conclude these remarks with a repeat of my opening comments. 
Prices of items and products keep changing in the world. This trend will 

continue. 
Some products are renewable each year or over a period of time. Others are not! 
Expectations of people continue to become "real" for more "things" in- 

cluding the demand for more calories, more eggs, more meat, and more fats and 
oils. Political leaders, be they elected, self proclaimed, or otherwise elevated to 
power are keenly aware of this ferment. 

This realism more than any other leads me to believe we are living through the 
last round of multilateral trade negotiations under GATT. Even today, in my 
opinion the present Tokyo Round would not be commenced as it was only four 
years ago. World political-economic forces are moving that rapidly. 

This then is my contribution to a consideration of: "World Food Supply and 
Demand: How the Two Can be Linked." 

Putting it concisely: "The world moves on.". 



Discussion 

Harold F. Bjarnason* 

Mr. Palmby has addressed himself, in his paper, to the impact of political-eco- 
nomic decisions on the international supply of and demand for grains. Certain po- 
litical-economic decisions do and will continue to influence levels of international 
trade in grains, and the ways in which that trade is financed. The point is well 
made, and warrants greater examination. Also, it should be viewed from the ex- 
porters' as well as from the grain importers' perspective. 

In the opening pages of his paper, Mr. Palmby singles out demand as having a 
greater economic impact than supply. But we have to be careful here, for what he is 
referring to, I am sure, is not total demand in importing countries, but rather their 
"import demand." Total demand for cereals (especially wheat) in most grain im- 
porting countries is fairly predictable on a year-to-year basis. Consumer demand 
does not respond to international grain price fluctuations (unless foreign exchange 
holdings are a problem, and even then, often not greatly) because grain prices in 
importing nations are usually set well above international levels. Consumers in 
these countries are in effect isolated from international prices (actually, this is nor- 
mally the case even in those countries where grain prices are set at relatively low 
levels). When domestic production does not meet a country's needs, therefore, it 
imports grain to make up the difference. Import demand, in other words, is to a 
very large degree, a function of domestic production and supplies. 

It may be useful to quickly test this statement with respect to some of the 
world's major grain importers. The most publicized grain importer in recent years 
has been the U. S.S .R. Since 1972, and in conformity with its five-year plan (in 
which a commitment was made to improve the diet of the Soviet populace), pro- 
duction shortfalls in that country have triggered large international grain 
purchases. 

In the EEC, great political-economic incentives have been given to encourage 
self-sufficiency in grain production. Internal prices (for example wheat at about 
$6.45 per bushel with an import levy last week of $3.68 per bushel) are set far above 
international levels to accomplish this objective, with the result that relatively 
cheap grain is purchased internationally only to fill in the demand-supply deficit. 
The case in Japan is similar in that internal prices to millers (with 1 CWRS 13.5 per 
cent protein wheat sold by the Food Agency to Japan millers at about U.S. $7.70 
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per bushel) are well above international levels, though production is so small that 
most Japanese wheat and feed grain requirements have to be met by international 
purchases. Japanese farmers, incidentally, receive about $15.00 per bushel for the 
wheat they grow. 

Even in developing countries, the politics of food is so important that most 
countries will sacrifice hard-earned foreign exchange holding to avoid the politi- 
cally hazardous possibility of widespread hunger. Mr. Palmby used the example of 
India to support this. Food imports in these countries, whether under commercial 
or aid programs, largely reflect production shortfalls rather than changes in 
demand or financial considerations. 

If we turn now to the world's largest grain exporting nation, the United States, 
certainly supply is more subject than demand to political-economic decisions. Pro- 
grams to set aside grain acreages or reserves are totally controlled by the U.S. 
government. Price-support programs at the producer end also fall strongly into this 
political-economic category. They are instituted to assure the farmers of some 
minimum revenue. 

When we are considering "problems associated with financing increasing 
levels of international trade" in grains, it is very important to differentiate between 
financing which makes it possible for a food-deficit nation to import, on the one 
hand, and financing which attempts to get a competitive advantage on other grain 
exporters, on the other hand. 

Let us first consider the objective of trying to improve one's competitive advan- 
tage. If financing aids are not in effect required by the importing country, but ex- 
porters provide such facilities anyway, then these exporters are simply conducting 
business in such a manner as to transfer income from farmers in the exporting na- 
tions to governments or buyers in the grain importing countries. It may be useful to 
analyze this hypothesis further. 

The United States, by virtue of its very dominant role as a grain exporter, is the 
undisputed price leader in the grain world, and will continue to be so in the 
future. Prices set in Chicago, Minneapolis, and Kansas City or Washington greatly 
influence the asking prices of all other grain exporting nations. 

Since grain prices in most importing nations are well above and fully insulated 
from U.S. and other exporters' selling price levels, farmers and governments in 
exporting countries have in effect been subsidizing buyers in grain importing 
countries. For exporting countries to compete with each other with even more lib- 
eral financing terms than we have right now would just increase this subsidy from 
exporting to importing nations. 

If, for example, the aim of the current congressional proposal to increase CCC 
export credit terms from 3 years to 10 years is to make the United States more com- 
petitive with other exporters, then it probably will be self-defeating. For there is 
likely no way that other exporters could avoid providing the same terms if they 
wished to remain competitive. The net result then would be that neither the United 



States nor other exporters would gain any competitive advantage; they would 
merely increase their subsidies to foreign grain buyers. 

We can go one step further in this discussion and say that if international grain 
prices were higher, import demand would only be marginally affected, if at all, but 
the exporters' subsidies per bushel to the importers would decrease by the amount 
of the.rise. 

The important consideration in viewing financing of increasing levels of inter- 
national trade in grains then has to be how to tailor programs to the real financial re- 
quirements of the individual food deficit nations. 

Aid in the form of outright grants of food grains for people suffering from fam- 
ine, in countries where adverse weather has resulted in crop failures, will continue. 
In fact, the need for food aid may well increase as population in many developing 
nations continues to surge past food productive capacities. Food aid shipments will 
be financed by the governments of the richer, more fortunate food exporting and 
importing nations. 

Long term credit facilities, such as Public Law 480, may also be required for 
those countries that have laid the foundation for long term economic development, 
with a view to shortening the credit terms over a period of years to the point where 
sales can be made entirely on a cash or short term credit basis, as the importing 
nation matures economically. Both you in the United States and we in Canada have 
experienced success with such developments in the past. 

Finally, short term credit (up to three years at commercial rates of interest) will 
continue to be a feature for a number of purchasing countries experiencing some 
problem with foreign exchange earnings, to facilitate their ongoing requirements 
for grain imports. 



World Food Supply 
and Demand: 

How the Two Can Be Linked 

Dr. Clayton Yeutter* 

Introduction 

It is a privilege and honor for me to make the concluding address of this excel- 
lent symposium on world agricultural trade. Ed Harshbarger and his colleagues at 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City are certainly to be complimented for as- 
sembling such a distinguished group of participants, as well as a most impressive 
audience. Hopefully, the discussions of the past two days will stimulate and en- 
hance world agricultural trade over the next two decades or more. 

Since the topic of this morning's program relates to the linkage of world food 
supply and demand, I will concentrate primarily on that topic. However, my talk 
will also deliberately spill over into the subject matter of yesterday's discussions. 
My intent will be to outline the basic issues of this symposium in a format that 
could be used for followup policy discussions in this or any other country. 

Though food policy is an area of study which contains few absolutes, it has at 
least one parameter with which most of us can agree - that worldwide supply and 
demand will be in equilibrium on relatively few occasions during the rest of this 
century. Five years ago we had a situation where demand outran supply, with 
many agricultural prices reaching their highest levels ever. In contrast, at the end 
of last year's harvest we found the reverse situation to be extant. Worldwide 
supply had outrun demand, with prices in exporting countries having reached 
levels far below production costs. 

All of us hope these extremes can be avoided in the future, and many nations are 
taking steps individually, and perhaps collectively, to reduce the probability of 
widely fluctuating prices. Nevertheless, some imbalance is bound to occur, if for 
no other reason than that we still cannot control the weather. With the Soviet Union 
now being a major element in the world market situation, and with that nation 
being subject to extremes of both frost and drought, economic uncertainty will 
*President of the Ch~cago Mercant~le Exchange, and former Assistant Senetary of Agr~culture 



likely be the rule rather than the exception in the near term, if not the long term. If 
so, how then can we adjust to the supply-demand imbalances that will inevitably 
occur? 

Supply Outruns Demand 

Let us deal first with the present situation, where supply has outrun effective de- 
mand. Obviously, there are a number of short run steps that can be taken in such a 
situation, and also a number of longer term actions should the situation prove to be 
chronic (unlikely as that may be), rather than just temporary. I would like first to 
enumerate the short run possibilities, since those are the policy issues which face 
both exporting and importing nations today. 

SHORT RUN ACTIONS 

1. Move The Product Into Consumption, Both Human And Livestock. 
Nations should permit and encourage the responsiveness of their livestock and 
poultry industries to situations such as the one which presently prevails. Regret- 
tably, some nations isolate these industries from worldwide supply conditions in 
the grain and oilseeds sector, thereby minimizing, and sometimes even pre- 
cluding, a desirable expansion in those industries. This, of course, deprives their 
consumer sector of an opportunity to expand consumption of these excellent pro- 
tein foods, and it forces an inordinate level of adjustment in the livestock and 
poultry economies of "price responsive" nations. 

Whether or not an international trading nation has a market economy, it ought to 
pursue policies which will permit its livestock and poultry sectors to buffer the 
price and income blows that will otherwise be felt in their own grain and oilseeds 
industries, and in the grain, oilseeds, livestock, and poultry industries of market 
economy nations with relatively open trading policies. This was a major element 
of the price instability which occurred in 1973 and 1974, and we ought to try to im- 
prove that situation in the future. 

Some adjustment in human consumption should occur as well. At a time of sur- 
plus production in the world, governments ought to reappraise policies which dis- 
courage food consumption, and which keep the percentage of per capita incomes 
expended for food at an inordinately high level. In other words, we ought to permit 
the price system to function in the consumer sector too, thereby increasing con- 
sumption levels as farm prices decline. 

2. Reduce Trade Barriers. In times of surplus, nations should adjust trade 
barriers which will have an immediate consumption response. Quota programs 
constitute perhaps the best example, since the import response to a quota increase 
is usually immediate. Many countries have quota programs which have little, if 



any, economic justification, and often a political justification that is long since ob- 
solete. In those cases, they could contribute to the welfare of their own consumers, 
and substantially benefit exporting nations, by loosening their trade constraints 
permitting some of the agricultural surplus to flow in. 

Surplus situations have often led to strident, unfair, and even irrational trade re- 
sponses among competitive nations. This is particularly true among exporters, but 
it "takes two to tango" so importers are not entirely free from criticism. Perhaps 
the most widely used "throat cutting" mechanism in international trade is that of 
the export subsidy. When brought into action with all its fury, the export subsidy 
simply becomes a battle of federal treasuries. Such practices are extremely costly 
to the subsidizing exporters, many of whom are often developing countries which 
cannot afford it, and they provide an enormous income transfer to beneficiary im- 
porting nations. Though importers may temporarily gloat over such a result, the 
long term results may well prove to be detrimental, rather than beneficial. It would 
be well to avoid such noncompetitive responses to a surplus situation, and at least 
discuss the policy options in a reasonably tranquil, multilateral atmosphere before 
embarking upon such actions. This is the advantage of an international agreement, 
with guidelines or triggers which will lead to such consultations. 

3. Establish or Expand Storage Programs. This can be done on either a na- 
tional or international basis, or both, where nonperishable products are concerned. 
There are a good many nations in the world today which need to protect themselves 
further against food security risks. The surest way to do this is through an expan- 
sion in their own storage capacity. In terms of product cost, the ideal time to do 
this, of course, is when worldwide food surpluses exist. The product can be pur- 
chased at an attractive price, and (if necessary) simply stored in exporting nations 
until construction of new storage facilities in the buying country have been 
completed. 

This is also an ideal time to create and stock an international food reserve, if 
there be the political will among major exporting and importing nations to take 
such action. A well-coordinated international program certainly has advantages 
over ad hoc, unilateral efforts to establish storage programs in either exporting or 
importing nations. 

4.  Expand Aid Programs. Humanitarian considerations should be the pri- 
mary motivation for taking these actions, either on a grant or long term loan basis. 
The U.S. program which fills this need is, of course, Public Law 480, our "Food 
for Peace" effort. Other countries have similar programs, and all may appropri- 
ately be expanded during times such as this, providing the expansion does not 
place undue strains on the distribution network and the agricultural production 
sector of recipient nations. There must clearly be a balancing of interests in this re- 
spect, lest the programs be counterproductive in the long run, though they be 
helpful in the short run. With that caveat, however, it should be possible to find 
room for reasonable expansion of such programs in a year like 1977 or 1978. Not 



only can this improve the nutritional levels of many hungry people, but it can also 
have long run market development benefits. 

5. Provide Farmers With Income Protection, Rather Than Price Protec- 
tion. If the price system is permitted to function, a surplus will move into con- 
sumption, farmers will adjust their production plans to the price signals that are re- 
ceived, and the unprofitable price levels will probably prove to be temporary. At 
the same time, it certainly is desirable to provide farmers with a reasonable level of 
income protection. This can be done through target prices, as is the case here in the 
United States, or through similar mechanisms that will not impede the supply ad- 
justments that should take place. To achieve this objective a deficiency payment 
policy (such as that followed by the United States and a number of other countries) 
would seem to be infinitely preferable to high price support programs. 

6. Permit Currency Exchange Rates to Adjust as Market Conditions Dic- 
tate. The world has not yet fillly adjusted to its new monetary era involving 
floating exchange rates. As a consequence, some nations are still engaging in 
"dirty float" operations, which impede the adjustment in trade flows that would 
otherwise occur. This affects both industrial and agricultural trade, and can have a 
most detrimental income effect on exporting countries. An aggressive market de- 
velopment program by an exporter- a perfectly proper response to a surplus situ- 
ation- will fail ignominiously if such an effort is offset by exchange rate manipu- 
lations within importing nations. 

7. Reduce Production, Through a "Set Aside" or Comparable Program. 
Programs to curb production will not be met with enthusiasm by importing na- 
tions, even in times of surplus. They will inevitably provoke criticism because of 
omnipresent malnutrition conditions in the world, which are only nominally af- 
fected by the availability of agricultural surpluses. This is a sensitive and delicate 
policy issue, with income distribution and other complex parameters beyond the 
scope of today's discussion. 

Notwithstanding the inevitable criticism, a set aside may well be the most fea- 
sible policy option to correct major supply-demand imbalances in the short run. 
With an inelastic supply and demand situation for most agricultural products, a set 
aside can have an immediate price response of substantial benefit to producers. 

LONG RUN ACTIONS 

1 .  Reduce Or-Eliminate Both Tariff and Non-Tariff Trade ~arriers. This . 

is a multilateral exercise which has been traditionally conducted in "rounds" of 
negotiations; these rounds have been held every few years since the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the GATT) was executed justBfter World War 11. 
In the future, one must hope that worldwide trade problems will be confronted on a 
continuing basis, rather than in the stutter-step style that has prevailed in the past. 
If so, this should permit us to approach more closely the comparative advantage 



principle of international trade, which would be helpful not only in surplus supply 
situations, but in times of shortage as well. 

2. Assist And Stimulate The Economic Development Efforts Of The Third 
World. The growth area for international trade in agricultural products lies in na- 
tions which will have both the population and the purchasing power to dra- 
matically expand food consumption. To a very great degree, the nations fulfilling 
these criteria between now and the year 2000 will come primarily from the Third 
World. These are countries, particularly in the Far East and Latin America, which 
have the natural resources, the human resources, or both to advance to the "devel- 
oped'' group, or very near thereto. To the degree that we and other developed na- 
tions can help such countries to progress economically, we too will benefit there- 
from. There should be a particularly strong motivation for agricultural exporting 
nations to assist in such endeavors, because of the market potential that is in- 
volved, along with the laudable impact this will have on worldwide income 
distribution. 

There will be demand growth in the developed countries too, of course, and this 
should certainly not be ignored. But population growth has slowed in those parts of 
the world, and is not likely to alter substantially in the future. Therefore, the up- 
grading of diets in most countries will supply only limited growth potential in total 
food consumption. That desirable combination of population growth and pur- 
chasing power will likely emerge elsewhere in the world. 

3 .  Eliminate Exchange Rate Policies Which Impede Trade. Importing na- 
tions sometimes maintain undervalued currencies in order to stimulate their own 
exports. This obviously is inflationary, and it just as obviously reduces import vol- 
umes. Nevertheless, these nations are willing to pay that price in order to sustain 
and improve their own export potential. In the long run, however, this will prove to 
be a shortsighted policy, and market forces will ultimately prevail. In a period of 
excess supplies, it would be in the long run best interest of everyone to permit the 
currency market to operate without impediments. 

4. Follow Circumspect International Lending Practices. There have been 
some incidents in recent years when international lending agencies have stimu- 
lated the production of agricultural products where surpluses had already driven 
prices to unprofitable levels. It may be that the loans were proper nonetheless. It is 
conceivable that competitive forces would call for the phasing out of production of 
that particular commodity in developed countries, and phasing in of production in 
one or more Third World countries. If so, the loan program cannot legitimately be 
criticized. 

If, on the other hand, the Third World investment would be noncompetitive, 
even in the long run, then the loan was a mistake. It is certainly proper to ask that 
international lending organizations examine their commodity loan practices with 
considerable care, and avoid adding to already existing surpluses wherever 
possible. 



5. Achieve Additional Stability Through The Use Of Long Term Con- 
tracts Or Futures Markets. An individual nation, whether it be an importer or 
exporter, may take a number of unilateral steps to achieve greater price stability. 
Some nations already do this through farm policies which isolate themselves from 
market conditions elsewhere in the world. I am by no means a proponent of such 
policies, for they simply force the burden of adjustment onto the shoulders of other 
nations. Furthermore, these policies are too often inflexible and thereby per- 
manently distortive. 

In my opinion, there are at least two ways of achieving greater price and income 
stability in a particular nation, without forcing major adjustments on one's fellow 
trading partners. One way is through the use of long term contracts, particularly if 
(as would usually be the case) the contracts do not have fixed price provisions. 
Such contracts offer an exporting nation a certain degree of market security, while 
offering the importing partner a certain degree of supply security. Both benefit 
from this, aside from whether or not price protection is added to volume 
protection. 

A second method is through the use of futures markets. There are active futures 
markets available today in most of the major agricultural commodities, and many 
nations, agencies, and firms could avail themselves of the hedging opportunities 
that those markets provide. 

6. Support Research And Extension Programs To Reduce Costs And In- 
crease Efficiency In The Agricultural Production And Marketing Processes 
Of All Nations. In a long run surplus situation, there may be little that can be done 
to improve farm prices. But one may well be able to reduce production and mar- 
keting costs. If so, income levels will improve throughout the entire agribusiness 
sector, notwithstanding the adverse price situation. This is a time for the devel- 
opment of "cost reducing" technology, rather than "output increasing" tech- 
nology. The latter may well reduce the income levels in the agricultural sector, be- 
cause of price inelasticity of demand. The former, on the other hand, should boost 
incomes,  thereby proving to be a most welcome investment under the 
circumstances. 

Now let us look at what many people believe to be the more likely scenario in 
h ture  years - the specter of food shortages. There will be some duplication of 
measures for, interestingly, some apply both in times of shortage and of surplus. 

Demand Outruns Supply 

SHORT RUN ACTIONS 

1 .  Avoid "Beggar thy Neighbor" Policies. Perhaps the greatest contribution 
that can be made toward the resolution of short run food crises is an act of omis- 
sion. That is, food surplus nations, such as the United States, should avoid export 



restraints and permit market forces to function. A time of food shortage is not a 
time in which to be selfish. It may, in fact, be a time which calls for actions beyond 
those afforded by the market. If only price is used to allocate food under such cir- 
cumstances, the rich will eat and the poor will starve. Therefore, it is incumbent 
upon rich countries, and rich people within poor countries, to share on a human- 
itarian basis with those in need. We have not always been this idealistic, in the 
United States or anywhere else. 

As I noted earlier, one of our major problems in "burden sharing" in the food 
sector is that market forces are impeded in many portions of the world. This means 
that in a time of shortage, as well as in a time of surplus, the livestock and poultry 
industries of some countries must bear an undue share of the adjustment. Note, for 
example, the trauma experienced by the U.S. livestock industry in the food 
shortage period of 1973 and beyond. Permitting market forces to function will cor- 
rect this inequity. 

2. Immediately Terminate Production Disincentives. Many nations still 
maintain systems of production disincentives, though they are usually not denomi- 
nated as such. Involved are national "cheap food" policies; designed to garner the 
political and economic approval of the consumer sector. These policies are often 
shortsighted at best, and certainly indefensible in a period of food shortages. 
Under such circumstances, they ought to be altered or eliminated immediately. 

3. Provide Production Incentives Where Necessary. In countries where 
market forces are permitted to work, such incentives may not be necessary. Attrac- 
tive prices are likely to stimulate expanded usage of fertilizers, chemicals, and 
other inputs that will increase yields. In nonmarket economy countries;however, 
or in countries where the market system is not permitted to function to its fullest, 
governmental incentives may be essential. In such situations, nations should have . 

standby policies to apply when short term food shortages have developed. 
4. Make Food Reserves Available. Whether or not a formalized international 

food reserve is in existence, nations should make food reserves available to their 
' 

own people, and hopefully to the world market as well. At a time of shortage, the 
"triggers" of most food reserve programs should release automatically. In some 
cases, price movements will achieve such a result; in other cases, governmental 
action may be necessary. Reserves should move in to distribution, until such time 
as minimum carryover levels are reached nationally and internationally. 

5. Reduce Waste: We still waste tremendous quantities of food in the mar- 
keting process, particularly where perishables are involved. Though this is a never 
ending challenge, there are short run steps that countries and firms can take to 
reduce waste in a time of crisis. 

6. Evaluate Exchange Rate Policies. Even in an era of floating exchange 
rates, one often discovers individual exchange rate policies which impede trade. 
These policies, whether they be deliberate or simply due to bureaucratic inertia, 
can easily lead to a beggar thy neighbor situation when food supplies are short. 



This is not a time for "dirty float. " Therefore, nations ought to adjust such policies 
so that they facilitate trade rather than impede it. 

7 .  Evaluate Fiscal And Monetary Policies. The shortage of food supplies 
will have an inflationary impact on national economies, and this impact will be 
dramatic. Because food is purchased on a daily or weekly basis, and since most 
housewives make those purchases in cash, food price increases are immediately 
noticed and immediately felt. The reverberations from this will quickly penetrate 
the entire economy. This is a phenomenon that was experienced by all of us in 
1973 and 1974. At such a time, it would be well for nations to examine their total 
fiscal and monetary policies to determine whether they are further accelerating in- 
flation. Should those policies be overheating a given economy, they should be ad- 
justed to minimize the adverse impact in the consumer sector. 

LONG RUN ACTIONS 

Finally, perhaps the most penetrating concern of all - and certainly the most 
womsome to every one of us - is that of long run food shortages. All of us have 
seen population projections where normal food needs exceed any reasonable esti- 
mate of food supply availability a half century or a century in the future. The Mal- 
thusian model seems to be hovering on the horizon. To date we have kept it hov- 
ering, but no one knows when it might ultimately become a reality. What then can 
we do to stave it off for a few more decades, or perhaps even indefinitely? 

1. Restrain The Growth of Population. This is an obvious answer, oft dis- 
cussed, so there is no need in dwelling upon it here. Population can be restrained in 
any given country, even among those in the lesser developed category. The suc- 
cessful programs are there for anyotle to see. The real public policy question is 
whether a given nation is prepared to embark upon such a sensitive and often politi- 
cally controversial program. If so, progress can be made; if not, unless that nation 
is a major agricultural producer or has wealth borne of other resources, it will have 
to take other painful public policy steps to deal with its long range food supply re- 
quirements. Few nations can tolerate indefinitely - politically, let alone eco- 
nomically - the impact of a 3.5 per cent population growth rate. Therefore, as a 
practical matter, population control programs will become imperative in many of 
the nations of the world. 

2. Stimulate Production. Another obvious response, with many ways for 
doing so. Crop yields have risen dramatically in the twentieth century, and there is 
no reason to believe they will do otherwise in the twenty-first century. But we have 
had significant technological breakthroughs (hybrid corn, e.g.) which have con- , 

tributed to the plentiful food supplies of recent years. There are some who believe 
that breakthroughs of a comparable magnitude during the next century are not 
likely to occur. If they are correct, we could have difficult times ahead. This means 
that agricultural research should receive a high priority in the United States and 



other major agricultural producing nations of the world. It means further that exis- 
ting technology should be transmitted to producers in the most effective way possi- 
ble. This will require extension programs much more comprehensive in their geo- 
graphic and human coverage than has been true in the past. Management 
techniques will need to be improved too, so that more farmers will begin to exceed 
the yield averages which prevail in the world today. 

In addition, efficient producers must be rewarded for their efforts. In the United 
States we have found the profit incentive to be a tremendous stimulus to produc- 
tion. If other countries wish to substitute differing incentives, that is their privi- 
lege. In the absence of such incentives, however, the necessary.production in- 
creases simply will not occur. 

Farmers in the United States and elsewhere also need a reasonable level of pro- 
tection on the downside. It takes a great deal of talent and experience to manage 
and operate the modern farm of today. It is a tremendous waste of human resources 
to have that talent disappear from the agricultural scene in a sea of financial woes. I 
certainly do not advocate insurance against failure, in agriculture or any other en- 
terprise. But we can moderate the financial impact of unpredictable and perhaps 
even uninsurable risks in the agricultural sector of any nation. This can be done 
through the use of target prices; governmental crop insurance programs, etc. Rea- 
sonable protections of this nature can pay big dividends in maintaining stability in 
agriculture. 

3 .  Assist Lesser Developed Nations With Food Production Potential. 
There is still substantial potential for dramatic increases in food production among 
a number of the lesser developed nations. For example, the llanos of South Ameri- 
ca, a gigantic region, could be operated much more intensively than it is today. But 
there are myriad problems involved in bringing these and other such lands any- 
where near to full production. The capital requirements alone far exceed the dis- 
cretionary financial resources presently available to these countries. Therefore, 
major international lending endeavors will be essential to their agricultural 
development. 

Not only will massive infusions of capital be required for production inputs, but 
the infrastructure (roads, powerlines, waterwells, etc'.) will have to be there too. 
Without these, agricultural development projects are doomed to failure. 

4. Foster Economies of Scale and Production and Marketing Efficiencies. 
Few nations of the world today even approach the economies of scale that are pos- 
sible in modern agriculture. In many cases, this reflects deliberate public policies 
based on social considerations. One cannot criticize such policies, for nations are 
entitled to establish their own priorities. But the trade offs involved should at least 
be understood. 

One critical trade off is that agricultural production will assuredly not be as effi- 
cient, profitable, and probably not as productive as it would be if agricultural inno- 
vations, economies of scale, and other production and marketing efficiencies were 



emphasized. If and when food shortages become a chronic global problem, these 
nations may wish to reassess their priorities. The trade offs may become too costly, 
wherein economic considerations may ultimately outweigh those in the social 
sphere. 

5. Reduce Trade Barriers. You will recall that I advocated a reduction in 
trade barriers in times of agricultural surpluses. I do so in times of shortage as well. 
Under the latter condition, one can simply not justify impediments to the free 
movement of agricultural goods throughout the world. Though trade barriers have 
been reduced over the past 30 years, much more progress has been made in in- 
dustry than in the agricultural sector. Agricultural barriers abound, and all nations 
need to reassess their own agricultural protectionism in light of projected world 
food needs in the coming decades. 

Putting it another way, the GATT rules on agricultural trade need to be strength- 
ened, delineated with greater specificity, and applied with diligence and deci- 
siveness. Present GATT rules come close to institutionalizing the beggar thy 
neighbor policies of agricultural trade barriers, rather than reducing or eliminating 
them. In the jargon of international trade, we ought to be able to do a much better 
job of "rationalizing" the international movement of agricultural commodities. 

6 .  Resdve The Present Energy Crisis. Neither the United States nor any 
other consuming nation has yet to fully face up to the energy crisis. Unless we are 
prepared to do so, in a variety of ways, that crisis will be with us for many years to 
come. It may be grammatically imperfect to speak of a "chronic" energy crisis, 
but that is precisely what we will have. 

If this condition prevails, it will clearly impinge upon the world's ability to feed 
itself. At the economic margin, all nations must make a choice between energy and 
food. Since the emergence of the energy crisis, that choice has been forced in the 
direction of energy. For us and the other wealthier nations of the world the choice 
is distressing, but tolerable. But for many of the poorer nations of the world, it is ex- 
ceedingly painful, and could ultimately lead to much higher levels of malnutrition. 
The answer must be a concerted and determined effort to develop alternative 
sources of energy at the earliest possible date. 

7 .  Expand Storage Capacity. Many importing nations, including the Soviet 
Union, have significantly expanded their storage capacity (particularly for grains) 
in recent years. This is a laudable objective, and should be further pursued in the 
years ahead. Notwithstanding my earlier point about export restraints, and the 
likelihood that most nations will seek to avoid such, in a crisis all bets are off. In 
other words, in a disaster situation where an exporting nation must choose whether 
to feed its own people, or share its food with the rest of the world, no government 
will be able to ignore the basic needs of its own citizens. Thus, it behooves all im- 
porting nations to maintain a reasonable level of food stocks at all times. Deter- 
mination of that level is somewhat subjective, of course, for there are trade offs be- 
tween cost and security. Nevertheless, my own judgment is that some importing 



nations have traditionally maintained stocks at a dangerously low level. That is a 
policy they may wish to reassess in the future. 

8. Use Long Term Contracts and Futures Markets. Finally, importing na- 
tions can avail themselves of innovative purchase techniques that can contribute to 
their own food security. Among those techniques are long term contractual com- 
mitments or the purchase of commodities on futures markets. Though these modes 
of operation cannot provide iron clad assurances of delivery, they are certainly 
preferable to placing oneself at the mercy of unpredictable supply and demand 
conditions, and they may be much less costly than alternative protections such as 
storage programs. 

Long term contractual commitments, such as the one involving the United 
States and the Soviet Union, can bring additional stability to the food supply- 
demand relationships of the contracting nations, though it is possible that such ar- 
rangements will create additional instability elsewhere in the world. That is, the 
micro and macro effects may be dissimilar, but it surely is both desirable and 
proper for an individual nation to seek certain protections in its own long term 
supply needs. Any adverse macro effects should be dealt with on a multilateral 
basis. 

Futures markets may well provide an even more responsive and less confining 
method of achieving such protection than will long term contractual arrangements. 
Both mechanisms are certainly deserving of consideration by public and private 
entities of all the major food trading nations. 

Conclusion 

Much more could be said. This is by no means a composite of all the actions, 
long term and short term, that can be taken by governments, quasi public agencies, 
and the private sector to deal with either food shortages or food surpluses. But I 
hope I have enumerated the major ones. Few of them are without controversy. But 
food policy is too important to have them be otherwise. 

Let us have the debates, nationally and internationally, and then move forward 
with policies that are reasonable, rational, and responsive. 
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